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Lloyd Cain 

AMSPRO Aluminum Roof Coating 
reduces heat, reports Texas builder 

Tech Village Apartments, designed ex
pressly for married students at Texas 
Technological College, Lubbock, reflect 
quality throughout. Let's start at the top. 
The 80,000-sq-ft roof is protected with 
reflective Amspro Aluminum Asbestos 
Coating, a product of Amspro Products, 
Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 

Howell Killgore, builder and part own
er, writes, "I 've found Amspro Aluminum 
Roof Coating most effective as a reflector 
of heat from the sun, and extremely tough 
and resistant to the weather." 

Mr. Killgore belongs to a growing list 
of builders and maintenance experts who 
insist on a roof coating like Amspro, 
which combines Alcoa*' Aluminum Pig

ments and asbestos fibers in a tough 
asphalt base. 

Here's why: The aluminum " leafs" to 
form a metallic shield that protects the 
vital oils and keeps the coating pliant 
and waterproof regardless of outside 
temperature variations. Under high heat 
and humidity conditions, interiors are 
more comfortable. This is due to the re
flective aluminum particles which turn 
back much of the sun's heat, reducing 
under-roof temperature several degrees. 

Alcoa does not make aluminum coatings, 
but Alcoa Pigments are used in the best 
brands. We've published two new book
lets, excellent guides to better mainte
nance. For copies, please send coupon. 

Aluminum Company of America 
871-L Alcoa Building 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219 
Please send your free booklets: 
• Aluminum Asphalt Roof Coatings 
n Aluminum Paint Manual 

N a m e 
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Alcoa Brings You America's Finest News Show 
THE HUNTLEY-BRINKLEY REPORT, on NBC-TV 
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I f How can we get a bigger share of our market-
and still keep sales costs in line?" 

ANSWER: USE LONG DISTANCE 

TO EXPAND YOUR MARKET PROFITABLY! 

Case in point: The Shetland Company, Inc., 
Salem, Mass. This producer of floor polishers and 
lightweight and canister vacuum cleaners has in
creased sales by 15 percent through planned use 
of Long Distance. 

To reach more customers and, at the same time, 
reduce expenses, salesmen employ a combination of 
personal and telephone visits. Contacts are made at 
a fraction of normal sales costs. 

Our communications consultant can tell you more 
about profitable uses of Long Distance in your busi
ness. Just ask your Bell Telephone Business Office 
to have him contact you. 

gin Bell System 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
and Associated Companies 

Talk things over, get things done . . . hy Long Distance! 
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....For businessmen all 
The Home's Business Owner's Policy 

is designed to cover your needs, specif

ically. Physical damage protection for 

your building and contents...broad bus

iness liability coverage . . . protection 

from crime loss... business interrup

tion insurance... inventory protection 

... automatic extensions to cover you in 

virtually any situation —it's all here, 

all economically yours in The Home's 

Business Owner's Policy. 

But let's face it —the acid test of any 

policy comes when you have a loss. 

Just as Mr. Voss did, you may one day 

experience the test of your insurance. 

You, too, will find The Home's Business 



March 26. 1964: 

Continental Clothing, Chicago, suffers 
a $6,010.75 burglary and physical 
damage loss. Burglars smash a plate 
glass window, strip racks and display 
cases, leave clothes strewn on the 
ground outside and escape! The Home 
is on the scene quickly . . . the loss is 
paid promptly . . . and in full! Pictured 
above is Mr. M. H. Donchin, C.P.C.U., 
of Donchin-Hecht & Co. Inc., Home 
Agent, handing Mr. Voss the check. 

over America 
Owner's Policy is the best coverage of 

its kind money can buy...a broad, cus

tom-crafted contract at a mass produc

tion price. 

If this is the kind of protection you're 

*HOME **. 

looking for...broad coverage at big sav

ings ... act now! See your Yellow Pages 

for your nearest HOMEtown Agent or 

write for full details of 

the policy today! 

Policy now available in most states 

59 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y. 10008 " 



For the first time under $100—a miniature 

CONFIDENTIAL 
POCKET 
RECORDER 
Record conversation, 
anything you want, 
anytime, anywhere-
secretly if 
you like 

ONLY 

$9950 

COMPLETE 
WITH ALL 

THESE 
ACCESSORIES: 

These are ALL included for $99.50 

You've probably seen recorders similar to 
this advertised for $269.50 and more, and 
they've been wire, not tape. Now, because of 
a solid engineering breakthrough (that cost $200,000 
in research, development and tooling), this pocket 
tape recorder costs almost %rds less, and comes 
complete with 6 valuable accessories. Fine German 
craftsmanship went into the manufacture of this self-
contained, push-button unit used by businessmen and 
police internationally. Easily carried in coat or pants 
pocket (or in special underarm holster), it weighs just 
2% lbs., records speech and music with fidelity for 70 
minutes on 300 feet of standard % " dual-track tape. 
It records and plays back immediately through speaker-
mike (1), telephone mike (2) which records two-way 
conversations without tell-tale blips, and dummy foun
tain-pen mike. Plays back through desk-top amplifier-
speaker (3), private secretarial earphones (4), Oper
ates on batteries (ordinary flashlight batteries at that!) 
or 110V AC with adapter. Further, this is the only re
corder that can also be used as an actual portable 
F.A. system (its volume wiH surprise you), and as a 
telephone amplifier that permits you to carry on a two-
way conversation with your hands free. Simply, this is 
the most versatile, smallest and finest push-button 
tape recorder made today. It is a timesaver and ac
curate record for businessmen, lawyers, doctors, de
tectives, salesmen, etc. Sold on a 10-day moneyback 
guarantee. 

1. Remote Control 
Speaker-Mike 

2. Telephone Mike 3. Desk-Top 
Amplifier-Speaker 

4. Stethoscopic 
Earphones 

5. Leather Carrying Cases 6. Reels and Tape 

1984 Calliiil.cll-Down 

I REYNOLDS ELECTRONIC COMPANY, Dept. NB-11, 125 East 41 st St., N. Y. 17 

Main Unit Including .ill 6 accessories 
shown above @ 999.50 

OTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE: 
Fountain Pen Mike @ 924.93 
Nylon Shoulder Holster • 97.98 
Extra Reels of 300 It. Tap.' @ 92.50 
110V VC Power Adapter @ 919.93 
Secretarial Foot Control @ 914.95 

Bill Diners' Club * 
Enclosed is check or m.o. for S 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
i Add •? J .88 shipping 6 tnmron • charges) 



WASHINGTON BUSINESS OUTLOOK 

Seventh record-smashing year in a row 
is just around the corner. 

Goods and services will be selling at rate of 
$650 billion. Maybe more. 

Adds up to minimum $25 billion increase 
over this year's record production. 

Optimism's based on study of prospects 
for purchases by consumers, businessmen, gov
ernment. 

These are three major purchasing agents of 
U. S. economy. 

James M. Dawson, vice president and econ
omist, National City Bank of Cleveland, sums 
up what's ahead: 

"Consumers, who purchase two thirds of the 
economy's output, have added to their expen
ditures for 22 successive years. 

"And next year should be number 23. 
"Business outlays on plant and equipment 

are in a rising trend. 
"Odds favor a higher level of capital spend

ing in '65." 
Government purchases, Mr. Dawson believes, 

"are certain to rise—for better or worse." 

Healthy business growth will extend easily 
through midyear. 

"We're seeing a peacetime performance un
matched in American economic history," com
ments Grover W. Ensley, executive vice presi
dent, National Association of Mutual Savings 
Banks. 

He believes business expansion "should also 
continue to show the same broad outlines that 
we have seen since early ' 6 1 . " 

He anticipates relative stability for prices 
and interest rates. He sees little need for sharp 
tightening of Federal Reserve Board money 
policies or other restrictive government actions. 

But he cautions: "We must always be alert 
to the possibility of renewed inflationary pres
sures." 

Two thirds of business growth next year 
will come in first six months. 

That's how trends stack up on charts and 
graphs as government and business economists 
make final projections for New Year roundup. 

What's to happen a year from now—as seen 
by experts this far ahead—is some slowing up 
in rate of advance. 

Nothing serious, comments one economist 
who calls it breath-catching phase. 

Another calls this "Japanese recession"— 
which means economy stops growing at seven 
per cent for a while and advances at only four 
per cent, to be followed by faster advance later 
on. 

What 's in store—if it happens that way—is 
last year in reverse. 

Economy advanced one third during first six 
months, then speeded up for final six. 

This year business has advanced at steady 
speed all year long. 

As for possible economic changes next year, 
Mr. Dawson points out: 

"There's time, of course, for conditions to 
develop which could bring on a business set
back later on. 

"However, next year will start well above this 
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year's average and prospects for the first half 
of the coming year are quite good. 

"Accordingly, it seems reasonable to plan on 
aggregate totals surpassing those of this year." 

Tax cuts already scheduled for next January 
fortify this view, he explains. 

And excise tax reductions in mid-'65—if Con
gress approves—"would sustain the economy 
in the second half of next year." 

Here's Dr. Ensley's view: 
"The possibility that business activity will 

taper off some time in '65 can hardly be dis
missed." 

Business cycle is far from dead, he adds, 
"but we have no sure rules for determining 
when a new cyclical phase is to appear. 

"For the present, however, the current ex
pansion still shows general good health. As 
long as there continue to be so few signs of 
sickness or old age, there is little reason to 
expect an imminent downturn." 

Careful inventory management keeps 
business humming smoothly—as long as man
agement controls work. 

But inventory management, like forecasting 
in general, deals with imponderables. 

For example: Will there be a steel strike next 
May 1? 

Could be—and that possibility thus becomes 
a problem for business in general. 

Richard W. Everett, manager of sales control 
department, Continental Can Co., tells Nation's 
Business: 

"We are confident that business will con
tinue to grow through the rest of this year and 
into '65. 

"The test of whether this record period of 
growth will last through next year is likely to 
come around the second quarter. 

"If, in the meantime, businessmen begin to 
build inventories more rapidly—and there are 
some signs of this—we may run into a slow

down once a settlement has been reached in 
the steel industry." 

William P. Carlin, director of economics for 
Republic Steel Corp., explains: 

"Exactly how long the inventory accumula
tion continues will depend on the nature and 
progress of the labor negotiations. 

"Provisions of the contract permit reopen
ing on January 1, followed by a no-strike nego
tiating period of 120 days. 

"This raises the possibility of an inventory 
build-up extending well into the first part of 
1965. 

"Should that occur, a period of liquidation 
would undoubtedly follow in the latter part of 
the year." 

Settlement would remove much of incentive 
for holding high inventories, Mr. Everett points 
out. 

So union negotiations with steel companies 
could have implications far beyond that in
dustry. 

Inventories of other goods also become 
more critical. 

But outlook is good. 
Dr. Ensley's view: 
"Accumulation of business inventories con

tinues at a moderate pace. Inventory-sales 
ratios are as low as at any time in the past 
10 years." 

Will that last? 
He looks for stocks to rise in line with in

creasing sales. But, with better controls, ac
cumulation "should not reach levels that would 
overheat the business expansion." 

Mr. Dawson points out: 
For two years inventories have risen less 

than business activity, hence the inventory-to-
shipments ratio is low. 

"A swing in inventory policy strong enough 
to trigger a significant economic downturn is 
not now in sight," he declares. 
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WASHINGTON BUSINESS OUTLOOK 

Rising costs become more worrisome. 
Dr. Charls E. Walker, executive vice presi

dent, American Bankers Association, explains: 
"To state it simply, I am very much afraid 

that we have seen the upward rupture of the 
cost-price stability which we have enjoyed since 
1959. 

"It seems to me quite clear that the stability 
of costs and prices that has contributed so 
heavily to the longevity of the business advance 
may not continue for long." 

Economic consultant Ralph E. Burgess says: 
"If prices should start to rise rapidly, we 

could experience a progressively intensifying 
boom followed by a serious bust. 

"To date, inflation signs haven't appeared. 
"However, recent wage settlements certainly 

create reason for concern in this regard, par
ticularly should they be extended to other in
dustries." 

How about profits? 
Economists spot changing trends ahead. 
Herbert E. Johnson, economist at Continen

tal Illinois National Bank and Trust Co. of Chi
cago, tells Nation's Business: 

"A culmination of forces will be bearing 
down at year-end 1965. 

"Thus, more questions are raised for '66 
than are answered for '65. 

" I do feel that the forces now pushing up
ward in the economy will follow a definite pat
tern, probably reaching a peak in the third 
quarter next year. 

"One most important clue to the timing of 
these events can be found in the profit margin. 

"If the profit margin continues to expand, 
the problems that I anticipate for the end of 
'65 will be pushed farther into the future. 

"However, one important premise of my fore
cast is that we are approaching the peak in 
profit margins and ultimately total profits. 

"Of course, as activity continues to rise, 
even a declining profit margin can be overcome 
for several quarters." 

Want to preserve your profit growth? 
Watch costs. 
It's human nature to let costs slide during 

periods of prosperity. 

Auto milestone comes up soon. 
Estimate: 180 millionth car made in America 

since 1900 will come off assembly line in time 
to become some family's Christmas gift. 

Full-speed production means this year's out
put will come close to five per cent of all cars 
made since century began. 

Use of t a x e s to in f luence business 
trends may be stepped up next year. 

Proposal is being discussed—though not out 
in open—that would provide tax incentives to 
companies for boosting exports. 

Aim is to cut U. S. dollar loss to foreign 
countries. 

Watch for it to come up in Congress as new 
legislative session gets under way in January. 

Law's already in force aimed at keeping dol
lars here by taxing Americans on most foreign 
securities they buy. 
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can your mimeo 
print THIS? 

V o « can have 

CONFIDENCE 

What's 

Ahead ? 

O^ly IS t/Pi A ,rCDd Of (he>«-„ 

- if can if it's a 

GESTETNER 
The Advanced Stencil Duplicating Process 

• REPRODUCES line art, halftones, 
typeset matter or paste-up layouts with 
mimeo simplicity and at mimeo cost. 
• GESTETNER is much more than 
an 'improved' stencil duplicator. It is 
a highly advanced process that meets 
the need for quality office printing 
without dependence on the typewriter 
for original copy. GESTETNER can 
reproduce anything from a ruled office 
form to a multi-colored advertising 
piece by means of stencils prepared 
electronically from original copy or 
layouts. GESTETNER is designed like 
a printing press with dual cylinders, 
printer's style paste ink and automatic 
controls. Cost? No more than the old 
fashioned mimeo. 

Send for portfolio of facts. 

// will explain the 
GESTETNER process 
and show actual 
specimens. 

m . « • • • • • . . . . • • H 
GESTETNER CORPORATION 
2 1 6 Lake A v e . , Dept .N 112Yonkers , N e w Y o r k 

Send descr ipt ive l i t e ra ture a n d specimens. 

NAME 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS-

CITY 

Business opinion: 

Two views of "U-2?" 

-STATE. 

T H E editorial comments under the 
heading "U-2?" in the September 
issue are great. 

CARROLL R. WEST 
Vice President 
Title Insurance and Trust Company 
Los Angeles, California 

In the vernacular, the view 
which you express seems like so 
much eye-wash to me. 

You could equally as well say 
that every time a businessman 
enters into a contract he gives up 
freedom and finds that he has at
tached chains to himself. Do you 
suggest doing away with contracts ? 

J O S E P H EICHBERG 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Test informs employees 
We would like to use the article 

"Test Your Political Beliefs" [Sep
tember] as a part of a program 
which we are conducting to inform 
employees of their civic duties and 
to encourage their active partici
pation in political affairs. 

J. M. STONER 
Community Relations 
General Electric Co. 
Louisville, Ky. 

I want to commend you for your 
publication of "Test Your Political 
Beliefs" and "U-2?" These are out
standing items, and I am glad to see 
you take up these important issues. 

W E N D E L L CHANDLER 
Arkansas Transit Homes 
Little Rock, Ark. 

How Reds say it 
As an English-Russian interpret

er I'm familiar with the subject de
scribed in your excellent article 
"What It's Like to Trade with Rus
sia" [August]. However, the most 
embarrassing mistake made in the 
insert at the end of the article, 
headed "How It Feels," sent shivers 
down my spine. 

There was mentioned "the large 
portrait of Nikolai Lenin." This is 
the kind of mistake that can cost 
many a businessman a loss of his 
attempted business with the Soviet 
representatives. This sounds to Rus
sian negotiators like it would sound 
to us if somebody would refer to 
the first President of this country 
as "Nikolai Washington." In the 
Soviet Union Lenin is quite often 

referred to only as "Vladimir 
Ilyich," because of his first and pa
ternal names. The Russians usually 
react vigorously to this and similar 
mistakes, because they see an in
sulting lack of acquaintance with 
the highlights of their history, 
which is the worst offense against 
their code of good relations. Imag
ine the feelings of an American 
interpreter, when he is forced by-
circumstances to translate similar 
statements into Russian. 

This error ties in with two other 
statements on the same page: "The 
Russians don't always speak your 
language" and "American attempts 
at humor are likely to be inter
preted literally by the Russians, 
with confusing results." There is 
nothing wrong with the "American 
attempts at humor." Quite often it 
breaks ice which nothing else could 
have broken. Some U. S. business
men use it very tactfully and ef
fectively, which is a feast for an 
interpreter; but some others, who 
should have never attempted to 
joke even at home, murder their 
chances of reaching an understand
ing with the Russian negotiators. 

BASIL L U K I A N O F F 
New York, N. Y. 

• While "Vladimir Ilyich" is the 
preferred form in Russia, "Nikolai 
Lenin" is more commonly used in 
the U. S. 

Sauce for the boss 
In your September issue it was 

interesting to note reference to the 
University of Minnesota's research 
in management training. 

In my 15 years of work at Penn 
State in management development, 
it has been a common thing for 
companies to feel that the boys at 
the front-line are the ones who 
need the training. One is reminded 
of the saying: "One of us is sick 
and methinks it is thee." 

Actually, there is need for con
tinued management education at all 
levels but because of the authority 
relationship the prescription and 
imposition of training is always a 
top-down activity. 

In a survey, over 340 engineering 
executives indicated a great need 
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A report 
on Goodyear's 
22 billionth mile on 
Radial Hy truck tires 

Back in 1955, our engineers recognized the great potential 
of truck tires with radial ply construction. In 1957 we in
troduced to the market a radial ply truck tire that exceeded 
even our own high standards. Today—7 years and more 
than 22 billion commercial truck miles later—we report 
the results: 
1. Goodyear Radial Ply tires have longer life. Goodyear's 
right-angle construction confines flexing to the sidewalls, 
virtually eliminates tread squirming and scuffing. Result: 
Goodyear Radial Ply tires wear up to twice as long as con
ventional tires. 
2. Goodyear Radial Ply tires increase fuel savings as much 
as 10%! In effect, a Goodyear Radial Ply tire's rolling 
action is like a caterpillar track. So rolling resistance is 
sharply reduced. 
3. Goodyear Radial Ply tires give safer, more sure traction! 
Because the tread of these great tires is a "belt" . . . with 
movement carefully controlled . . . the thick, wide, road-

Important advances scored in 
longer l ife.. . better traction . . . greater 
savings... smoother ride by Goodyear's 
unique "right-angle" radial ply 
construction! 

gripping ribs hold firm for greater, surer traction. 
4. Goodyear Radial Ply tires run as much as 100° cooler! 
With tread flexing almost nonexistent, heat-inducing fric
tion is greatly reduced. And whatever heat buildup does 
occur is dissipated by the sidewalls. The result is a safer, 
longer-lasting tire. 
5. Goodyear Radial Ply tires' softer ride protects loads and 
equipment! With their buoyant, more flexible sidewall con
struction, Goodyear Radial Ply tires cushion against shock 
and pounding. So load and equipment damage and driver 
fatigue are reduced. 
Choose Unisteel tires with radial steel cord body and steel 
"belt." Or Flexsteel with radial fabric body and steel "belt." 
Both with super-tough Tufsyn rubber. Both with the ability 
to shrug off cutting and puncturing objects. For more facts 
on Goodyear Radial Ply tires, see your Goodyear Dealer or 
Goodyear Service Store. Goodyear, Truck Tires, Akron, 
Ohio 44316. 

GOOD/YEAR 
Flexsteel, Unisteel, Tufsyn—T.M.'s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 



I New 3M Automatic Dry Photo 
they may even be easier to read 

Send us your most difficult copying job and 

This unretouched photo of a copy made on the new 3M Dry Photo-Copier shows how it conquers 
the problems you may experience with other types of copying machines. 3M invites you to send in 
your most difficult-to-copy original document. You'll get a FREE, sharp, black-on-white copy made on 
the new 3M Dry Photo-Copier. Check the results for yourself. You're in for a very pleasant surprise! 



Copier makes copies so sharp 
than the original! 

11—*r 

judge the results with your own eyes! 

New 3M Automatic Dry Photo-Copier takes them all 
on! Even ballpoint signatures, "spir i t " copies, blue
prints, halftones, full color illustrations in bound 
books and magazines. Makes copies often easier 
to read than the original (faint lines or areas come 
out black and bold). Reproduces halftones and solids 
better than electrostatic machines; no powders or 
chemicals needed. Just set the dial for number of 
copies up to 25. Out they come automatically—dry, 
p e r f e c t . . . for as little as 3y2^! 

HERE IS ALL YOU DO TO SEE THE PROOF 

Send us the most difficult-to-copy business 
document you use. Black-and-white or color. 
Any size upto81/2"x 14". 

We'll return your original plus a perfect copy 
made on the new 3M Automatic Dry Photo-
Copier. See for yourself how it's possible for 
a copy to be easier to read than an original! 

USE THIS COUPON 
TO CHALLENGE US! 

3M Company, Duplicating Products Division 
Dept. DCN-114, Saint Paul, Minn. 55119 

BIB 
Attached is my original business document. 
Please return it with a FREE copy made on a 
new 3M Automatic Dry Photo-Copier. 

NAMF 

TITLE PHflNF 

FIRM 

STREET. 

CITY ST4TF 7IP 

3m 
U COmPANY 

Duplicating Products Division 



Wherever man's imagi
na t ion leads, p r o d u c t s 
b y B o u r n s wi l l h e l p 
a t t a i n t h e g o a l . T h e 
qual i ty of Bourns elec
t r o n i c c o m p o n e n t s is 
enhanced by an unusual 
p r o g r a m — t h e B o u r n s 
R e l i a b i l i t y A s s u r a n c e 
Program—in which reli
a b i l i t y is as m u c h an 

•EW

orld-product as are the 
u n i t s t h e m s e l v e s . I n 
most cases, Bourns com
ponents exceed existing 
s tandards . T h a t is why 
t h e y a r e spec i f i ed on 
every major U.S. aero-
space project today. And 
tha t is why they will help 

P O U R N S p a v e the road to the 
• I ^ ^ H ^ stars tomorrow. 

THIS 
WAY TO 

THE 
STARS! 

3 facilities: RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA; AMES, IOWA Subsidiaries: TORONTO. CANADA; ZUG. SWITZERLAND. 
Manufacturer: TRlMPOTt 4 precision potentiometers, relays; transducers for pressure, position, acceleration. 
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Business opinion: 

for training in management and 
human relations. Over 80 per cent 
indicated they felt a lack of expo
sure to such studies during their 
university training and recom
mended revision of university cur
riculum to enrich them in these 
areas. 

The head is the center of control, 
the seat of attitudes and creator of 
general rapport. How sad then that 
fear or ignorance isolates many top 
men who could greatly benefit from 
such assistance. 

Few executives would recommend 
treating the child to correct prob
lems which stem from poorly ori
ented parents. Why then should we 
not be logical in handling our oc
cupational family and involve all 
levels in a constant search for in
creased knowledge and improved 
management techniques. 

N . RICHARD DILLER 
Assoc, professor of psychology 
Penn State University 
Leo la, Pa. 

Paper control 
"Federal Paperwork Wastes Your 

Money" [September] is very long 
past due. 

No gain is worth while when a 
sane man submits to the nerve, the 
audacity of bureaucrats manipu
lating us as puppets. What differ
ence is there between this and the 
puppeteering of Castro, et al.? 

P . F . B E N N Y H O F F 
Lincoln Trailer Court 
Bethlehem, Pa. 

Administrator agrees 
The article on the federal-aid 

highway program [October] is an 
excellent summation of the very 
complex question that is being faced 
by the federal government, the 
states and local communities-how 
we can best provide the highways 
required by our nation's continued 
social and economic progress and our 
national defense. 

Your article conveyed very well 
the idea that there is no simple or 
single answer, and that planning for 
a continuing highway program to 
meet our changing needs will re
quire the cooperative efforts of all 
levels of government and everyone 
in the highway transportation and 
construction industries. In doing so, 
N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S made a sig
nificant contribution toward the 
general consideration of this prob
lem. 

REX M. WHITTON 
Federal Highway Administrator 
Washington, D. C. 
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Smith-Corona's Quick Brown Fox is first again... all new models for 1965. 
The only complete line of office typewriters available. Now you can 
select the right typewriter for the right job—at the right price. 

PRESTIGE-MINDED? The new SMITH-CORONA "410"@. Exclusive 
push-button features make this the perfect 
machine for the executive secretary or for big-

volume typing jobs. For speed, accuracy and 
print-like quality, the new " 4 1 0 " —in decorator 
colors—gives you electric typing at its best. 

The new SMITH-CORONA " 2 5 0 " « . A full-
featured electric at a manual price. Full-sized 
electric keyboard and carriage, unique half-

space key, 6 electric repeat actions, new 
changeable type. In fact, it has many features 
not found on electrics costing twice as much. 

STILL LIKE MANUALS? The new SMITH-CORONA " 7 5 " ® . The most 
automatic manual on the market. Unique 
Space-o-matic® space bar gives automatic 

repeat spacing, saves time on spacing and 
tabulating. This, plus quiet operation, rugged 
construction make it the best manual buy. 

SCM Corporation Dept. NB-11 
410 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y. 

Please send me more information on the 
Smith-Corona full line. Please have a Smith-
Corona representative contact me. 

Name:-

Firm: — 

Address:. 

City: Zone: .State:. 

If you've felt in a bind about buying typewriters because you were limited 
to only the big, expensive machines, you'll appreciate the choice offered by 
the Smith-Corona" line . . . the only complete price line of office typewriters 
on the market. You'll save your company money by fitt ing the right type
writer to the right job. And you'll save time because you can fill all your 
needs from a single reliable source. Get all the information now by calling 
your Smith-Corona representative or mailing the coupon to us today. 

SMITH-CORONA OFFICE TYPEWRITERS 
S C M C O R P O R A T I O N : Makers of Smith-Corona Typewriters, Marchant Calculators, 
Photocopiers, Adding Machines, Data Processing Systems, Telecommunications Systems. 
Office Supplies. In Canada: SCM Limited. 30 Bertrand Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario. B£B 



FULL 
SERVICE 
truck leasing 

• • • 
Pick a Plan 
that fiis your 
Purse and Purpose! 
NO CAPITAL TIE-UP! 

NO UPKEEP WORRIES! 

NO "SURPRISE" INVOICES! 

LEASE A NEW 
CHEVROLET 
or other fine 
truck 

©REASONS 
WHY 

lationa |c ease 
BEST is your 

TRUCKLEASING 
CHOICE 
>..in this age of 

Specialization 
NATIONALEASE 

meets your needs for: 
• an expert TRANSPORTATION 

engineer 
• a SHOP SERVICE specialist 

• a proper FINANCING 
method and source 

See Yellow Pages or wri te. 

Send for Lexicon — Explaining 
all forms of truckleasing! 

A nationwide network of 
locally owned, nationally 

experienced affiliates. nationaQease 
UZJ^-3 N A T I O N A L 

TRUCK LEASING SYSTEM 
Serving principal cities of the United States and Canada 

' 23 E. Jackson Blvd., Suite H I , Chicago 4 

/ Executive 
/ Trends 

• Optimists are running scared 
Why jobs will become more exciting 
Can students solve your problems? 

This is the time when managers be
gin to review how well their com
pany, or division, has done in a 
year nearing its close. 

It's also a time of personal 
stock-taking, and of hard thought 
about the challenges of a new year. 

Some executives think 1965 could 
bring a downturn in economic ac
tivity. To counter this, they tell 
N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S , a company 
should even now be laying plans: 
How to perk up sales if they sag; 
how to stimulate organization-wide 
awareness of costs; how to avoid 
overhiring without shutting the door 
on new employees whose skills will 
be needed when a downturn runs its 
course and the economy begins an
other surge. 

In many businesses across Amer
ica you can't find pessimists. There 
are executives who expect business 
to maintain its present thrust all 
the way through 1965. But even the 
optimists aren't letting confidence 
dull their awareness of a continuing 
need for tight controls on costs and 
efficiency. 

One president puts it this way: 
"I always operate on the principle 
that a smart business, like a smart 
politician, should run scared." 

You will find your job more exciting 
in the future because people with 
whom you'll deal will be individ
uals of higher technical and intel
lectual caliber—a more interesting, 
stimulating group to be around. 

This promising prediction comes 
from Willys H. Monroe, a vice 
president of Booz, Allen & Hamil
ton, Inc., the consulting firm. At 

the request of N A T I O N ' S B U S I 
NESS Mr. Monroe took a look 
ahead at likely changes in the man
ager's job, in the company, at exec
utive training and other factors. 

Here are some of the trends he 
foresees: 

1. The biggest changes in the job 
of the average manager in the next 
five to 10 years will stem from 
both new techniques and differing 
organizational concepts. Such tools 
as PERT, critical-path scheduling, 
gaming theory, business simulation, 
computerized information systems 
and reliability engineering will en
able executives to do their work 
with increasing precision. 

2. There may be a new breed of 
well educated technicians on your 
staff to carry out the more scien
tific aspects of management con
trol. Says Mr. Monroe: "We also 
visualize more formal recognition of 
such organization concepts as the 
executive-partner team, project 
teams and other forms of collabo
rative leadership. The effect on the 
average manager, if and when these 
things come to pass, will be two
fold: first, he will be required to 
have a working understanding of 
the technical disciplines which will 
permit better management control, 
and second, he will have to learn 
how to work in a group context as 
opposed to an individual-response 
environment." 

3. Individual performance will be 
evaluated with more precision than 
is the case today. This will be true 
of group performance too, as com
puters and more sophisticated 
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All this desk clutter can now be eliminated 

NEWEST Shaw-Walker design, one of our six stock styles 
and 229 models. The world's widest choice of stock desks. 

A brand new office management study* shows that 
desk neatness and work efficiency have a definite 
relationship. Here's confirmation again that Shaw-
Walker Clutter-Proof® Desks increase work output 
and employee morale right from the first day. 

Fully 75% of the things that drift around on the 
Tops of other desks have a place inside Shaw-Walker 
Desks, ready-for-instant-use. 

Specific in-drawer space is there for everything: 
for working papers, pending papers, reference data, 

Built Like a 

binders, pads, forms, etc. (Even letter trays, card 
files, phone and wastebasket are in the drawers.) 
Working space on the desk top is nearly doubled. 

There's a right Shaw-Walker Desk for every job, 
every level of employee (229 models). No other desks 
are so efficient and beautiful. Ask us to show you how 
a Clutter-Proof Desk will quickly pay for itself by help
ing to get more done, easier and faster. 

Phone your local Shaw-Walkerman. Or write for 
catalog of Shaw-Walker Clutter-Proof Desks. 

JSHAWWALKER 
*By Social Research, Inc., Chicago 

Largest Exclusive Makers of Office Equipment 
Muskegon 5 8 , Mich. Representatives Everywhere 



If you have at least one of these... 



chances are you're protected by INA 

Airplane 

V-Y- / l / 

Basically INA is in the business of paying 
claims. We're good at it. Been paying them 
since 1792. 

Since then, Insurance Company of North 
America (with assets of $U/> billion to our 
name) has become a leading insurer of Ameri
can businesses, churches, colleges, private air
craft, yachts, homes, cars, people and almost 
anything else you'd care to mention. 

We even insure other insurance companies 
against king-sized losses. (That's called re
insurance.) 

INA, you know, besides being known as the 
big insurer, is hailed as the big inventor. 
Invention is a way of life with us. 

The first thing we invented was ourselves — 
172 years ago. Our most revolutionary inven
tion stemmed from the basically simple idea of 
combining a great many little insurance policies 
into one big economy-sized package, i.e., the 
masterful Homeowners Package, which we put 
into force in 1950. 

And a year does not pass when we do not 
add to our stable of commercial package firsts. 
Today we have commercial packages (we call 
them INA Golden Packages) for businesses 
both large and small, such as funeral directors, 
apartment houses, office buildings, retailers, 
wholesalers and for schools and churches as well. 

Who are some of the companies we insure? 
Well, there's A. T. & T., The Hayloft Motel, 
Kaiser Aluminum, Earl's Bait and Tackle, etc. 
Need we continue? 

The sun, of course, never sets on our repre
sentatives both in the U. S. and in 26 countries 
of the Free World. No matter where you go or 
your products are used, INA is close by. 

So whether you are insuring a car or a 
cyclotron, a boat or a business, INA can do it 
efficiently and economically. Call your INA 
man. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Be sure, 
insure with INA. 

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA 
World Headquarters: Philadelphia 

Hotel 
INA 
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What's our angle? 

It's simple-metal buildings that perform from all angles 

. . . appearance, utility, efficiency. We like to build metal 

buildings, and what we like to do we do very well. You see 

this in Butler buildings . . . country clubs, retail outlets, 

manufacturing plants. Buildings which combine welcome-

warmth and functional-utility. And this is possible, be

cause only Butler offers such a wide choice of structural 

systems combined with metal-clad, efficiently-insulated 

curtain walls in a variety of textures and appealing colors. 

There are other angles, too! Low cost. Low maintenance. 

Expandability. Fast erection. So, if you figure all the 

angles, you'll want to call your Butler Builder. He's listed 

in the Yellow Pages under "Buildings," or "Buildings, 

Metal." Or write direct. 

Sales Offices and Dealers Nationwide 

BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
7456 East 13th Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64126 

Manufacturers of Metal Buildings • Plastic Panels 

Transportation, Bulk Storage, Outdoor Advertising 

Equipment for Farming, 

Contract Manufacture 



EXECUTIVE T R E N D S 
continued 

standards make it possible to mea
sure how well a task is carried out. 

4. Management development will 
encompass both on-the-job drills in 
working as a team member and off-
the-job formal training in advanced 
management techniques. The latter 
will get more emphasis than here
tofore, Mr. Monroe believes. 

He sums up: "No matter how 
esoteric management systems or 
techniques become, the task of mo
tivating, challenging, rewarding, cre
ating a cooperative environment, 
organizing efforts and setting de
manding goals will remain with the 
future manager as his primary 
challenge." 

One day next spring seasoned exec
utives from a Chicago company will 
sit around a conference table and 
listen to college students in market
ing tell them how to run their busi
ness. 

The company officials will be 
listening voluntarily—and eagerly— 
because of the values they perceive 
in an unusual four-year-old teach
ing method devised by Steuart 
Henderson Britt, professor of mar
keting at Northwestern University 
in Evanston, 111. 

Under the program Northwestern 
graduate students tackle what the 
companies identify as major mar
keting problems. These might in
clude new products, pricing or the 
question of whether to switch ad
vertising strategy. The students 
have access to company information 
and work closely both with com
pany officials and their own faculty 
advisers in evolving recommenda
tions; these are presented orally 
and in writing. 

Among companies which already 
have taken part in the educational 
experiment are Illinois Bell Tele
phone Co., the Scientific Products 
Division of the American Hospital 
Supply Corporation, Swift & Co., 
and the Kings Men Division of 
Helene Curtis. For the last-named 
company students suggested ways 
to boost sales of the firm's prod
ucts to the college set. 

Professor Britt says the compa
nies take the student advice seri
ously, and often adopt the colle
gians' ideas and suggestions. "In 
effect, the students function as con
sultants," he explains. "When their 
advice is poor or unworkable, the 
companies tell them so." 

A small town jewelry store saves $30 a month. Larger firms 

can save thousands of dollars a year. By weighing incoming 

packages from suppliers, excess billed postage can be recovered 

and avoided. An accurate Pitney-Bowes parcel post scale can 

save more than ever—since parcel post rates went up—on both 

outgoing and incoming shipments! 

• For instance: The Model 3700 scale (shown 
above) has 70 lb. capacity, shows air and surface 
rates for all zones. Only appropriate rates show, 
illuminated and magnified, avoiding eyestrain, 
reducing errors, saving time. And special ball 
bearings maintain lifetime accuracy. Incidentally, 
PB scales are used by the U.S. Post Office. 

Seven other models for letters and packages. 
Ask any Pitney-Bowes office for a demonstration 
of the scale best for you. Or send coupon for 
more information. 

FREE: Send coupon for new booklet, "How Guessing at 
Mail Weights Can Hike Your Postage Costs" plus handy 
postal rate chart including new parcel post rates. 

p^ P i t n e y - B o w e s 
W MAILING SCALES 

Made by the originator of the postage 
meter... 190 offices in U.S. and Canada 

I ' I I M i BOWES, INC. 

1384 Walnut St., Stamford.Conn. 06904 

Send free booklet and postal rate chart. 

Name. 

Address 
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Imagine the light you 
need to see 

threads finer than 
human hair 

You get it from the G-E Power Groove 

Where could lighting be more critical than in making fine 
hosiery? Workers must handle threads that are barely 
visible. They need light and plenty of it. That's where the 
Power Groove comes in, whether it's hosiery, textile or 
any production area. 

In fact, wherever you need a lot of light, you get it with 
the Power Groove. The dents in that 8-foot tube squeeze 
the arc so it travels a zig-zag path-equivalent to that 
of a 9-foot lamp. And the arc stream travels closer to 
the phosphor on the lamp surface. This increases the lamp 
efficiency and gives more light. 

Altogether, you get 15,500 lumens (up 500 lumens just 
this year). That's more light than any other 1500 m.a. lamp 
on the market. Which makes the Power Groove the most 
powerful fluorescent you can buy. 

And don't worry about frequent replacements. The Power 
Groove is rated at 7500 hours. 

A call to your G-E Large Lamp Agent is all it takes to 
find out how the Power Groove can solve your critical 
lighting needs. 

General Electric Company, Large Lamp Department 
C-456, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio. 

•Registered Trademark of General Electric 

T^ogress /s Our Most fmporfanf 7^o^ucf 

GENERAL @k ELECTRIC 



TRENDS: WASHINGTON MOOD 

World stage is set 
for our President 
BY PETER LISAGOR 

B E H I N D the roar of campaign oratory and internal 
preoccupations of the past few months, the world to 
the government policymakers and planners remained 
as shaky and volatile as ever. This was emphasized 
with a special vividness by the upheaval in Soviet 
leadership which marked the removal of Nikita 
Khrushchev, who cut a wide colorful and unorthodox 
swath in world affairs for a decade and then vanished 
overnight. 

The traffic in the Operations Office of the State 
Department, an around-the-clock emergency center, 
the so-called "critical situations list" remained about 
the same. In the 114 nations with which the United 
States deals, the rhythm of changes in regime, ex
pected and unexpected, legitimate and illegitimate, 
was altered only slightly, if at all. Officials have 
estimated, on the basis of experience and the law of 
probability, that 25 to 30 governments undergo a 
change every year through scheduled elections, coups, 
revolutions, deaths, resignations. 

• • • 
The pace at which the world moves varies, of 

course, but some idea of the turnover in key person
nel can be had from the fact that Secretary of State 
Dean Rusk, who has occupied his post a couple of 
months less than four years, enjoys a tenure longer 
than any foreign minister in the Western Hemisphere 
and second in Europe only to France's Maurice 
Couve de Murville. 

Consistency is not always a shining virtue, as 
Emerson has observed, but continuity in the affairs 
of nations has its uses, one of which is stability. 

It used to be said of American policy that in West 
Germany it was based upon the immortality of Kon-
rad Adenauer, and in India upon the timeless rule of 
Nehru. Adenauer retired and Nehru died. Yet both 
governments survived, without a violent upheaval of 
policy or personnel, because the reins of power con
tinued to be held in the same political party. The 
transition also spoke well for the seeds of democratic 

government planted in West Germany by the United 
States, Britain and France, and in India by Britain. 

What will happen with the departure from the 
scene of other leaders cannot be foretold with any 
certainty, however. If Portugal's Salazar and Spain's 
Franco were to leave together, the best informed 
guess among Washington officials would be that the 
Iberian Peninsula probably would be wracked by in
stability. The same seems true in the case of Gen
eralissimo Chiang Kai-shek on Formosa. 

More important, though, than the role of strong 
individuals in the course and pace of events overseas 
is the aggregation of forces, political, economic, social 
and philosophical, that often moves in unpredictable 
directions. For example, what prophet would have 
been bold enough to suggest that events in the turbu
lent Congo would make possible the return of Moise 
Tshombe, the exiled leader of Katanga secessionist 

GEORGE TAMES 

Peter Lisagor is White House correspondent for the 
Chicago Daily News. 

The "critical situation list" at the State Department's 
emergency center remains active in a changing world 

efforts? He came back not as a provincial leader 
but as the Prime Minister of the Central Govern
ment in Leopoldville. which he had fought so vain-
gloriously. U. S. officials who opposed his activities 
in Katanga supported him now in the belief that 
stability depended on him. 

The men who must chart the trend of world 
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TRENDS: WASHINGTON MOOD 

changes find themselves hard-pressed to define and 
analyze the exact nature of what is happening in 
Eastern Europe. They believe the word satellite is 
no longer applicable to most of the communist states 
in that region, with the notable exception of East 
Germany. It is a uniform judgment among Wash
ington's Sovietologists that Moscow cannot now dic
tate policy to Poland, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria 
and Czechoslovakia unless Khrushchev's successors 
are prepared to back up their dicta with force, if 
necessary—and it may become necessary. 

Yet none among these experts thinks that any of 
the countries is ready to abandon communism. In 
fact, the one country that has defied the Kremlin 
more openly than the others, Rumania, is still re
garded as the most repressive state in Eastern Eu
rope. Yet it has sought trade deals here and pursued 
fresh contacts in the West with the flair of a liber
ated prisoner, despite its resemblance to the tightly 
controlled, police-state model of Stalinist Russia. 

U. S. policy remains aimed at encouraging this as
sertion of independence from the Soviet Union, 
even though it may not produce open societies, free 
elections and immediate allies in any foreseeable 
time. Without reliable satellites on its western bor
ders, the Kremlin is thought unlikely to risk military 
adventures against the free world. Indeed, the situa
tion is so uncertain and unreliable, from Moscow's 
standpoint, that the Kremlin masters have been seri
ously impeded in their attempts to organize a con
ference of Communist Party leaders in the world. 

The aim of the meeting would be to condemn the 
Chinese communists, who have challenged Soviet 
leadership in a bitter, vituperative, seemingly endless 
vendetta. But the Kremlin has had trouble winning 
over the Eastern European countries to the idea that 
a conference of this nature is essential. The only 
man Russia probably can count on with any assurance 
is Eastern Germany's Walter Ulbricht, an odious pup
pet who has been virtually isolated by the leaders of 
the other communist states in Eastern Europe. 

Latin America has been comparatively stable dur
ing the period of the U. S. election interlude—which 
is merely to state that no earth-shaking revolution 
rocked the southern half of this hemisphere and not 
to suggest that the ingredients for coup and violence 
vanished. 

Unfortunately, it still is true in some Latin coun
tries that on any given night, when a couple or three 
colonels and a bottle get together, the regime is 
in trouble. 

The situation south of the border was deemed 
sufficiently stable to induce French President Charles 
de Gaulle to spread his imperial wings on a wide-
ranging tour of Latin America, with consequences 
still difficult to appraise but causing no acute dis
comfort in Washington. 

The headache for which no remedy has yet worked 
has persisted in South Vietnam, where the coup has 

become endemic (not to say epidemic) and where 
the war against the communist Vietcong guerillas is 
nearly wholly supported and encouraged by Amer
ican military advisers and technicians, American 
supplies and materiel, and American hope that the 
Vietnam defenders will stay the course. Until now, 
U. S. policymakers have rejected the notion that the 
war should be transferred to American fighting men 
altogether instead of being half-in, half-out and thus 
consigned forever to a teeter-totter role in which the 
most that can be expected is that you will wind 
up where you started. 

The American experience in the Korean War has 
made it unlikely that any U. S. leader will permit 
troops of this country to get bogged down on the 
land in Asia. 

Shortly before his death in Walter Reed Hospital 
here, Gen. Douglas MacArthur received a visit from 
President Lyndon B. Johnson. In the course of their 
brief conversation, the old commander made one of 
his comments even more memorable than it might 
otherwise have been when he addressed the Chief 
Executive of the United States as "son." What he 
said was, "Son, don't you ever get tied down in 
a land war in Asia." 

Coming from the man who commanded U. S. land 
forces in the Pacific during the second World War 
and who was the first commander of U. S. and U. N. 
forces in Korea until his dismissal by President 
Truman, the advice was unforgettable. 

But there have been others equally opposed to 
being caught in the quagmire of Asia, and thus pos
sibly repeating the Korean experience wherein 
American soldiers were pitted against the inexhausti
ble supply of Red Chinese fighting men. They are 
members of the "Never Again Club," one of whose 
founders is Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, the Ambas
sador to South Vietnam, who also commanded the 
U. S. force in Korea for a time. 

After the U. S. air strike against communist tor
pedo boat bases in the Gulf of Tonkin late in the 
summer, and the reported instructions that carrier-
based aircraft of the U. S. Seventh Fleet would hence
forth practice hot pursuit against enemy aircraft at
tacking American ships, it has become clear that 
Washington authorities will rely upon its powerful 
sea and air arm to punch back at the communists, 
not turn the rice paddies of South Vietnam into a 
G.I. slogging course. 

To most experts on the Vietnam situation, how
ever, the solution lies not so much on the battlefield 
as it does in instilling in the Vietnamese leadership 
and in the people of the south the conviction that 
their struggle is one for liberty. 

In time the Vietnam crisis will be settled at the 
conference table most likely, but it will, like Cyprus, 
Cuba, Berlin, the Congo and other chronic sore spots 
in the world, probably remain on the critical situa
tions list in the State Department for years to come. 
For as a wise old European statesman once told an 
American visitor, "It was unfortunate that when God 
limited the intelligence of human beings, He also 
didn't limit their stupidity." 
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How to be good to yourself if you're your own boss 

Set up a pension plan that guarantees you a life
time income. Now you can have a pension plan for 
yourself with substantial tax benefits—H.R. 10 (better 
known as the Keogh Act) makes this possible. 

Today, if you're self-employed, you can set up your 
own retirement plan and you can deduct a healthy chunk 
of the cost from your taxable income. The retirement 
payments financed by the deductions are treated as in
come when you receive them. 

And Equitable, the company with years of experience 
in pension planning, has just the plan that helps you do it. 

Approved by the Internal Revenue Service, Equitable's 
plan for use under H.R. 10 guarantees you a lifetime in
come when you retire-and lets you enjoy those delightful 

tax deductions right now. (Note: If you have employees, 
they may have to be included.) 

For more information about Equitable's retirement plan 
for self-employed people, call The Man from Equitable. 
Or mail the coupon below. 
r- ——\ 

THE EQUITABLE 
P.O. Box 1170, New York, N . Y. 

NB-U 

10001 

I am interested in receiving more information, without obliga
tion, about Equitable's retirement plan for self-employed people. 

Name. 
(Please print) 

Address. 

City .State. .Zip Code. 

J 

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States 

ftj 
Home Office: 1285 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10019 © 1 9 6 4 



WHY SETTLE FOR LESS 

WHEN YOU U N BET 1 FULL-SIZE CORONET FOR LESS? 
(LESS THAN BOTH FORD AND CHEVROLET!) 

Here's an economical way to get a fleet full of status symbols 
—The 1965 Dodge Coronet. 

Coronet's bigger than Fairlane and Chevelle, and says so in 
every way but cost. Status at bargain basement prices. 

Coronet is a moving symbol of your company's status to your 
customers. Tastefully moving with crisp, clean lines. Power
fully moving with Slant Six or V8 power that ranges all the 
way up to 426 cubic inches. Coronet gives employees added 
status and incentive. Interiors are Dodge-deep in luxury: 
cloth-and-vinyl interior trim, front and rear armrests, front 

seat belts, cigarette lighter, 6-way manual seat adjustment, 
and sun visors on both sides—standard. Ride? A 117 inch 
wheelbase, Oriflow shock absorbers and torsion-bar front 
suspension say solid comfort. 

The 1965 Dodge Coronet says status, prestige, big car in 
every department except accounting. Whether you buy or 
lease, you'll want to drive one. Go to your Dodge dealer. 
Get a price. Take it to your Fairlane and Chevelle dealers. 
Then become a status seeker . . . just this once—you can 
hardly afford not to. Dodge comes on big for '65. 

'65 Dodge Coronet 
DODGE DIVISION v v CHRYSLER 

YJZW MOTORS CORPORATION 



TRENDS: THE STATE OF THE NATION 

Common Market must 
resolve basic contradictions 
BY FELIX MORLEY 

T H E PHYSICAL INTEGRATION of the Common 
Market countries—France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg—proceeds apace. 
Soon it will be possible to drive over connected super
highways, from Hamburg in northern Germany to 
Naples in southern Italy, without delay from traffic 
lights. 

Consolidation of the railroad network, now largely 
electrified, is even more advanced. "Europa" trains, 
freight or passenger, cross frontiers within the Euro
pean Economic Community almost as readily as ours 
pass from State to State. Rolling stock is pooled and 
parts have been made interchangeable. A French 
freight car, sent into Belgium, may there be reloaded 
for Holland, West Germany or Italy. 

This helps to explain why the volume of commodity 
shipments among the six EEC countries has more 
than doubled during the past five years, while total 
world trade has been rising less than one quarter of 
that amount. Statistically, the success of the Com
mon Market is incontestable. Its advancing prosperity 
is obvious to those who, like myself, make annual 
visits to this area. But this year has seen a setback 
going deeper than the current French protest on 
German agricultural policy. 

It is exemplified by the inability of the cooperating 
governments to achieve any monetary unification. For 
currency purposes the frontiers are still barriers. The 
Italian businessman, seeking orders in France and 
Germany, needs no passport. But he must still change 
his liras into francs at the first border, and then these 
into marks as he goes on. 

With recent sharp inflation in Italy and France this 
imperfection has become a serious problem. It has 
raised the question of whether the customs union 
can continue without currency unification. And the 
latter implies a degree of political federation which 
Europe at present is unlikely to achieve. 

Very practical reasons make the future of the Com
mon Market of great interest to American business. 
There is now a clamorous and glamorous European 
market for countless American products, especially 
household conveniences. To supply these competitive

ly, however, will among other factors require sales 
effort economically organized on a continental basis, 
as in our own unified domestic market. 

The present European situation becomes more clear 
by recalling our own experience. In 1787 the Consti
tution established a customs union among the original 
13 States. None then in existence, or thereafter 
created, could erect trade barriers against another 
State. But this economic integration was solidified 
and promoted by political union. A single central gov
ernment was given originally limited power over all. 

Through the EEC six European countries have now 
gone far to achieve a customs union. And seven others 

EEC countries and their associates fin solid color) are 
better organized than those of EFT A group (light color J 

(Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Switzer
land, Austria and Portugal) are more loosely grouped 
in the potentially rival European Free Trade Associa
tion (EFTA). This is progressively easing trade re
strictions for the industrial (not agricultural) prod
ucts of its membership, but is not establishing a single 
external tariff wall, as is the EEC. Greece and Turkey 
are now associated with EEC; Finland with EFTA. 

Of the two groupings, the EEC is far the better 
organized. At Brussels its permanent High Commis-
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sion employs an international secretariat of over 2,000 
specialists, who have done much to harmonize the 
commercial law and trade regulations of the six mem
ber-states. But EEC, and far less EFTA, has nothing 
that can be called a central government. It has no 
effective legislative body, nor even unified banking. 

With the big exception of agricultural products the 
European customs union is now approaching comple
tion. Next year, according to present schedules, the 
last internal barriers on manufactured goods will be 
eliminated. The Volkswagen will then sell in Italy as 
freely as the latter's Fiat, and vice versa. Consolida
tion of external tariffs, however, will come less quickly. 

Despite this economic progress there has been no 
parallel unification of fiscal policies. It is as though 
the States of our Union, having eliminated tariff bar
riers against each other, should all have different cur
rencies, each with a variable purchasing power. 

When there is inflation in the United States it at 
least hits the entire country uniformly. The cost of 
living will rise in California approximately as it does 
in New York. In the Common Market area there is no 
such uniformity. During the past two years consumer 
prices in Italy have been rising twice as fast as those 
in West Germany. Such dislocations threaten the 
economic stability of the customs union, and coopera
tion between the central banks of its member govern
ments has been powerless to prevent them. 

From the outset the Common Market countries 
have had complete currency convertibility, one with 
another. The fixed rates of exchange have facilitated 
long-range contracts and worked well as long as infla
tion was dormant. But when the internal purchasing 
power of one Common Market currency drops sharp
ly, as compared with others, this fixed convertibility 
is no asset. 

Italian typewriters, to illustrate, now cost about 10 
per cent more to produce than a year or so ago. To 
sell them in Germany at the same profit therefore 
requires a substantial mark-up. But as prices in Ger
many have remained more stable its own excellent 
typewriters have gained competitive advantage through 
the sharper Italian inflation. 

Here is a one-way trade block which did not exist 
before the first World War, when the idea of a Euro
pean customs union was a visionary dream. Then, 
however, the currencies of these countries were all 
tied to gold, which automatically prevented the pres
ent unbalanced incidence of inflation. Nor is there 
much comfort in the fact that unprecedented prosper
ity has stimulated the problem. 

It is aggravated because, under the 1957 treaties 
which launched the Common Market, there is now 
almost unrestricted passage of labor among all the 
EEC countries. An Italian mechanic is as free to 
leave Turin for a job in Stuttgart as is his American 
counterpart to move from Atlanta to Detroit. More
over, in making such a change, the Common Market 
worker will now take all his social security and pen

sion accruals with him. This means that when an 
Italian manufacturer tries to combat inflation by 
paring labor costs he will face not only union oppo
sition but also the loss of his more enterprising 
workers by emigration to a neighboring country with 
a more stable price situation. 

The existence of separately managed currencies 
within a customs union is close to being a contradic
tion in terms. And the difficulty now apparent was 
not adequately foreseen in the early stages of Com
mon Market development. Its recent eruption, with 
the sharp inflationary price rises in Italy and France, 
is causing much agonizing reappraisal and some un
expected consequences. 

One of these is the politically significant increase 
in East-West trade. Price is not necessarily the deter
minant in Common Market commerce with the com
munist bloc and pressure to increase these sales 
mounts as internal trade routes tend to clog. Nothing 
is more startling to the American visitor than the 
large number of Russian ships, from tankers to luxury 
liners, to be seen today in every sizable Common 
Market port. 

The Common Market countries now possess gold 
reserves of approximately $13 billion, not counting 
their drawing rights on the somewhat higher amount 
of the precious metal still held by the United States. 
So some European economists suggest that the EEC 
should return to the gold standard, thus getting rid 
of inflation regardless of the cost in temporary con
traction and depression. If this is too drastic, and 
politically it certainly would be, then a single Com
mon Market currency system is recommended, or at 
least a unified fiscal policy in regard to governmental 
debt formation, interest rates and kindred matters. 

All this implies some counterpart of our Federal 
Reserve system and, many believe, a single central 
bank for the entire customs union. That, however, can 
be accomplished only by joint political action and this 
is not to be expected as long as the cold war atmo
sphere continues. 

The difficulties hampering political development of 
the EEC are too numerous even for summarization. 
But whether the issue is its relations with EFTA or 
the reunification of Germany, one factor is common 
to almost every problem. It is the hostility and mis
trust with which Washington and Moscow regard each 
other. This, for instance, is what makes it impossible 
for the European neutrals—Austria, Finland, Ireland, 
Sweden and Switzerland—to join the EEC until and 
unless the latter is dissociated from NATO as a mili
tary alliance. Yet if these neutrals do not join they 
must confront the unified tariff of the Common Market. 

The economic unification of Europe has gone too 
far to be stopped, yet cannot now go further because 
of political difficulties some of which focus outside of 
Europe. That is why there has this year been such 
intense European interest in the American election. 
Only if White House and Kremlin come to some 
accord, it is said, can the Common Market be ex
pected to move on from its present stagnation. 

For more on the Common Market and its pros
pects, see article on page 38. 
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Who do you think of first 
when you think 

of rent a cars? 
Certainly not Avis. 

THOMAS B. SHULL 358 

- \m 
CDEMICVLRVNKNKWYORKTRI SI COMPANY 

4 3 5 PARK AVKM IJ 
(SSTfl STREET) 

MOW YOKK 

>•«. uf i un ,—_""mamma*"*: -mosmr . « - VBBMtf -""• s™^-1 

It must be nice 
to be a household 
word. Like Jell-O, 
Coke or Kodak. 

But we're not. 
Avis is only No. 2 

How one of our customers made out his check. \J\ rent 2i CaTS and 

it's always the big fellow you think of first. 
So we have to try harder. Hoping the people who stumble 

on us will come back for more. 
(We probably have the world's most fussed-over Fords. 

Spick and span and nicely in tune.) 
And when someone calls us by the wrong name, we turn 

the other cheek. 
After all, it doesn't matter what you call us. 
Just so you call. 

C 1904 AVIS, INC. 



This is an electronic calculator 
The totally new Friden 130 Electronic Calculator may 
be the world's most advanced desk calculator. 
It has no moving parts. Just a ten-key keyboard. A 
cathode ray tube—like a small TV screen—displays 
the contents of four registers. (A fifth register stores 
constant factors.) 
The 130 is the only calculator that gives you auto
matic transfer of intermediate answers. Each entry 
appears on the screen in front of you. To recall an 
entry, push a button. This saves time, and avoids the 
chance of making an incorrect re-entry. You can do 
*A TRADEMARK OF FRIDEN, INC. 

complex problems and make minimum re-entries. 
Then, too, since 130 operates at electronic speed, 
you get most of your answers in milliseconds. 
This whole performance is so silent, a battery of 130 
Calculators at work in a hushed library reading room 
would hardly raise an eyebrow. 
Chances are, you'll learn to use the 130 in minutes. 
We offer sales and service 
throughout the world. Call for a 
demonstration soon. Or write 
Friden, Inc., San Leandro, Calif. 

ie IOU in minuies 

Frideri 
A Subsidiary of The Singer Company 
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Federal health 
estimates 
300% wrong 

Medical cost expert shows government figures far too low 

THETRUECOSTof the proposed federal health plan 
for the aged can now be told. 

If enacted into law, the federally administered 
plan paid by social security taxes actually would 
cost at least three times what the bureaucrats say it 
would and eventually perhaps 10 times as much. 

This is the conclusion of an authoritative, non
partisan analysis of the proposed government health 
care scheme—one of the major economic and social 
issues of the day. 

The analysis was made by a nationally respected 
expert who has lived with health and welfare cost 
estimates during nearly 35 years of government 
service. He has just retired after failing to persuade 
federal welfare officials to use what he considers 
realistic methods to find the cost of government 
health care. 

The authority, Dr. Barkev S. Sanders, made a 
number of the original cost estimates for the U. S. 
social security program 25 years ago. He is a medi
cal statistician, sociologist, psychologist and attorney. 

In his analysis for N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S , Dr. 
Sanders concludes: 

"On the basis of all available evidence, even in the 

first year (of the proposed federal aged health care 
program) its cost would be at least three times the 
estimated cost. It is more probable that the multi
plier would be four." 

Dr. Sanders points out that the British National 
Health Service, a more comprehensive socialized 
medical plan adopted in 1948, ran up expenditures 
the very next year that were three times the cost 
estimates. 

Looking into the future, Dr. Sanders judges that if 
the U. S. scheme "comes into operation in 1965, the 
expenditures for it 15 years later would surely be 
more than seven times the latest government actuarial 
estimate, and it is probable that it would be 10 times 
more in terms of 1964 dollars." 

In part, this judgment is based on the experience 
of the British health plan which, despite restrictions 
imposed when actual spending far outran estimates, 
cost $2.9 billion in 1963. 

This was seven times what the original expense 
was calculated to be. 

An American plan of medical care for the aged cer
tainly would be expanded to cover more medical 
costs and younger beneficiaries than currently pro-
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PURCELL-PIX 

Barkev Sanders, noted medical and 
welfare statistician-sociologist did 
study on which this article is based 

posed, as both opponents and proponents have said. 
And the wage base on which the social security tax 
is figured, as well as the amount of the tax itself, 
almost certainly would be enlarged in line with the 
historical development of the social security program. 

The proposal—which certainly will be re-introduced 
in the next Congress—is the remnant left from 
elaborate and comprehensive government medical 
and health plans proposed in the 1940's. 

When Congress repeatedly beat back these at
tempts at broad coverage of health services, the 
strategy of the government health advocates finally 
shifted to a flanking movement. This was the present 
limited hospital, nursing facility and home-care 
coverage plan for the aged. 

The health plan for the aged in recent years has 
been embodied in the King-Anderson bill. It was ap
proved by the Senate this year, but not the House of 
Representatives. It is popularly known as medicare 
although it makes no provision for paying doctors' 
bills. And it offers potential beneficiaries the choice, 
cafeteria-style and irrevocably, of 45 days, 90 days 
or 180 days of hospital care. 

Officials of the U. S. Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare, who have backed the limited 
health program and made the estimates of its costs, 
have testified to Congress that the social security tax 

would not have to be raised more than about one 
half a percentage point of the taxable payroll for 
both employee and employer. The dollar estimate 
these officials have offered over the years has ranged 
between $1 billion and $1.5 billion annually for the 
early years of operation. Even by the year 2000, 
they have declared, the cost would not exceed $2.5 
billion annually. 

Dr. Sanders' analysis for N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S 
did not attempt to arrive at a precise dollars-and-
cents estimate, since there are too many future vari
ables for anyone to calculate specifically. But his 
analysis does show that information and methods 
have been available to federal officials for years which 
show their calculations are low to a remarkable de
gree. 

He states in his analysis: 
"With respect to its costs, the roots go back again 

to the early Fifties. At that time, the Division of 
Research and Statistics of the Social Security Ad
ministration was estimating the cost of hospital care 
for the aged as one half of one per cent of the pay
roll. And to validate their claim they made a survey 
of hospital utilization by the aged in 1952. 

Hospital use in 1952 is still used as the only basis 
of cost estimates for more recent programs, including 
the most current congressional bill. 

The federal welfare estimators calculated low and 
high figures on potential days of hospital use by 
aging beneficiaries. 

But Dr. Sanders points out: 
"The low cost estimate includes no upward ad

justment for increased hospitalization under a fed
eral hospital insurance program, while the high cost 
estimate assumes at most an upward adjustment of 
24 per cent. 

"These figures indicate that the estimators of 
medicare costs believe that hospital care received by 
the aged may be sufficient now, or that at most 
utilization would be increased by 24 per cent under 
the proposed program. The effect of medicare on 
utilization as reflected in these cost estimates would 
hardly support the contentions by the advocates of 
this program of dire need on the part of the aged 
for additional hospital services. 

"The basic figures giving days of hospitalization 
were derived from a 1957 Old Age, Survivors and 
Disability Insurance beneficiary survey. This bene
ficiary survey missed 12 per cent of the interviewees 
in the sample. But nowhere has any attempt been 
made to determine the characteristics of these miss
ing persons. It is quite plausible that many of these 
might have been missed because they were confined 
to some medical institution (including short-term 
hospitals), or had gone to live with relatives because 
of infirmities." 

This one deficiency alone, if corrected, could add 
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Big jump in hospitalization cost 
revealed in index of Canadian 
health program over five years 

Provinces 

Newfoundland 

Prince Edward Island 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

Quebec 

Ontario 

Manitoba 

Saskatchewan 

Alberta 

British Columbia 

1959 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

1960 1961 

165 178 

100 

519 

100 

547 

158 

159 

179 

160 

226 

610 

173 

100 

643 

183 

171 

193 

176 

1962 

219 

309 

755 

209 

524 

795 

213 

189 

225 

202 

1963 

262 

374 

860 

238 

637 

929 

243 

217 

294 

235 

1964 

305 

430 

965 

276 

817 

1035 

275 

253 

323 

264 

—All provinces did not begin program the same year 

Rise in U. S. hospital cost 
shows social security tax 
won't pay for hospital care 

considerably to the volume of hospital services 
reported. 

"Moreover, even the most perfect household survey 
attempting to record completed hospitalization for a 
12-month period is susceptible to large losses, espe
cially if it is for the aged, a significant proportion 
of whom are institutionalized at a given time." 

Dr. Sanders says he spelled out these deficiencies 
in an official memorandum prepared in connection 
with the 1952 survey of hospital utilization of the 
aged, the results of which were to be used as a 
measure of such use under a government plan. 

The character and magnitude of these deficiencies 
were explained even more explicitly, he says, in a 
33-page memorandum dated December 3, 1962, which 
he addressed to the Chief Actuary of the Social 
Security Administration with a copy to the Commis
sioner of Social Security. 

Hospital load miscalculated 

Free or partially paid hospital care would sharply 
increase the load of hospital patients over current 
levels, Dr. Sanders also notes. 

"Such an increase would be most pronounced for 
the initial year, but its effect would be evident at 
least for the first four or five years. This increase 
would not be limited to persons without voluntary, 
private insurance, as official estimates seem to indi
cate, but would include those presently insured 
as well." 

Dr. Sanders explains that this seems to be another 
instance of contradictory thinking by the welfare 
officials. Despite their frequent claims of the defi
ciencies of existing private insurance protection, their 
estimates of the costs for a federal program are based 
on the assumption that those aged presently insured 
get all the hospital care they need. 

"The full impact of medical care insurance in the 
first year or two," he states, "is reflected in the 
proportionate increase in costs for those Canadian 
provinces for which both the medical insurance pro
gram and the Dominion contribution began after 
1958. For these the range of increase in per capita 
costs between 1958 and 1961 is between 51.1 and 
98.7 per cent. 

"Some of this increment is caused by the increase 
in hospitalization costs, but much of it results from 
increased use by patients. 

"Considering the formula of Dominion payment, 
which encourages restraints on costs, as well as the 
fact that provinces remain directly responsible for 
about half of the insurance costs, and that the level 
of occupancy in Canadian hospitals is high, it is my 
opinion that increase in hospital use as a direct con
sequence of the most recent U. S. federal hospital 
care plan would be at the very minimum 30 per 
cent, more probably 60 (continued on page 112 J 
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HOW TO 
WATCH THE 
WHITE HOUSE 

This month's election will create problems 
of transition regardless of who wins, says 
noted authority on the American presidency 

W H E T H E R the American people elect Lyndon Johnson or Barry Gold-
water, an important transition in the presidency will follow. 

The exciting events of the Kennedy Administration and Johnson 
take-over have focused more national attention than ever on the 
White House, and greatly increased the number of observers and 
critics of presidential performance. 

The great thing about President-watching is that it is open to any 
number or age group, either sex, and any level of sophistication or 
seriousness. Novices can view the political scene as a contest of wits 
and power between the good guys and the bad guys, casting the 
President as hero or villain as they prefer. Some, especially women 
and young people, concentrate on the domestic and social side of the 
presidency. The Kennedys and Johnsons have offered unusual op
portunities for comparative judgments on such matters as child-rear
ing, pets, clothing, interior decorating and entertainment preferences. 

More serious observers of the presidency look at the more impor
tant things: How the President uses the powers of his office, gets 

L A U R I N L. H E N R Y , the author, is a political scientist on the faculty 
of the University of Virginia. A former member of the staff of the 
Brookings Institution, Professor Henry is the author of "Presidential 
Transitions," a book published in 1960. 
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along with Congress, foreign nations and the press, carries out his 
policy program and shapes the institutional apparatus of the office. 

Occasionally there are White House scenes of crisis, tragedy or 
triumph that unite and move Americans of all ages, classes and po
litical persuasions. This is as it should be, for in a sense we are all 
part of the presidency. Each of us in some degree influences the 
choice of the man who serves there and what he can do in the office. 
What happens to and in the presidency can profoundly affect us all. 

Events to be observed around the White House in the next few 
months largely depend, of course, on who gets elected. A Goldwater 
victory would mean a full-scale change of administrations—a process 
that always shakes the whole government and entails a certain 
amount of risk for the country as the price we pay for the privilege 
of changing our leaders. If Mr. Johnson is elected the transition from 
an administration inherited from John F. Kennedy to one shaped by 
the President in his own right is not likely to be so sudden or dramat
ic, but there will be important problems to be faced and changes to 
be made. 

Either man will meet the perennial problem of adjusting the organi
zation, staffing and methods of the presidency to his own work habits 
and the evolving character of the government and its commitments at 
home and abroad. The supporting institutions of the presidency-the 
White House staff and several agencies comprising the Executive 
Office—are probably due for some overhauling in any event. 

If LBJ is elected— 
If President Johnson wins, his most obvious first move will be to 

shuffle the Cabinet and supporting corps of top political executives. 
Some months ago it was generally assumed that if Mr. Johnson were 
elected he would quickly replace most of the Kennedy Cabinet. Re
cently the President is reported to have given such leading figures as 
Secretaries Rusk, McNamara and Dillon assurances of his confidence. 
(Baseball club owners customarily do this, too, just before firing the 
manager.) 

Even if he wants them, however, Mr. Johnson is unlikely to per
suade all the department heads to remain in their wearing jobs. A 
permanent replacement for former Attorney General Robert F. Ken
nedy is needed, and several changes for both political and personal 
reasons seem likely at the top of other departments and noncabinet 
agencies. Important subcabinet vacancies have been accumulating 
for months, and more will come through natural turnover at the end 
of the term. 

It is not yet clear whether President Johnson, with his congres
sional and political background, appreciates or knows how to go 
about finding top-drawer executives from other circles. Fortunately, 
most agencies were initially well staffed at the second and third 
levels and now contain some highly promotable people. 

New appointments must be handled with special delicacy because 
of their bearing on the political future of the Johnson Administration 
and what might come after it. There are tensions between the Ken
nedy and pre-Kennedy liberals and (continued on page 96) 
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NEW WEATHER 
DISCOVERIES 
WILL SERVE YOU 

The nations top weatherman 
tells how scientists expect to 
make forecasting more useful 

A Q U I E T REVOLUTION is under way in meteorology— 
the science of weather forecasting or, more properly, 
of the atmosphere and its phenomena. 

It's a revolution using the new tools of computers, 
rockets and satellites as well as mundane, painstak
ing observations of rainfall and temperature. Even 
seemingly limited victories in the revolution can 
mean huge dollars-and-cents gains for business, gov
ernments a^d other segments of the economy. 

By extension of accurate weather forecasts to 
just five days ahead, savings in the United States 
alone could total $3 billion in agriculture, $100 mil
lion in surface transportation, $75 million in retail
ing and $45 million in the lumber industry, accord

ing to estimates by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Council. 

At the spearhead of the meteorological revolution is 
Dr. Robert M. White, chief of the U. S. Weather 
Bureau, who completed his first year on the job on 
October 1. A professional meteorologist, Dr. White 
was president of the Travelers Research Center, Inc., 
of The Travelers Insurance Companies immediately 
before becoming the nation's top weatherman. 

In this NATION'S BUSINESS interview, Dr. White 
tells what is—and isn't—immediately ahead in weather 
forecasting, control of the weather and better services 
for business and the public. 

Dr. White, how far ahead can you now accurately fore
cast the weather? 

Accuracy is a relative term. We have considerable 
skill in forecasting day-to-day weather changes out 
to about 24 hours. The skill factor begins to drop off 
after that. We still have measurable amounts of skill 
out to about three days. We can produce useful 
weather information beyond such periods. 

Today's forecasters, such 
as those under Dr. Robert 
M. White (center), chief of 
the U.S. Weather Bureau, 
are using an assortment of 
computers and other new 
tools to provide better user 
services. Satellites spot 
hurricanes as they did Hilda 
last month (far left). 
Scientists search for ways 
to warn against tornadoes 
(leftJ, control weather and 
aid businesses which de
pend on accurate, speedy 
information (right). 
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When we get beyond three days, we must take into 
account factors such as heating of the atmosphere 
and the interaction between the atmosphere and the 
oceans. We must also have adequate global weather 
observations. These factors require more data and 
more understanding than we now have. Our mathe
matical forecasting techniques are useful to about 
three days without such data. 

What is the Weather Bureau doing to extend these fore
casts and to make them more accurate? 

Perhaps the most important research activity now 
going on in the Weather Bureau is directed at these 
problems. Our Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Research 
Laboratory in Washington is attempting to develop 
mathematical models of the entire global atmosphere 
which will be sufficiently realistic so we can use them 
as a basis for operational day-to-day forecasting. 

We feel that this kind of research is the key to im
proved long-range forecasting. 

After a year in command of the Bureau, what are your 
other plans for improving its forecasts? 

Our main thrust over the coming years will be in 
the full use of modern technology which exists all 
around us. New and more powerful computers, better 
communications systems and new observational sys
tems such as satellites will be fully exploited to im
prove our services. 

Will this produce a method of near-perfect forecasting? 

I think we ought to face the fact that for the fore
seeable future there will continue to be a large mea
sure of uncertainty in weather forecasting. This is be
cause it is highly unlikely that we will ever be able to 
observe the atmosphere perfectly or achieve a com
plete understanding of atmospheric processes. Our 
objective is to reduce this measure of uncertainty as 
much as we can. 

Our theory tells us that, if we could define what 
we call the initial (continued on page 44) 
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WORLD BUSINESS: 
How it affects you 

Europe brews trouble 
for U.S. companies 

The Economist Intelligence Unit, in this report, 
finds outlook cloudy, but sees bright spots, too 

T H E FAMILIAR SPECTER of poli
tics is haunting the growth of Euro
pean business. Perhaps the sharpest 
threat grows out of the angular 
shadow of France's President 
Charles de Gaulle. 

The general's nationalism is 
thwarting the drive towards Euro
pean political union, chiefly because 
full union with Gaullism would be 
about as comfortable, many think, 
as bedding down with a cactus. 

As a by-product of this, the gen
eral may make European countries 
more protectionist in their trading 
policies with the outside world, in
cluding the United States. More
over, de Gaulle is indirectly threat
ening to increase the cartelization 
of European industry. This would 
cause a growth of market-sharing 
arrangements which could hurt 
United States exporters. General de 
Gaulle has even threatened to leave 
the Common Market unless it 
drafts a farm policy that satisfies 
France. 
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None of these dangers should be 
exaggerated. But four out of every 
10 dollars of world imports are 
bought by West European coun
tries. They are still just about the 
fastest growing market in the world 
(they bought $8.2 billion of manu
factures from North America in 
1963, $7.5 billion in 1962). 

The Common Market started as a 
drive toward the vision of Euro
pean political unity and a com
mercial customs union with no tariff 
barriers between the six members, 
but tariffs against the rest of the 
world. 

Today the first vision has faded. 
The six members (Germany, France, 
Italy, Belgium, Holland, Luxem
bourg) will not achieve real polit
ical unity. Certainly they will not 
achieve it so long as Gaullism is 
alive, and it is beginning to look 
more durable than de Gaulle him
self. The proud old general is 
founding a dynasty, with his protege, 
the former Paris banker, Premier 

Georges Pompidou, as his most 
probable heir, and with the now 
very nationalist French civil service 
as the permanent force which may 
carry his policies into the future. 

But even if the vision of polit
ical unity among the Six fades, the 
move towards a customs union 
among them will presumably go on. 
There is a Treaty of Rome laying 
down the stages by which it is to be 
achieved, and treaties have a habit 
of being carried out. But the de
scent from yesterday's Olympus of 
idealism towards today's flatlands is 
having a deadening effect on the 
once-inspiring Eurocrats of the Eu
ropean Commission at Brussels. 
And this change in the balance of 
trade policy-making power within 
Europe has important implications 
for U. S. businessmen. Many 
American companies may have to 
change their business strategy if 
they are to avoid the disadvantages 
of the new situation. 

Two years ago the Eurocrats of 
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Gaullism's influence on the politics of Europe will cause repercussions in both the 
European Common Market and in the pattern of American trade with the Continent 

Brussels were young lions in control 
of a great venture that they believed 
was to change the history of the 
world. Today they are in rather 
nervous charge of fulfilling a much-
niggled-over commercial contract for 
progress towards an internal cus
toms union. Much of the idealism 
and confidence have drained out of 
them. When this happens to a body 
of men, it is difficult to prevent the 
economic go-getting drive from go
ing out of them too. 

The Eurocrats do not now want 
to turn the Six into an inward-look
ing, protectionist group. But their 
main concern is with not annoying 
the right-wing establishments in the 
capitals of their constituent coun
tries. They have decided that the 
balance of political power in Europe 
lies definitely—for the time being— 
on the right. 

This, in turn, is having a debili
tating effect on the current tariff 
negotiations at Geneva; the talks 
seem likely to fail. Because Ger

many, whose manufacturing costs 
are competitive, wants world-wide 
cuts in tariffs on manufactured goods 
(although less competitive France 
and Italy often do not), some sort 
of gloss may be put on the failure. 
There will be tariff cuts of some 
sort. But Germany and its partners 
are protectionist in agriculture and 
will remain so. 

We suspect that the new balance 
of policy-making power in the Com
mon Market may have the long-
term effect of slowing down the rate 
of internal industrial growth in the 
Market countries. Slowing down 
is a strictly relative term. In the 
decade 1953-63 industrial produc
tion increased by a phenomenal 103 
per cent in Italy, 107 per cent in 
West Germany, 94 per cent in 
France, 78 per cent in Holland and 
52 per cent in Belgium. This com
pared with 36 per cent industrial 
growth in the United States in the 
same period and 35 per cent in 
Britain. As industrial production 

rose, imports also climbed. Imports 
of merchandise into the Common 
Market countries amounted to $14.1 
billion in 1953, and $40.4 billion 
last year. 

But the new danger to the Six, 
which has become obvious as they 
have moved toward customs union, 
is that production costs in the indi
vidual countries have not marched 
in line with each other; and the new 
atmosphere at Brussels means that 
those countries which do run into 
problems of uncompetitive costs 
may be told more and more to try 
to solve those problems by restric-
tionist measures. This has already 
happened in Italy, which incurred 
grave balance-of-payments troubles 
earlier this year for two reasons. 
First, its costs had risen more 
than Germany's; secondly, the fact 
that the new left-of-center govern
ment in Rome is regarded with 
some suspicion by North Italian 
businessmen led to some flight of 

(continued on page 102) 
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What's right and wrong 
with Congress 

Director of a new study explores both the strengths 
and weaknesses of world's most powerful legislature 

40 

T H E NEWLY ELECTED Eighty-ninth Congress will 
march into Washington to a drumfire of criticism 
and demands for reform. 

Even though it is supposedly the most representa
tive and certainly the most democratically elected 
branch of government, critics will charge it is not 
the most responsive. It happens to every new Con
gress. 

Much of the griping comes from those who want 
more and quicker social and economic action, and 
want to change the rules to get it. Some complaints 
about Congress are justified. But even though every
body has his own idea of what's wrong with Con
gress, there's a vast lack of knowledge on how 
Congress really works, according to the man who 
heads a new $230,000 American Political Science 
Association study of Congress sponsored by the 
Carnegie Corporation. 

In this article, Professor Ralph K. Huitt of the 
University of Wisconsin, director of the study, tells 
why Congress is under attack and what the prospects 
are for change. 

So-called reform will be an issue before the new 
Congress even though the past Congress enacted 
more historic legislation—from income tax reduction to 
civil rights—than any other Congress in recent times. 

"I don't see how anyone could say the Eighty-
eighth Congress didn't act quickly on what the Ad
ministration wanted," House Majority Leader Carl 
Albert told N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S . "Congress is up 
with what the country wants on most issues, I'm sure, 
though large political machines in big cities and 
labor are probably ahead of the rest of the country. 

"As for the rules and makeup of Congress, it 
would be much easier for (continued on page 104) 

Moves to reform Congress and its various functions 
and procedures (right) will begin anew next year 
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A LOOK AHEAD 

Who will buy new machines 
(Construction) 

Unions eye statehouses 
(Labor) 

Peaceful A-blasts coming? 
(Natural Resources) 
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AGRICULTURE 

Sugar politics gets stickier. 
Spreading production of sugar beets 
will bring even hotter battles in 
1965, future years. 

Time was when U. S. relied on 
offshore cane growers—in U. S. is
lands such as Hawaii, plus foreign 
lands—for the bulk of sugar needs. 
Sugar wasn't a real domestic farm 
issue. 

But it is now. And will get more 
so, farm politicians forecast. 

Sugar beet growth is mainly re
sponsible. Beet production hits 24.8 
million tons this year, more than 
double 10 years ago. They'll make 
close to 30 per cent of sugar con
sumed here this year. 

Commercial beet production 
spreads into new states. Federally 
approved beet processing plants 
will open to serve new growing 
areas in Auburn, N. Y., Drayton, 
N. D., next year; Aroostook County, 
Me., Phoenix, Ariz., in 1966. New 
Texas output began this year. 
Farmers grow sugar beets com
mercially in 21 states, experiment 
in several others. 

Cane output in Gulf states ex
pands, too. 

New political tests will come on 
sugar legislation up for congres
sional action next year. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Look for firms to step up pur

chases of new machinery to replace 

aging equipment. That's in addi
tion to outlays for expansion. Need
ed replacement spending will ab
sorb capital funds that might oth
erwise be used for other outlays. 

So forecasts George Terborgh, 
research director of the Machinery 
and Allied Products Institute. 

A new study by the organization 
shows the amount of equipment 
more than 10 years old owned by 
U. S. business has doubled in the 
past decade to over $140 billion at 
1964 prices. Average age of all 
equipment is 9.6 years, unchanged 
since 1962 but up from 8.5 years in 
the early Fifties. 

New, fast expanding industries 
pull the average down, of course. 
Older industries with little growth 
have old equipment, as a rule. 

Older stocks of equipment also 
forecast higher outlays for repairs. 
Internal Revenue Service figures 
for the 1962 fiscal year—latest 
available—show industry reported 
$7.2 billion in repairs that year, 
up from $5.1 billion in fiscal 1952. 

CREDIT & FINANCE 

New York Stock Exchange bus
tles with studies that will affect 
your securities dealings. 

Reports will flow heavily in mid-
1965. 

Computerized cost-cutting meth
ods get attention. The Exchange is 
eyeing possible low-cost joint auto
mated bookkeeping arrangements 
for smaller member firms. A study 

sets up a system to eliminate up to 
75 per cent of physical transfer of 
stock certificates among brokers. 
If scheme works, computers would 
handle these clearing transactions 
much as checks clear in the bank
ing system. Unveiling: next fall. 

Higher speed tickers are slated 
to speed quotations starting this 
month. By the end of next year, 
the Big Board plans to hook the 
tickers into its computer system. 

A major 'study already under way 
expects to draw a 10-year projec
tion of securities industry prob
lems and prospects—and what to do 
about them. The Exchange's sixth 
census of share ownership, due out 
next June, will give up-to-date fig
ures on who invests. 

Securities and Exchange Com
mission pushes Exchange into other 
studies. SEC's report on securities 
markets stirred possible changes in 
odd-lot dealings, other activities. 

FOREIGN TRADE 

New aid for your competitors 
from underdeveloped countries 
seems likely to come out of the 
United Nations General Assembly 
session opening this month. 

The aid will be psychological for 
now. But it's the kind of thing 
that can build into dollars-and-
cents advantages in years ahead, 
say international trade experts. 

U. N. members probably will en
dorse a report of this summer's 
trade and development conference 
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after considerable debate. The re
port calls for industrial countries 
—such as U. S.—to give preferential 
duties, pegged commodity prices 
and minimum purchase agreements 
to goods from poorer lands. 

U. S. opposes many of report's 
key planks. A 55-nation U. N. 
trade board will be set up in early 
1965 to give push to the report. 

General Assembly endorsement 
won't make these schemes binding 
but will amount to new pressure on 
U. S., Western Europe. 

LABOR 

Unions shift new political atten
tion to state, local politics with end 
of presidential campaign. They will 
press strategy for electing friendly 
governors, legislatures four or 
more years in the future. 

Top targets: The South and 
states with right-to-work laws. 

This comes at time when busi
nessmen, citizens groups tend to 
ease off on political activity until 
next presidential race. It enables 
labor to build statewide organiza
tions for use in coming elections. 

Called Programs for Progress, 
the statewide campaigns usually 
assess AFL-CIO members $1 or 
$1.50. "The main goal is to set up 
an organization, not the money it
self," says a labor spokesman. 
Some 13 states have set up Pro
grams for Progress. Virginia is 
the most recent. Recent successes 
include victory for labor-backed 
candidates in several key races for 
the Arkansas legislature. 

North Carolina's program charts 
long-range goals: "A friendly ma
jority in the legislature in 1966 and 
a friendly governor in 1968" in or
der to pass much of labor's legisla
tive program by 1969. 

MARKETING 
Next year's headlines take shape 

as contending groups prepare for 
politically potent food marketing 
debate. 

Congressionally approved Na
tional Commission of Food Market
ing will make the study. It's sup
posed to assess likely changes in 
future of marketing system, if 

changes fit national interest and, if 
not, what sort of system will. 

Ex-judge on California Supreme 
Court, Phil S. Gibson, heads the 
probe. He gets high marks for 
nonpartisanship from many indus
try men. 

But at least some food industry 
opinion fears stores, other distrib
utors will be accused of boosting 
prices, curbing farmers' income. 

National Association of Food 
Chains launches some studies of its 
own. It hires Stanford University 
economist Roger W. Gray to direct 
a research series on food distribu
tion. "From seed to shelf," says an 
association spokesman. Studies ex
pect to parallel those of government 
commission in many fields. 

NATURAL RESOURCES 
Diplomatic breakthrough may 

clear way for future use of peace
ful atomic blasts to create new na
tural resources such as harbors, 
build other huge projects. 

Nuclear shots outside of mines-
even for peaceful purposes—are 
barred by test ban treaty with 
Russia. But the Soviets now signal 
quietly they may go along in per
mitting some shots for nonmilitary 
uses. 

Negotiations will probably take 
place through International Atomic 
Energy Agency in Vienna. 

Most spectacular project an 
agreement would permit: atomic 
blasting of a second Atlantic-
Pacific canal. 

Nuclear engineers say a string 
of A-bombs properly spaced could 
blast a sea-level canal cheaper and 
faster. One estimate of costs is $800 
million for atomic construction, $5.2 
billion by conventional methods. 
Congress already okays studies of a 
new route. 

Southern Pacific Railroad, Cali
fornia highway department pro
pose Project Carry-all for blasting 
a new mountain pass. 

Abroad, Australians discuss 
blasting out new harbors. Egyp
tians talk up a vast power scheme 
relying on water carried by atom-
dug canals. Thais think up plan 
for canal across Kra peninsula so 
ships can by-pass Singapore. 

TAXATION 

You'll want to watch some im
portant decisions due in Washing
ton in coming months affecting 
state powers to tax various phases 
of interstate commerce. 

Top attention will go to recom
mendations by a House Judiciary 
subcommittee for any new federal 
laws offering guidelines designed 
to end overlapping taxation, other 
confusion over treatment of inter
state commerce. Timing isn't cer
tain, but the lawmakers may give 
views next spring. Any legislation 
would take months or years longer. 

Subcommittee readies studies of 
state sales and use, gross receipts, 
capital stock taxes for early 1965 
publication. It has already issued a 
landmark report on state levies on 
income from interstate trade. 

Supreme Court may rule on con
stitutionality of present law which 
blocks taxation of some interstate 
sales by states where sale occurred. 
Louisiana, Missouri courts already 
uphold the law. 

TRANSPORTATION 
Governments—ours and foreign-

are gradually asserting more say-so 
over international ocean shipping. 
Shipowners, many congressmen 
fight the trend. 

U. S. leads the way. Federal 
Maritime Commission insists on 
standard contracts covering certain 
shipments, demands documents and 
other information from both 
American and foreign companies. 
Contracts are designed to standard
ize protection of shippers. Many 
foreigners balk, complaining about 
restraint on freedom of seas. But 
British talk of adopting similar ar
rangements. 

Big fear: That underdeveloped 
nations which lack merchant fleets 
will attempt to prescribe terms for 
ships calling at their ports. 

Congress divides on need for 
deeper government involvement in 
shipping rules. House Merchant 
Marine Committee quietly ends its 
investigation of Federal Maritime 
Commission. Joint Economic Com
mittee considers extending its probe 
of shipping rates. 
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W E A T H E R 
continued from page 37 

state of the atmosphere over suf
ficiently broad geographical areas 
and with sufficient precision, we 
could remove obstacles we know 
prevent us from improving our fore
casts. 

What do you mean by "the initial 
state of the atmosphere"? 

At any instant of time if you 
took a snapshot of the atmosphere 
we'd call this a description of the 
initial state. Now will this solve all 
the problems of meteorology? The 
answer is no. It will improve 
things greatly. But there will still 
remain large areas of ignorance 
with respect to the physical proper
ties in the atmosphere. For ex
ample, we must also know the man
ner in which the atmosphere inter
acts with the oceans and with the 
surface of the earth. This is going 
to be an even more difficult prob
lem in many ways than getting a 
description of the initial state of 
the atmosphere. 

Are you giving greater emphasis to 
closing some of these gaps than 
others? 

We are beginning to devote more 
effort to this problem of the inter
action between the atmosphere and 
the underlying surfaces such as 
oceans and land. We are devoting 
considerable effort to the develop
ment of improved mathematical 
models of the atmosphere, which 
we use to describe the physical 
processes in the atmosphere and 
which are used as a basis of making 
weather forecasts. We are devoting 
considerable effort to precipitation 
and condensation processes. Con
siderable effort, of course, is going 
into development of satellite tech
nology, which will enable us to 
acquire the observations that we 
need now, as well as how to use 
such information in everyday fore
casting. 

What do you mean by everyday fore
casting? 

This is something people gener
ally confuse. They raise the ques
tion: Well, now that you have 
satellites and you can observe 
things, why are your predictions 
not greatly improved? Why do I 
get a forecast it's going to rain to
night and go out and find it's not 
raining? 

There is a big step between hav
ing a description of the atmosphere 
or description of some phenomenon 

in the atmosphere and predicting 
what is going to happen to that in 
the future. A satellite tells you what 
exists now. When we have a cloud 
photograph from a Tiros or a Nim
bus, it tells us the clouds cover 
this area now. It does not tell us 
where the clouds are to be 12 hours 
from now. 

In other words, whether a hurricane 
is going to hit the East Coast or go 
out to sea? 

Yes. So any observation, includ
ing the satellite's, has its principal 
value in telling what exists now. If 
we know what exists now we are 
then in the position to say what is 
going to happen in the future. So 
there is considerable research re
quired to find ways of using ob
servational data, not just satellite 

You'll pay more for 

federal health scheme 

than you've been told. 

Former government 

official discloses real 

cost prospects in the 

article on page 3 1 . 

data, although this is one of our 
principal areas of activity. 

What will future weather satellites do? 

The Tiros set of satellites essen
tially obtains cloud information and 
some infrared information about 
the temperature structure of the 
atmosphere. The Nimbus series of 
research and development satellites 
has obtained more detailed informa
tion about the temperature struc
ture. 

In the future we will be develop
ing satellites that are able to give 
us improved information of this 
type. 

One of the important areas for 
future satellite development, how
ever, involves the use of satellites 
as essentially data collection and 
interrogation devices. They would 
collect data from buoys we might 
set in the ocean and weather bal
loons and weather stations in re
mote areas and rebroadcast the 

data to us. This will be one of the 
areas which will be explored as a 
possibility. 

Are these on the drawing boards now? 

Planning studies are being carried 
out by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. There 
are some tests planned for data col
lection satellites. 

How well have scientists learned to 
use information from today's satel
lites? 

You see, observational tools are 
of value to you in many ways. You 
take our hurricane warning ser
vices. 

There has been a tremendous im
provement in the hurricane in
formation provided in this country. 
By and large these improvements 
have come about by our ability to 
develop equipment which will pro
vide for rapid and accurate detec
tion of where a hurricane is now. 
We can detect a hurricane with 
tremendous accuracy now. Satel
lites help us in this. Indeed, during 
recent hurricanes the satellites pro
vided us with early detection of the 
storms when they were out in the 
Atlantic. So you can provide for 
considerably improved weather ser
vices by your ability to provide for 
early detection and accurate track
ing. 

We are beginning to do this now 
with respect to tornadoes as we 
learn more about them. With the 
use of radar in their tracking we 
can begin to follow them about the 
countryside and to provide im
proved warning services. This is 
still an extremely difficult problem, 
however. 

What do you need to know about 
such storms? 

In general we would like to know 
first what causes them to form. If 
we can understand what causes 
them to form, hopefully we could 
detect these conditions that give 
rise to the phenomena and predict 
their occurrence before they form. 
We are also interested in what 
causes them to intensify. Hurri
canes are extremely erratic phe
nomena. They intensify and then 
become weaker and then intensify 
again. We don't understand why 
this happens. 

The normal winter storms we have 
here in the United States go through 
intensification. We would like to 
know what causes them to intensify 
as they do. 

We would like to understand 
why they move in the directions 
they move. We would like to un-
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A few of the reasons 
why every family 

should have a lawyer! 

Free booklet shows how he can be 
invaluable, how to choose him. 

Nowadays, the family that doesn't know 
the law-or a lawyer-may well find itself 
in difficulties. According to the State Bar 
of Michigan the average citizen "is living 
in a legal world far too complex to cope 
with alone and unaided." 

You'll learn the urgent truth of these 
statements once you read "Why You 
Should Choose a Family Lawyer NOW!" 
This timely booklet was written for New 
York Life by Lester David, noted writer, 
and is approved by the American Bar 
Association. 

Fact-filled booklet. The author gives 
you many examples of how well-meaning 
persons have suffered serious loss* 
through ignorance of the law. He shows 
how a family lawyer can help prevent 
such difficulties, saving you money as 

well as time, annoyance, or possibly last
ing grief. 

Take the case of the man who put his 
suburban home in his wife 's name. 
"When she died and left no will, he dis
covered that her relatives were entitled 
to a share of her property, including the 
house!" A lawyer would have pointed out 
the wisdom of both husband and wife 
having made out a proper will—and of 
keeping it up to date. 

How do you choose a lawyer? This 
booklet suggests several ways, and dis
cusses the cost of his services—which is 
probably less than you think! 

Get your free copy. You'll find this book
let as easy to read as it is worthwhile, as 
interesting as it is authoritative. To get your 
free copy, ask your New York Life agent or 
use the coupon below. 

| — — THIS COUPON MAY BE PASTED ON A POSTCARD — — 

New York Life Insurance Company 
Box 10, Madison Square Station 
New York, New York 10010 

(In Canada: 443 University Ave., Toronto 2, Ont.) 

Please send me a free copy of 
"Why You Should Choose a Family Lawyer NOW!" 

I am D am not Q a New York Life policy owner. 
H-46 

Name. . Age-

Address. 

City. 

County. 

State— -Zip Code. 



Everything's 
changed but the 

resale value! 

Look what's happened to America's No. 1 Fleet choice. The most 
sweeping change in many a year. You'll like its new room and 
ride. And its resale story? You'll like that best of all. 

Let's start with the new roof line 
and work right on down to the 
road line. 

Outside, the '65 Chevrolet is 
longer, lower and wider. 

Inside, the new curved side 

windows help give over three 
more inches of shoulder room in 
both the front and rear of sedans 
and coupes. The floor tunnels are 
smaller for more foot room. 

The restyled instrument panel 

is not only attractive but func
tional. Everything's centrally 
located for the driver. 

Color-keyed front seat belts 
are s t a n d a r d . We made the 
doors easier to open and close. 
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'65 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-Door Sedan 

^CHEVROLET 
There's deep-twist wall-to-wall 
carpeting on all models. 

All this comfort, even in the 
lowest priced Biscayne, is backed 
by long-wearing fabrics, foam-
cushioned front seats and arm
rests in both front and rear. 

Power? Lots of it. And both 
the economical 140-hp Turbo-
Thrift Six and 195-hp Turbo-Fire 
V8 have been improved . We 
made the Six quieter and gave 
the V8 a more efficient, longer 
lasting air cleaner. 

Underneath, there 's a new 
Girder-Guard perimeter frame 
with wide-based side members 
for extra body support. All four 
wheels are cushioned on a new 
Full Coil suspension system. 
Wheel tread is wider in a new 
Wide-Stance tread design that 
adds stability and handling ease. 

Then there are such proven 
economy features as self-adjust
ing brakes, battery-saving Delco-
tron generator, flush-and-dry 
rocker panels, fully aluminized 

muffler — to name but a few. 
Finally, there's Chevrolet's tradi
tionally higher resale. We saved 
that pleasant story for the end. 
One check of resale figures will 
tell you all about i t . . . . Chevrolet 
D iv i s ion of Gene ra l M o t o r s , 
Detroit, Michigan. 

CHEVROLET 

BIGGEST NAME IN FLEET CARS AND TRUCKS 



Last year 
200 growing 
firms asked 
us to: 
evaluate plant-site locations 
And we mean evaluate. No stand
ard listing of sites can do the job. 
Instead, we carefully screen and 
recommend, to each manufac
turer, only those locations which 
meet his specific needs. 

analyze location factors 
A thorough, and completely con
fidential, analysis of custom-
selected sites goes to interested 
business executives. 

make local arrangements 
These may include help with 
financing through the State's new 
$100 million financing plan. Also, 
a detailed breakdown of taxes, 
utilities, available labor force, 
raw materials, supplies and trans
portation. 

Can we help you? 
To help manufacturers collect 
and evaluate information on new 
plant sites and expansion, the 
New York State Department of 
Commerce maintains a technical 
staff of over 100 engineers, econ
omists, lawyers and experts in 
marketing, taxes, transportation, 
financing, utilities, real estate 
and labor, many of them former 
business executives. 

To maintain the secrecy so essen
tial in plant-site investigation, 
your request is opened only by a 
top staff member. He assigns 
your project a code number, and 
this is the way it is known by the 
people who work on it. 

Write today for further informa
tion. Or, if you wish, have your 
banker or broker contact us on 
your behalf. We are happy to work 
with responsible third parties. 
Address Commissioner Keith S. 
McHugh, Box IG-3, 112 State St., 
Albany 7, New York. 

tk DISCOVER THE NEW 
IN NEW YORK STATE 

W E A T H E R 
continued 

derstand what causes them to dis
sipate. This general sequence of 
events is true whether it is hurri
canes, tornadoes, storms or almost 
any kind of weather phenomenon 
you might mention. 

Do you have any clues as to why 
these things intensify or weaken or 
change? 

I'm afraid it gets pretty technical 
but it involves the manner in 
which the atmospheric system con
verts potential energy into kinetic 
energy. We now have begun to ap
preciate the manner in which this 
is done through a study of these 
processes and we are just begin
ning to simulate them in some of 
our equations. 

We must understand the manner 
in which, for example, the moisture, 
the energy and the momentum are 
exchanged between the oceans or 
the surfaces of the earth and the 
atmosphere. Unless we understand 
how much moisture is being put into 
the atmosphere from the surface of 
the earth we are never going to be 
in a position to predict what is going 
to happen in the atmosphere, be
cause this is one of the principal 
ways in which energy is released in 
the atmosphere. When the moisture 
condenses it releases energy. Unless 
we understand all the energy inputs 
into the atmosphere we are not go
ing to develop realistic theories and 
have a basis of improving our fore
casts. 

This suggests we know very little 
about potential control of the weather? 

This is a question which comes up 
repeatedly and is an important 
problem. Our accomplishments in 
the area of weather modification 
have been modest, very modest. For 
example, we can modify the weather 
on a very small scale. If you put up 
a smudge pot in the orange grove, 
you are modifying the weather. 

We have also learned to bring 
about certain weather modification 
on larger scales. For example, it is 
now fairly well established that we 
can, under certain temperature con
ditions, dissipate fog and low clouds. 
This has been demonstrated many 
times in this country, and the So
viets practice this on a routine 
basis. In some countries of the 
world they have had some success 
in suppressing hail. 

Just how do they do that? 

By injecting seeding agents like 

silver iodide into clouds at the ap
propriate elevation and time. 

There are people who believe it 
is possible to provide for augmenta
tion of water through cloud seeding. 
However, it is not yet clear that we 
know enough to be able to state 
that this is indeed the case. 

In other words, rainmaking doesn't 
always work? 

Well, the evidence which is at 
hand now is too uncertain really to 
justify a statement one way or the 
other. 

At any rate, we have to distin
guish between these and other as
pects of weather modification: steer
ing of hurricanes, dissipation of 
severe storms, things of a much 
larger magnitude. But with the sub
stantial increase in our knowledge 
of the atmosphere and with new 
techniques becoming available to 
us, it becomes reasonable to believe 
that there is promise. What we 
should be doing is engaging in a 
systematic program to explore the 
feasibility of these things. 

Nobody knows whether weather 
modification will be possible. If we 
were forced to estimate right now 
the chances of success, one would 
have to rate them very low. But be
cause the potential payoff is very 
great, I think that it is worth while 
exploring. This kind of thing always 
lends itself to sensationalism. 

I personally feel the exploration 
of the possibilities of modification 
and control of one's environment 
represents one of the really great 
adventures that face us in science. 

Have your scientists found that we 
are going through any major changes 
in climate at the moment? 

Well, the climate is always 
changing. It is never stationary. 
Some of the changes are very short
lived, others are much longer-lived. 
There is evidence that over a cer
tain number of years a certain area 
has higher temperatures than it 
did in other years. There is no ques
tion but that climate does change. 
But we really don't know whether 
long-term changes are afoot. I don't 
think the information we have avail
able to us is adequate for us to 
make judgments. 

Is there still work that needs to be 
done in making forecasts more in
telligible to the public? 

Oh, yes, it is clear to me that we 
can make our services more useful 
than they are now by paying more 
attention to the manner in which 
the information is presented. We 
have a sizable measure of uncer-
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MAKE YOUR DATA DISTRIBUTION AS EFFICIENT 
AS YOUR DATA PROCESSING 

If you are using computers in your business operations, are 
action copies of vital data getting to everyone who needs 
them — when they need them — in easy-to-read form? 
• Multiplying data output - and getting it distributed 
to the right people fast — is a prime function of mod
ern Multigraph • methods. • You can "print out" com
puter data directly on continuous-form Multilith® mas
ters. In seconds, a master is in place on an automated 
Multilith machine. And multiple-copy sets can be 

automatically collated as a by-product of the duplicating cycle! 
Up to 100 copies per minute can be produced — each clean 
clear, highly legible — on both sides of a sheet if desired 

• Let us help you make your data distribution as effi 
cient as your data processing. It's one of many cost 
saving uses for versatile Multilith Offset. Just call your 
nearby A-M office, listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write 
Addressograph Multigraph Corporation, 1200 Babbitt 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44117. 

Addressograph Multigraph Corporation 
CUTTING COSTS IS OUR BUSINESS 



SEPT.28,1964... 

ROYAL-GLOBE 
IS THERE! 

Tennis history is being made today at the Harold T. 
Clark Courts in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Thousands 
of fans —in grandstands built especially for this event 
— cheer wildly as tension rises in the deciding match. 
America fights to defend the Davis Cup against Aus
tralia's mighty challenge. And Royal-Globe is there! 

Royal-Globe Insurance Companies were selected by 
Davis Cup in Cleveland, 1964, Inc., to write the many-
sided insurance policies needed for the Challenge 
Round. Big policy-holders like this prefer Royal-Globe 
for the scope and variety of its underwriting. 

Millions of men and women say Royal-Globe brings better service within 
convenient reach. 18,000 independent agents are key men in j ^ ~ " ^ ^ 
that service. They chose to represent Royal-Globe because f ^ * ^ 
Royal-Globe helps them do a better job for their clients. To \™*f't£un'J 
avoid red tape in insurance, demand the Red Shield of Royal- ^ < ^ > ^ 
Globe on every policy you buy! 

ROYAL-GLOBE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
Casualty • Fire • Marine • Surety 150 William St., New York, New York 10038 

ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY • LIVERPOOL 4 LONDON 4 GLOBE INSURANCE COMPANY • ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY • GLOBE INDEMNITY COMPANY 

QUEEN INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA • NEWARK INSURANCE COMPANY • AMERICAN 4 FOREIGN INSURANCE COMPANY • BRITISH 

4 FOREIGN MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY • THAMES 4 MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY • LONDON 4 LANCASHIRE INSURANCE 

COMPANY • SAFEGUARD INSURANCE COMPANY • STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY - THE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY 

W E A T H E R 
continued 

ta inty in our forecasts and the pub
lic realizes this. Everybody who 
uses weather data realizes this. 
Now I feel tha t we should a t tempt 
to communicate to the public the 
uncertainty which we as meteorolo
gists feel when we make a weather 
forecast. There are certain t imes 
when we are very, very confident 
that our forecast is going to be a 
good one. There are other times 
when we are very uncertain. I t 
seems to me we should communi
cate our degree of confidence to the 
public. If I were going to make a 
forecast during the summer that it 
is going to be clear tomorrow and 
I say the chances are nine in 10, 
you would not hesitate one bit 
about laying plans for a picnic. But 
if I were to tell you the chances 
are only five in 10, then there would 
be some hesitancy on your par t 
about planning this part icular pic
nic. As a result you would place a 
greater degree of reliance on the 
service that you get. 

We are laying plans here in the 
bureau to begin in certain selected 
places to present such information 
to the public. We have experi
mented with this in the Weather 
Bureau and in some areas it has 
been quite successful. 

Are you planning new specialized 
weather reports for different groups, 
such as farmers, similar to special
ized service for aviation? 

Yes. We have a 10-phase national 
plan for agricultural weather ser
vices. We have actually introduced 
it into certain sections of the coun
try. T h e idea behind this is to pro
vide the farmer with the kinds of 
information he can use: when he 
can and cannot spray, the amount 
of moisture in the soil. We actually 
begin to take observations in the 
areas he is interested in. We set up 
communications to go to the news
papers and radio stations in the 
farm areas. We have set this up in 
a number of areas and it is suc
cessful. 

You are going to extend this? 

Our plan is to extend it over 
most of the country. 

What improvements are you making 
in similar services for other indus
tries? 

We feel in the area of recre
ational as well as commercial boat
ing—where there has been phe
nomenal growth that we should 
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Ready. Aim. Fire. 
Meet the adding machine that runs 

around in circles. 
That's exactly why it runs rings 

around so many others. 
Most electric adders, you see are 

merely hand machines that have been 
electrified. 

They're coupled to a back-and-forth 
drive that constantly goes slambang, 
slambang. 

What wear. And tear. What service 
costs! 

We're different. 

You've started a revolution. 
We didn't just plop a motor on a 

hand adder. 
Right from the start the REMINGTON 

Model 4 was revolutionary. 
Our rotary drive turns a smooth, 

clean 360" revolution every time you 
fire one of the power buttons. 

So vibration, tension, wear and tear 
get reduced to almost nothing. 

And you get: 
Stain and dent-resistance, double 

rust-proofing, a sealed dustproof 
switch and steel alloy printing dials 

so tough they're almost cruel. 
Most important—it adds, subtracts, 

multiplies and divides with monoto
nous accuracy. 

Why talk in circles when we can 
give it to you straight? The REMINGTON 
Model 4 is designed to outperform and 
outlast every 10-key electric around. 

Think your accounting department 
might go for a revolution? We offer 
just the right ammunition. 

OFFICE MACHINES 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 



All-aluminum chain link fence weathers nicely, 

but it's not very strong. 

Galvanized steel chain link is strong... 

but it doesn't weather as well. 

Cyclone Steel Fence-Aluminum-Coated-
combines the best features of both. It's 

50% stronger than all-aluminum fence, and the 
coating lasts 3 to 5 times longer than galvanized. 

Cyclone Fence 
USS and Cyclone are registered trademarks. 

Cyclone Fence Sales, Room 7055 
United States Steel Corporation 
525 William Penn Place 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230 

• Send me detailed information 
on USS Cyclone Steel Fence-
Aluminum-Coated. 

D Have representative call with 
further information and free 
estimate. 

Name 

Company, 

Address 

City_ State _Code 

W E A T H E R 
continued 

take a hard look at the kinds of 
marine weather services we are now 
providing to see what we can do. 
After all, this is a very weather-
sensitive activity—all you need to 
do is to talk to somebody who owns 
a boat. 

We have plans now for establish
ing new radio and telephone 
weather forecasting services for ma
rine activities on some of our coasts. 

One of our problems is to design 
a communication system that will 
meet the requirements of aviation, 
agricultural communities, private 
interests and so forth, so everybody 
can get the data where and when 
he wants it. This is no easy matter 
and requires a period for a rather 
detailed design of communication 
networks to make sure everybody is 
served. 

So we have the technology, we 
have the concepts, but there is a 
substantial amount of work to be 
done in actually translating these 
concepts into practice. 

What are the prospects for establish
ment of a worldwide weather system? 

The World Meteorological Orga
nization is proceeding now with 
plans for this world weather sys
tem. I was at a meeting of the Ex
ecutive Committee of the World 
Meteorological Organization in Ge
neva in June at which the nations 
represented decided on the concept 
of this general plan and a general 
schedule for moving ahead with the 
planning aspect of this world 
weather system. 

For example, one of the concepts 
of the world weather system en
visions the establishment of three 
world weather centers: one in Mos
cow, one in Washington and one in 
the southern hemisphere. 

The details of what the world 
weather center would do are now 
in the process of being worked out. 
The plan similarly calls for regional 
forecasting centers serving groups 
of countries. 

In Western Europe, for example? 

In Western Europe or in many 
places in the world. 

Similarly, the worldwide com
munications aspects of the world 
weather system are now being con
sidered. For example, right now the 
northern hemisphere has a relative
ly complete communications net
work but the same is not true of 
the southern hemisphere. It is very 
difficult to get complete weather 
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Well develop your package 
for free. 

But it's going to cost you. 

It s the price you pay for accepting any gift. It stirs up a vague sense of debt, a strong sense of grat-
itude, a feeling of obligation. So, you'll probably feel like buying some cellophane from us. Which is 
precisely why we develop your package. Free. And it's why we'll give you some publicity. Free. And 
help out with things like product promotions, or recipe developments. Free. And anything that 
helps, helps. So, as long as it's free, for heaven's sake, take advantage of it. After all, how much 
could it cost you? An order for a few thousand pounds of cellophane? O l i l l CELLOPHANF 
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Question: 

Can a simple 
accounting machine 
from Dayton, Ohio 

find true happiness 
with a complex 

computer system? 

Of course they're happy with com
puters. NCR accounting machines, 
cash registers and adding ma
chines are built to compile input 
data while they do their daily job. 
They write down every detail of 
each transaction in computer-ese; 
on punched cards, punched paper 
or optical tape. No translation is 
needed, so a costly extra step is 
saved. At the end of the day every

thing can be run off by computer 
right away. And in no time, man
agement has a clear sharp picture 
of the day's business activities -
sales analysis, inventory control, 
expense and purchase distribu
tion, and so on. 

Yes, NCR accounting equipment 
is genuinely happy with complex 
systems, because NCR thinks in 
terms of total business systems 

all the time. And with unequaled 
experience in addition to the com
plete range of business equip
ment, NCR offers any kind of busi
ness, however large or small, a 
total system tailored exactly to its 
requirements. 

There's a total system just for 
you - a happy one - just ask your 
NCR representative or write, NCR, 
Dayton, Ohio. 45409. 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 



W E A T H E R 
continued 

description in the southern hemi
sphere because the communications 
network does not exist. 

How long will it take to complete this 
system? 

This is not something tha t is go
ing to be done overnight. The pres
ent schedule calls for the W.M.O. 
to have a rough outline of some of 
the major aspects of the world 
weather system in about a year and 
hopefully that organization can 
have the details of such a world 
weather system worked out two 
years after that . The plan is to be 
able to present to the next Congress 
of the World Meteorological Organi
zation in about three years detailed 
recommendations for this world 
weather system. T h a t would be fol
lowed by experimentation. 

So we are talking about the 1970s? 

Yes. 

Have the Russians said they would 
go along? 

The Russians are very much in
terested in the development of the 
world weather system. I met with 
the head of the Soviet Weather Ser
vice in the Soviet Union prior to 
going to Geneva and I also saw him 
in Geneva. 

What would we get out of it in the 
United States? 

Improved accuracy and extension 
of the time range of forecasts for 
the United States at home and for 
U. S. interests on a global basis. 

Our principal motivation is self
ish. We feel we need this system. 

The principal obstacle preventing 
us from really improving the accu
racy of our weather forecasts over 
the entire country, and also the 
principal obstacle to more success
ful long-range forecasts, is the fact 
tha t we do not have adequate in
formation on a global basis. The 
weather tha t exists in J a p a n today 
affects the United States three or 
four days from now and the weather 
that is leaving the East Coast af
fects Europe in three or four days. 
The atmosphere is an international 
entity. END 

REPRINTS of "New Weather Dis
coveries Will Serve You" may be 
obtained for 30 vents a copy, $14 
per 100. or $1'20 per thousand post
paid from Nation's Business. 1615 
H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 
20006. Please enclose remittance. 

EDISON VOICEWRITER 
Five reasons why it's the dictating instrument 
for the man who must be shown 

Consider ing d ic ta t ion equ ipment? 
Be sure to see Edison. 

If you're the man who must be shown . . . 
who has to see it to believe it, here's an 
offer for you. Try Voicewriter" on your 
job for five days, without obligation. 

Five basic advantages make the Voice-
writer its own best salesman. 1. Clarity. 
Engineered for clean sound, plays words 
so clearly they almost spell themselves. 
2. Easy Handling. Patented indexing sys
tem shows you and your secretary letter 
length and corrections at a glance. A 
gentle warning buzzer prevents opera
tional errors. You feel that Voicewriter 
thinks for itself. 3. Appearance. Award-
winning Voicewriter styling looks grace
fully efficient on your desk. 4. Choice. 
The world's broadest line lets you choose 

from desk, portable, or remote control 
dictation systems . . . disc or magnetic 
recording. 5. Cost. Edison dictating in
struments priced as low as $19995, p a y 
for themselves in less than a year, save 
you 50% of each letter's cost. 

Sound good? It is. And for sound you 
can carry around, t ry the portable 
Escort". Completely compatible with 
Voicewriter, Escort runs up to 85 hours 
on heavy-duty flashlight batteries, works 
anywhere— office, road or home. 

For more information or a free five-day 
trial of any Edison equipment, mail the 
coupon, or check the Yellow Pages for 
the address and phone number of your 
Voicewriter man. 

Voicewr i te r D iv is ion , T h o m a s A. Edison Indus t r ies 
West Orange, New Jersey 
Gen t lemen: f j I wou ld l ike a free f ive-day t r ia l of the Edison 

Voicewr i ter . 
n Please send me fu l l i n fo rma t ion about Edison 

Voicewr i ter equ ipmen t . 

N a m e . 

F i r m . 

Add ress . 

City .S ta te . 
N.B. 11-64 

Thomas A. Edison Indus
tries, West Orange, N. J. 
Business recording equip
ment—disc or tape—desk, 
portable or centralized 
dictation systems from 
Edison Voicewriter, Dicta
tion Center, U.S.A. 

The most advanced dictating instruments since Edison first recorded sound 
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Federal control threatens 
pension plan growth 

Prof. Carl H. Fischer of the University of Michigan 

Expert tells what attempts to 
extend regulation could mean 
to businessmen and workers 

(I R O W I N G P R E S S U R E for more federal regulation of 
private pension plans is arousing concern on the part 
of businessmen and pension experts. 

The Administration is taking a careful look at the 
future role of the government in this field. A Cabinet-
level committee has been studying the impact which 
rapidly growing retirement funds may have on the 
national economy and examining the question of how 
private pension systems may contribute more effec
tively to efficient manpower utilization and mobility. 
Vesting and funding provisions of private plans have 
been considered by the committee, as have possible 
s tandards dictating how pension funds should be 
invested. Proposals have been made elsewhere to 
establish a federal reinsurance program to guarantee 
pension benefits and to set up a central clearinghouse 
for benefits. 

Half the country 's workers are covered by private 
pension plans, and the market value of current pen
sion fund assets totals $78 billion. 

By the end of this decade it is expected to reach 
$120 billion. 

Is further regulation of private pension plans neces
sary, and what effect would it have on U. S. business? 
How safe are pension plans now? 

T o answer these and other questions, the editors of 
N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S interviewed one of the nation's 
leading authorit ies on pensions, Prof. Carl H. Fischer 
of the University of Michigan's Graduate School of 
Business Administration. 

Dr. Fischer, who is professor of actuarial mat he 
matics and insurance, has served on several advisory 
groups appointed by Congress and has been con
sultant to the Republic of the Phil ippines and to a 
number of retirement funds. His course on private 
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pension plans is one of the first established in a major 
U. S. university. 

Here are Dr. Fischer's views on the crucial rela
tionship between government and private pension 
funds: 
Dr. Fischer, how much progress has been made by busi
ness and labor in assuring the safety of private pension 
plans? 

Business and labor have both been interested in 
trying to achieve the full funding of pension plans in 
a reasonable length of time, making allowances for 
variations by industry, individual companies and by 
the profit picture. Remarkable progress has already 
been made by business and labor, so that we have a 
very high degree of safety in private pension plans 
in this country. No doubt further progress will be 
made. Both business and labor are on the same side 
of this issue in favoring sound, well-funded pension 
plans. 
If approved, what effect would current suggestions for 
federal regulation of pension plans have on most busi
ness firms? 

Additional federal regulation, particularly when 
not really needed, could hardly help but have an ad
verse effect on business firms. Such additional regu
lation would obviously lead to more paperwork and 
red tape, more legal problems as to whether regula
tions were being complied with in all details. No 
doubt changes in regulations would occur frequently, 
as past experience with other federal regulations 
shows, causing additional problems. Too stringent 
regulations could cause an increase in costs of fringe 
benefits or possibly the abandonment or reduction 
of pension plans. 

Is there a significant amount of misuse of funds, such 
as that which resulted in the recent conviction of 
Teamster President James R. Hoffa? 

I think there has been very little misuse of funds. 
People tend to confuse some of the disclosures of the 
McClellan committee, for instance, regarding the mis
management of Taft-Hartley welfare plans with the 
management of pension plans. The board of trustees 
under the Taft-Hartley type of employer pension 
plans has the responsibility of safeguarding the pen
sion funds and I believe has discharged this quite well. 
It is fairly obvious that an employer is not going to 
misuse funds which he himself has contributed since 
he is to provide the pensions and would have to make 
up any shortages. 

Is there any way that pensions can be absolutely guar
anteed? 

When you say absolutely, the answer is unques
tionably no. And it will still be no if you mean just 
guaranteeing pensions as they continuously accrue, 
because they clearly depend upon the continued 
existence and financial health of the chief source of 
funds, which is the employer. If we are referring to 

pensions already being paid, the existence of funds in 
the hands of the trustees or insurance company cer
tainly furnishes a type of guarantee that the pensions 
will be paid. 

What is the extent of private pension plan coverage in 
the U. S. today? 

There are about 92,000 pension plans and profit-
sharing plans approved by the Internal Revenue Ser
vice. There are. in addition to that, a much smaller 
number of unqualified and informal pension plans. 
IRS doesn't distinguish in the statistics between the 
pension and profit-sharing types, but sample studies 
have shown that roughly 70 per cent are pension, so 
there are about 65,000 pension plans. 

At the end of 1963 it is estimated that the total 
assets amounted to about $78 billion at market value. 
Something over two thirds of that is held in trusteed 
plans and less than one third in insured plans. The 
assets have been growing by around $6 billion a year. 
In 1953 the assets were approximately $20 billion, 
and it is estimated that by 1970 the assets will come 
to $120 billion. 

It is not easy to find out how many people are 
covered, but some estimates that seem reasonable to 
me state that perhaps half the workers in the country 
are covered by pension plans. The percentage of 
industrial workers covered is much higher than that, 
I am sure. 

To what extent are private pension plans regulated by 
federal and state governments? 

They are covered by law, at least indirectly, in sev
eral ways. The insurance companies handling pen
sion plans are carefully regulated by the individual 
states. Trustees handling the noninsured plans are 
also covered by state laws covering trustees in gen
eral. In both cases there are restrictions on the in
vestments that may be made as well as on the general 
handling of this fiduciary relationship. 

The federal government exerts quite a lot of regu
lation on pension plans through the Internal Revenue 
Service, which has set up requirements for qualifica
tion of pension plans. A plan which is qualified has 
these advantages: First, the money contributed by 
the employer within the limits set by the IRS is tax-
deductible as a reasonable and necessary business 
expense. Second, money contributed on behalf of an 
employee is not considered to be income to the em
ployee in that year for tax purposes. He will be taxed 
later when he starts receiving his pension. Third, the 
income earned by a qualified trust or insured fund 
is tax-exempt. 

In order to become qualified, a plan must meet 
certain requirements. It must be permanent; it must 
exist for the exclusive benefit of the employees; the 
employer's contributions may not revert to him, at 
least not until all obligations to the plan have been 
met at the time of termination, and the plan must be 
nondiscriminatory. That is, it must not favor share-
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(FOR KEY EXECUTIVES ONLY) 

IF YOU GET SICK 
HOW LONG 

CAN YOUR COMPANY 
AFFORD TO KEEP YOU 

ON THE PAYROLL? 

A job like yours can't be kept open indefi
nitely—and you're expensive to replace. If 
your illness is prolonged, your company 
will be in a spot—and so will you. John 
Hancock Key Man Salary Continuation 
insurance would pay you a definite in
come for a definite period. Many com
panies are beginning to provide this 
salary insurance for their key execu
tives, or to share the cost of it. They pre
fer a fixed, b^dgetable, deductible pre
mium expense to an undefined moral ob
ligation. If you'd like more.information 
for company or even your own personal 
use, send us the coupon below. No obli-' 
gation, of course. 

LIFE INSURANCE 

John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. 
Salary Continuation Plans, B-21 
200 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass. 02117 

Please prepare a Salary Continuation 
proposal for me. 

Date of Birth Occupation 

Income required 

$ a month for. 

Name 

Title 

.months 

Company. 

Address 
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PENSION G R O W T H 
continued 

holders, officers, supervisory or 
highly compensated employees. The 
IRS does not require actuarial 
soundness—a concept about which 
experts disagree—or any specific 
rate of funding. It does insist that 
the unfunded liability in later years 
shall not be permitted to exceed 
the initial unfunded liability. The 
trust may not engage in prohibited 
transactions, by which is meant 
financial dealings with the employer 
or officers of the employing corpo
ration, such as lending money with
out adequate security and at rates 
below a reasonable rate of interest 
and the like. 

The Federal Disclosure Act of 
1958 requires disclosure to the Sec
retary of Labor of the important 
financial and operating statistics of 
pension plans. These reports are 
open to public inspection. 

Does any additional regulation seem 
to be necessary? 

I would say no. There seems to 
be little need for additional regu
lation. The growth of pension plans 
has been very substantial. The bene
fits have been steadily improved 
and the plan funding has progressed 
extremely well, all on a voluntary 
basis. So there seems no need to 
impose any additional bureaucracy 
in the field. 

Do you see any need for changes in 
the present regulations? 

The Internal Revenue Service 
has at present a ceiling on the 
amount of tax-deductible contribu
tions which an employer may make 
to a pension plan. 

Thus, the IRS restricts the possi
bility of a company funding very 
heavily in years of good business 
and lightly in less favorable years. 
Also, if a plan is fully funded or 
even overfunded, no tax-deductible 
contribution may be made. I be
lieve it would add to the soundness 
of a plan and to the security of em
ployees if these regulations were 
relaxed somewhat. An employer 
might, for instance, be permitted 
higher contributions and, also, the 
Internal Revenue Service might 
permit a company to overfund by 
perhaps five or 10 per cent as a 
safety margin. This would be quite 
analogous to the surplus which an 
insurance company is required to 
carry for the protection of its policy
holders. 

Should there be a public policy re
quiring that pension plans meet 

specified federal standards in assur
ing that benefits will be paid? 

I don't think so. Imposing fed
eral standards might very well slow 
up the adoption of new pension 
plans and possibly also the growth 
of already established plans. I think 
you would find both employers and 
unions opposed to this sort of a 
standard. Unions seem to believe 
that it is a good thing to establish a 
pension plan of some sort and work 
for its improvement later. 

It is almost the universal practice 
at the time of establishment of a 
pension plan to grant pension credits 
for the period of service each em
ployee has rendered up to the date 
of the establishment of a plan. Re
gardless of whether the plan is 
contributory or noncontributory for 
future service, the cost of this past 
service is almost invariably assumed 
in full by the employer. Thus the 
plan starts oflf with a heavy liabil
ity unmatched by any assets. 

Both employers and unions seem 
to be willing to establish a plan if 
this heavy initial liability incurred 
by the granting of past service 
credits can be funded over a long 
period of time in the future, such as 
30 years. The employer might not 
be willing or able to start a plan if 
he were required to fund more 
rapidly. 

This is analogous to the purchase 
of a home by an individual. Most 
people could not afford to buy a 
house if they had to pay it off in, 
say, five or 10 years. 

Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana has pro
posed that a federal reinsurance pro
gram be established to guarantee pay
ment of pension benefits to workers. 
Is this a feasible idea? 

I can't see much value in this sort 
of plan. In the first place, it could 
hardly be called insurance. It would 
merely be a subsidy paid by the 
soundly funded plans for the benefit 
of the marginally funded or mis
managed plans. The bill specifies 
that the same premium rate should 
be paid by all. This is obviously 
grossly inequitable. Further, such a 
plan might actually encourage reck
less investment and inadequate con
tributions, since the unfortunate 
consequences would be paid for by 
others. Finally, there seems to be 
little need for the benefits contem
plated, and any existing need at all 
will diminish with the passage of 
time as plans become more fully 
funded. 

The employee and retired em
ployee's share in most private pen
sion plans is very safe, as experience 
has shown. And, as the plans be-
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Cadillac Motor Car Division • General Motors Corporation 

NUMBER ONE SALESMAN. 

Many business organizations are discovering that a Cadillac can be a good salesman as well 

as a fine investment. On the road or in town, a 1965 Cadillac imparts a substantial 

image of your company and earns instant respect for the sense of value and pride you take in 

your firm and your people. And because Cadillac is priced so close to less distinguished 

cars . . . operates so economically and dependably . . . and holds its value so well, it is a sound 

business investment And after all, doesn't one good salesman deserve another? 

So new! So riiilu! So obviously ! " - _ ^ L t/<f/r/r//(ft/'r//<> 



Fast single system service 0 7 8 0 0 miles across 14 states and into Canada O a large, growing fleet 

of special purpose equipment O modern diesel motive powerOport facilities at Norfolk and on the 

Great LakesOextensive resources for plant site developmentOsales and service offices in 74 cities 

QThis, and more, is the NEW Norfolk and Western Railway 

NOW, 
6 GREAT 
RAILROADS 
ARE ONE! 
Years of planning and the vision of faster, more efficient freight trans
portation has united six major railroads. Joining the Norfolk and Western 
1o form a one-line single railway system are the Nickel Plate, the Wabash, 
the Akron, Canton & Youngstown, the Sandusky Line, and the Pittsburgh 
and West Virginia. 

No one drove a golden spike, or cut a tape, or even cracked open a mag
num of champagne. Rather, the new Norfolk and Western was heralded 
with the simple, straight-out promise of greatly increased benefits to the 
producers, shippers, and consumers it will serve. 

Single System Service across 14 states and into Canada—an area roughly 
one half the nation—means faster schedules, elimination of many costly 
interchange delays. It means reduced running time to the marketplace— 
up to 12 hours quicker delivery between major traffic centers. 

Single System Service means greater car availability for the nation's 
shippers—a custom fleet of special purpose equipment including damage-
free boxcars, container cars, covered and open top hoppers, auto rack 
cars. It means, too, more motive muscle—modern diesel-powered loco
motives speeding commerce across the entire system. 

Single System Service means the coupling of another vital link in world 
trade. High-speed freight movement to and from ports promises maximum 
economy. Port facilities at Norfolk-6 general cargo piers plus (wo fast-
loading coal piers, and complete packaging, warehousing, and cargo han
dling facilities—will be augmented by service to and from the fastgrowing 
Great Lakes ports. And, the new N & W system is vigorously expanding 
its foreign freight sales and service department whose resources and 
experience will benefit exporters and importers throughout tin; country. 

Single System Service means a coal-carrying capacity second to n o n e -
over five million tons with the new N K W'l open to]) equipment The 
new system will serve over 200 Appalachian and Midwest mines, ship
ping to coal users a wide choice of superior metallurgical and steam coals. 

Single System Service means a market area containing nearly one-third 
of the U.S. population—a unique opportunity for site-seeking industries. 
And, the new N & W's industrial development staff includes personnel 
with every specialty from geology to agronomy—ready now to save time 
and money for plant site seekers. 



in the public interest" 

The unification of six great railroads is a milestone in the progress of 
transportation in the United States. We pledge ourselves to a maximum 
effort in the task of physically uniting the new Norfolk and Western sys
tem into a railway where improvement, progress, and superior service 
are our everyday order of business. 

Herman H. Pevler, President 

THE NEW Norfolk and Western Railway THE NATIONS GOING-EST RAILROAD 

Roanoke, Virginia 



How many 
hours of the day 

is your 
accounting machine 
actually producing 

HOURS 

HOURS 

HOURS 

HOURS 

© 

HOURS 

Intervals between postings depend on 
two factors . . . the operator's skill and 
the time required to sort, locate, in
sert, withdraw and file forms and 
source media. We know that such han
dling can take as much as 60% of an 
operator's time . . . leaving less than 
4 hours a day for effective production. 
• We have often added hours to ma
chine time in accounting operations of I 
all types. This is because a Todd study 
goes way beyond paper itself. Our 
recommendations can correct costly i 
weaknesses in forms construction, 
housing and overall procedures. • 
Your Todd representative has the 
ideas to engineer any installation for 
increased productivity. Like to know j 
more? Just call or write. 

B u r r o u g h s C o r p o r a t i o n 
TODD DIVISION/Rochester, N.Y. 14603 

P E N S I O N G R O W T H 
continued 

come more fully funded, the safety 
increases further. 

Are pension plan assets being invested 
safely? 

I think that in the main they are 
invested safely. The plans are buy
ing sound mortgages, high-class 
bonds and blue-chip stocks. Of 
course there may be some excep
tions, but by and large the trustees 
and the insurance companies volun
tarily, and also as a legal require
ment, make good investments. 

Is the share of pension fund assets 
invested in common stocks rising? 

Yes, the share is continuing to 
rise. According to the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, the per
centage of assets of noninsured 
funds invested in common stocks 
has risen over the past 10 years 
from 16 per cent to 39 per cent. The 
investment of insurance companies 
in common stocks over the same 
decade rose from approximately 
three per cent to five per cent. Most 
states restrict severely the propor
tion of common stock investments 
which a life insurance company can 
hold. However, recently a few states 
have provided that life insurance 
companies may set up segregated 
funds for insured pension plans 
apart from the company's regular 
investment portfolio. These segre
gated funds are permitted a higher 
proportion of common stock. 

Does this growing investment in com
mon stocks threaten either pension 
fund safety or stock market stability? 

As long as the pension funds con
tinue to invest in blue-chip stocks 
and stay away from the volatile 
speculative issues, I don't think it 
is cause for concern. There is no 
question but that most of the in
vestment in common stocks is for 
the purpose of providing a hedge 
against continued inflation. With 
unbalanced federal budgets and 
union wage contracts which go well 
beyond the increase in general pro
ductivity, it seems that inflation is 
very likely to continue. 

Investments in fixed-dollar secu
rities can also cause concern by 
financing pensions which, when 
finally received, may be far below 
the intended standard. 

I am not an investment specialist, 
but I have the impression that stock 
market stability is strengthened by 
the investment of pension funds in 
stocks, because they usually buy to 

hold and don't dump stocks on the 
market at each downturn. 

Is there a danger that pension funds 
may gain control of industrial firms 
through stock ownership? 

Such a danger probably exists, 
but the kind of diversification which 
sound investment practice would 
encourage would prevent that sort of 
thing. Furthermore, Internal Reve
nue generally frowns on the pur
chase by a pension fund of the stock 
of the parent company. It is possi
ble that state laws might be ex
tended to pension funds to limit 
the percentage of assets invested in 
any one security, like such restric
tions on insurance companies. 

Should the federal government set up 
standards to control investment of 
pension fund assets or direct their in
vestment to achieve social purposes? 

I am certainly opposed to direct
ing investments to achieve social 
purposes. It seems to me that you 
have here a distinct contradiction 
between sound, profitable invest
ment for the benefit of the em
ployee covered by the pension plan 
and the so-called social purposes. If 
these social purpose investments 
were sound and provided a good 
yield, there would be no need to 
compel the pension plans to invest 
in them. For example, compulsory 
investment in low-cost housing has 
been proposed by certain union of
ficials. If this were required, they 
would be .sacrificing the best in
terests of their members, as far as 
pensions were concerned, in favor 
of those who might want to live in 
low-cost or subsidized housing. 

I should prefer that the federal 
government refrain from entering 
this field because there is always 
the danger that if federal regulation 
starts it will continue far beyond 
any present limitation, like the 
camel in the fable getting his head 
into the tent and eventually taking 
over. 

Questions have been raised over the 
extent of vesting in pension plans. 
What does this term mean? Is it 
something that should be required? 

Vesting in a pension plan means 
that the employee has a contingent 
right to some part of the benefits 
which have been accrued as a re
sult of his service, even though he 
terminates his employment. In prac
tice this usually means that the em
ployee at termination will have a 
right to a deferred pension on which 
payments will begin when he 
reaches retirement age. The require
ments for obtaining such a deferred 
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What "Personalized Benefits" 
actually do for BLUE CROSS members 

The most successful idea ever devised for helping em
ployees meet the cost of hospital care is Blue Cross. 
Today, Blue Cross Plans have more group members, 
help more people, pay for more care, than any single 
organization offering health-cost protection. Blue Cross 
has proved it can do the j o b . , . proved that voluntary 
protection works. 

Most important in Blue Cross' success are the unique 
"Personalized Benefits." They provide help as actual 
hospital care, rather than an allowance of a fixed num
ber of dollars a day. Benefits stretch to fit the illness. 

This not only assures welcome help on extended hospi
tal stays, but also on the average 8-day stay with its con
centration of costly treatment. Because an employee 

gets care, his benefits are always in step with 
any rise in hospital charges. In protection 
arrangements, Blue Cross Plans offer the 

<$Blua Croxa and symbol re*, by American Hospital Association 

flexibility businessmen want. As some 383,000 compa
nies have learned, coverage can be designed to fit the 
specific needs of any f irm, large or small.Cost-to-benefits 
ratio is unequaled. 

In providing $2,250,000,000 in benefits last year, Blue 
Cross Plans set a record for value. 94^ of every $1.00 
paid in was returned to members in care—far more than 
averaged by all other forms of health expense protection 

Blue Cross dedication to meeting people's needs is ex 
emplified in its concern for senior citizens. From the start 
over-65'ers have been included in Blue Cross programs 
—programs which are steadily being broadened. Today, 
more than 5 million senior citizens have Blue Cross, and 
the number grows daily. 

For full facts on this modern safeguard, contact the 
Blue Cross Plan near you. Blue Cross Association, Inc., 
840 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 



Plan ahead 
20 years with 

new growth study 
of the Middle 
of Marketing 

America! 
Comprehensive Battelle Memorial 

Institute research lists long-
range business and industrial 

growth opportunities in 
Columbus and Southern Ohio! 

Match your planning objectives with this 
authoritative forecast of 27 Ohio coun
ties revolving around dynamic Columbus! 
With a 50 % increase in population pro
jected by 1985, this area now bristles with 
marketing opportunities for new and ex
panding manufacturing, services, recrea
tion, other major land-use activities. 
Complete 58-page summary report con
tains clear analysis of economic poten
tials existing throughout study area! 

Let Bill Welch give 
you the facts from 

this important study 
. . . in confidence! 

Our Director of Area 
Development will send 

you the dividends of 
a significant investment 

in documented long-range 
research. No cost or 

obligation, of course. Call 
Bill at Area Code 614 
228-6411, or send the 

coupon below. 

Mr. W. C. Welch 
Columbus & Southern 
Ohio Electric Company 

215 N. Front St.. Dept. NBN 
Columbus. Ohio 43215 

Please send me free 58-page report 
detailing long-range growth potential in 
the Middle of Marketing America. 

Name. 

Firm_ 

Address 

City 

State -Zip 

P E N S I O N G R O W T H 
continued 

benefit usually are the a t ta inment 
of some minimum age, typically 40 
or 45, and a minimum period of ser
vice, such as five or 10 years and 
sometimes more. T h e intention here 
is to exclude employees of very 
young age or short service, where 
the turnover rate is very high and 
the pension accruals very low. 
Since it is expensive to train new 
employees, the employer in most 
cases will not have gotten back his 
investment in training during the 
short service of such people. I t 
seems unfair to require him in ad
dition to provide any pension bene
fit for them. On the other hand, an 
employee of longer service will ap
pear equitably entit led to the pen
sion rights which he has accrued 
during such service. 

I believe tha t vesting in pension 
plans is a good thing, but I do not 
believe that we need to require it by 
law. Tremendous progress has been 
made over the past decade in in
stalling vesting provisions in both 
new and old plans, so tha t now 
from 80 to 90 per cent of pension 
plans have increasingly liberal forms 
of vesting. At first, the union-nego
tiated plans omitted this require
ment, but in recent years it has 
become an almost universal feature. 

Can so-called portability of pensions, 
enabling employees to carry pension 
rights with them from job to job, be 
improved by such proposals as the one 
which would set up a central clearing
house to bank pension credits for a 
man who changes jobs? 

I have two objections to this. I 
don' t think such a central clearing
house is necessary because, as is be
ing done at the present t ime, an 
employee can be given a certificate 
from an uninsured plan or a de
ferred pension policy from an in
sured plan indicating that when he 
reaches the s tated ret irement age he 
will receive the pension payments to 
which he is entitled. If he is the 
type who changes jobs frequently, 
his u l t imate ret irement allowance 
might consist of monthly checks 
from half a dozen different insur
ance companies or trustees, but this 
does not seem a major drawback. 

T h e second objection is that set
ting up such a clearinghouse might 
lead to inequities between employees 
who quit and employees who remain 
with the company. This inequity 
could arise through the fact that the 
investment yield, the mortal i ty ex
perience and the administrat ive ex

penses of this clearinghouse as an 
insurer would be different than the 
corresponding items in the original 
pension plans. Fur thermore, if an 
employee left a plan which at tha t 
t ime was only par t ly funded, but 
the fully funded value of his ac
crued pension had to be contributed 
to the clearinghouse, he would be 
favored a t the expense of employ
ees who remain with the employer. 

Funding of pension plans seems to be 
another point at issue. Can you tell 
us what funding means? 

Basically, funding in a pension 
plan means the orderly budgeting of 
future pension costs. I t can be de
termined fairly readily how much 
money will be needed at the t ime of 
each employee's ret irement to pro
vide him with the pension to which 
he is entitled. There are a number 
of recognized actuarial methods ap
proved by the Internal Revenue 
Service for funding pension benefits. 
These vary considerably in the in
termediate stages, but are all de
signed to produce the required 
amount of money at retirement. A 
plan is said to be fully funded when 
under the part icular funding meth
od being used it has assets which, 
added to the present value of the 
computed future annual contribu
tions, equal the value of its benefits. 

Should full funding of plans be re
quired? 

No. A too stringent financing re
quirement might inhibit the adop
tion of pension plans by employers 
and it might even cause the abandon
ment of plans already in existence. 
Fur thermore, because of the varia
tion in liability at intermediate 
stages, as calculated under the dif
ferent permissible methods, one 
could hardly require full funding 
without specifying the method and 
the actuarial assumptions to be 
used, such as the mortal i ty table, 
interest rate, turnover rate and such. 
A pension plan which is fully funded 
under one funding method and set 
of assumptions might very well be 
underfunded or overfunded under 
different methods and assumptions. 
At present, the Internal Revenue 
Service has very wisely permit ted a 
reasonable variation in methods and 
assumptions, and this seems to have 
worked very well. END 

REPRINTS of "Federal Control 
Threatens Pension Plan Growth" 
may be obtained for 25 cents a copy, 
$12 per 100, or $90 per 1,000 post
paid from Nation's Business, 1615 
H St. N.W., Washington, DC. 
20006. Please enclose remittance. 
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Now in the City of London, too! 

Marine Midland's newest banking office 
Marine Midland's newest office 
opened in September at 37 Thread-
needle Street, in the heart of London's 
financial district. It is a branch of 
The Marine Midland Trust Company 
of New York-one of the eleven 
affiliated Marine Midland banks, 
New York's only state-wide group of 
banks. Customers at any of Marine 
Midland's other 195 offices may 

now call on the overseas services 
of this London office. 
• Services cover the complete range 
of banking and financial activities in 
the European market. Moreover, 
fast, accurate information from this 
overseas market is readily 
available through an instantaneous 
communications network between 
the London and New York offices. 

• Our London office can also serve 
as a reception center for Marine 
Midland customers visiting 
Europe, with offices and 
secretaries available as needed. 
• See your local Marine Midland 
banker in New York State 
about making Marine Midland 
in London your overseas banking 
headquarters. 

IVIARIIME MIDLAND BANKS 
New York's state-wide group of banks."., and now in London 

MCHBEKJ fDIO 



Preview of your 
T H E 1975 A M E R I C A N market 
will differ sharply from today's mar
ket in size, distribution of income 
and spending patterns. 

During the next decade. Ameri
cans will spend a larger share of 
their income on education, medical 
care, auto travel, recreation and 
household equipment, and a smaller 
proportion on food, clothing, tobac
co, alcoholic beverages and pur
chased transportation, according to 
a new analysis of consumer spend
ing by N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S . 

Based largely on income and 
spending patterns developed by the 
U. S. Departments of Commerce, 
Labor and Agriculture, this study 
shows 1964 consumer spending ac
cording to family income and items 
purchased, and projects spending to 
1975. 

The 1964 American consumer 
market is made up of 59.5 million 
consumer units (both families and 
single individuals) spending $400 
billion. 

The 1975 market is expected to 
include 70 million spending units 
buying $640 billion in goods and 
services. 

This year 47 per cent of the con
sumer units have income under $6,-
000. and they make 24 per cent of 
the total dollar purchases. By 1975 
this income group will shrink to 
some 28 per cent of the spending 
units. They will account for only 
about eight per cent of the pur
chases. 

Consumer units having $15,000 or 
more income now total eight per 
cent of the spending units, making 
24.5 per cent of the dollar pur
chases. By 1975 this income group 
will grow to some 12 per cent of 
the spending units, and make about 
35 per cent of the consumer pur
chases. 

This N A T I O N ' S B U S I N E S S study 
analyzes separately six major sec

tors of consumer spending, which 
show that by 1975: 

• Food spending will be up 42 per 
cent. 

• Tobacco and alcoholic beverages 
up 56 per cent. 

• Clothing and footwear up 43 per 
cent. 

• Shelter and housewares up 63 per 
cent. 

• Transportation up 58 per cent. 

• Medical care, recreation, reading 
and education up 78 per cent. 

1. Food 
Spending for food at home and 

away from home will total some 
$81 billion this year. These expend

itures are expected to reach $115 
billion in 1975. This increase is 
somewhat below the 60 per cent in
crease projected for total consumer 
expenditures, and is in line with 
the long-term trend of families to 
allocate a decreasing proportion of 
expenditures to food as income in
creases. 

Food spending per family aver
ages about $1,361 this year, includ
ing $1,040 for food consumed in the 
home, $286 for meals eaten away 
from home and $35 for between-
meal snacks and supplements to 
packed lunches. By 1975 food ex
penditures are expected to reach 
$1,643 per family, including $1,231 
spent on home-consumed food, $371 
for meals eaten away from home 
and $41 for between-meal snacks 

How much people will spend by 1975 
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markets in '75 
and supplements to packed lunches. 

Food consumed at home 
Food eaten at home takes a 

smaller portion of the food dollar 
as income rises. Families with in
come under $10,000 spend 80.5 per 
cent of their food dollar for home-
consumed foods, while families with 
income of $15,000 and over spend 
only 67 per cent 

Average allocation of the dol
lar for home-consumed food is\ dl 
cents for meats, poultry and fish; 
19 cents for fruits and vegetables; 15 
cents for dairy products; 13 cents 
for cereals and bakery products, and 
21 cents for other foods. 

Cereals and bakery products 
Families with incomes under $6,-

000 use 11.5 per cent of their food 
dollar for cereals and bakery prod
ucts, but with higher income the 
proportion drops steadily, reaching 
seven per cent for families with 
$15,000 and over. 

Spending for cereals and bakery 
products is expected to rise 34 per 
cent by 1975. 

Meats, poultry and fish 
With red meat consumption at an 

all-time high of 173 pounds per cap
ita, Americans are eating 99 pounds 
of beef per person, 64 pounds of 
pork, five pounds of veal and 4.5 
pounds of lamb and mutton. Dur
ing the last 10 years beef consump
tion per person has increased 24 
per cent, pork consumption is up 
seven per cent, while veal is down 

One family in three will make over $10,000 

NCOME 
iROUPS 

UNDER 
$6,000 

52 per cent and lamb and mutton 
down two per cent. 

Dairy products 
The average American is consum

ing 38 gallons of fluid milk and 
cream this year, 2.3 gallons of ice 
cream, 1.5 gallons of condensed and 
evaporated milk, nine pounds of 
cheese and seven pounds of butter. 
Dairy product sales are expected 
to ring up a 38 per cent rise by 
1975. 

Fruits and vegetables 
Fresh fruit consumption per per

son this year totals 90 pounds, in
cluding 22 pounds of apples, 20 
pounds of bananas, 18 pounds of 
oranges, nine pounds of grapefruit 
and eight pounds of peaches. 

Processed fruits and vegetables 
consumed per person include 22 
pounds of canned fruit, 13 pounds 
of canned juice, eight pounds of 
frozen fruits and juices and three 
pounds of dried fruit. 

Each person on the average eats 
98 pounds of potatoes, plus 102 
pounds of fresh vegetables. 

We are eating less fresh fruits 
and vegetables, but more which has 
been canned, frozen, dried or other
wise processed. 

Fresh vegetable consumption has 
shrunk four per cent, for example, 
but processed vegetable consump
tion has increased 24 per cent. 

Fruits and vegetables purchased 
for home consumption are expected 
to rise 39 per cent by 1975. 
Other food consumed at home 

Other food consumed at home, 
including eggs, sugar, coffee, tea 
and soft drinks, totals $14.2 billion 
this year. 

Expenditures for these items are 
expected to rise 39 per cent by 
1975. 
Meals away from home 

Spending for meals away from 
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M A R K E T S IN '75 
continued 

How buying 

home increases sharply as family 
income rises. 

Families with incomes under 
S6,000 eat $2.07 in meals away 
from home for each $10 of home-
consumed food. When income 
reaches $15,000 families spend 
$4.55 for away-from-home meals for 
each $10 of home-consumed food. 
This spending is expected to in
crease 53 per cent by 1975. 

2. Tobacco and alcoholic 
beverages 

Americans are spending $20.5 bil
lion on smoking and drinking this 
year. This is 5.1 per cent of total 
consumer spending. These outlays 
are expected to climb 56 per cent 
by 1975. 

The slice of the dollar allocated 
to tobacco decreases as income rises. 
But pecple who are well off spend 
more money for smoking. 

Families with incomes under 
$6,000 spend an average of $93 per 
year for tobacco, for example, but 
families with $15,000 and over aver
age $271 in their spending. 

Average consumption includes 4,-
350 cigarettes and 60 cigars a year. 

Among men, 54 per cent are non-
smokers or occasional smokers, 14 
per cent smoke less than a pack of 
cigarettes daily, 17 per cent smoke 
a pack a day, and 15 per cent smoke 
more than 20 cigarettes a day. 

Among women. 73 per cent are 
nonsmokers or occasional smokers, 
15 per cent smoke less than a pack 
a day, nine per cent smoke 20 ciga
rettes a day, and three per cent 
smoke more than a pack daily. 

The proportion of spending for 
alcoholic beverages ranges from 2.8 
per cent of total spending for fami
lies with income under $6,000 to 3.2 
per cent for families with $15,000 
or more. Under $6,000 income, the 
family average is $96 per year for 
alcoholic beverages, but the $15,000-
and-over family spends an average 
of $646. 

Drinking per person, for those 21 
years and over, averages 2.1 gallons 
of whisky and other distilled spirits, 
25.6 gallons of beer and other malt 
liquors, and 1.6 gallons of wine. 
During the past 10 years the per 
capita consumption of distilled spir
its has increased 14 per cent, malt 
liquor consumption is down 10 per 
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TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

FOOD 
Food for home consumption 

Cereals and bakery products 
Meats, poultry and fish 
Dairy products 
Fruits and vegetables 
Other food for home consumption 

Meals bought away from home 
Between-meal snacks and supplements to packed lunches. 

TOBACCO 

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR 
Women's and girls' clothing 

Outerwear , 
Underwearand nightwear 
Hosiery 
Footwear 
Hats, gloves and accessories 

Men's and boys* clothing 
Outerwear 
Underwear, nightwear and hosiery 
Footwear , 
Hats, gloves and accessories , 

Clothing for children under two years old 
Clothing material 
Clothing services 

SHELTER , 
Rented home 
Owned home 
Other shelter 

HOUSEWARES 
Fuel, electricity and water 
Household operations 

Laundry and cleaning supplies 
Laundry and cleaning sent out 
Telephone and telegraph • 
Domestic service • 
Other household operations 

Household textiles 
Floor coverings 
Furniture 
Major appliances 
Small appliances and housewares 
Miscellaneous housewares items 

TRANSPORTATION 
Automobile purchase 
Gasoline and oil 
Automobile operation 
Other transportation 

MEDICAL CARE 

PERSONAL CARE 

RECREATION 

READING 

EDUCATION 

OTHER EXPENDITURES 

•Less than $50 million. 
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habits will change b y 7 5 (billions of dollars) 

1964 
Under $6,000- $10,000-

Total $6,000 $9,999 $14,999 

400.0 96.0 119.0 87.0 

81.0 21.6 25.6 17.2 
61.9 17.4 20.6 12.7 

7.9 2.5 2.7 1.5 
19.4 5.2 6.6 4.0 
9.0 2.6 3.0 1.8 

11.4 3.2 3.7 2.4 
14.2 3.9 4.6 3.0 
17.0 3.6 4.3 4.0 
2.1 0.6 0.7 0.5 

8.5 2.6 3.1 1.5 

12.0 2.7 3.4 2.8 

33.6 7.0 9.3 8.0 
17.3 3.4 4.6 4.3 
9.2 1-7 2.2 2.4 
1.5 0.4 0.5 0.3 
2.1 0.5 0.6 0.5 
2.7 0.5 0.8 0.7 
1.8 0.3 0.5 0.4 

11.9 2.5 3.4 2.7 
7.5 1.5 2.0 1.8 
1.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 
2.0 0.5 0.6 0.4 
1.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 
0.2 0.1 0.1 * 
0.8 0.2 0.3 0.2 
3.4 0.8 0.9 0.8 

49.9 13.1 15.3 9.7 
17.0 8.0 5.2 2.1 
28.0 4.6 9.2 6.5 

4.9 0.5 0.9 1.1 

56.9 13.2 17.2 11.9 
15.6 4.3 5.1 3.1 
21.4 4.5 5.9 4.4 

2.8 0.9 1.0 0.5 
2.9 0 7 0.8 0.6 
5.7 1-3 1.9 1.2 
3.9 0.3 0.5 0.7 
6.1 1-3 1.7 1.4 
2.6 0.5 0.8 0 6 
5.8 1-3 L 8 1 4 

2.4 0.4 0.7 0.6 
4.6 1 2 1.7 0.8 
1.5 0.4 0.4 0 3 
3.0 0.6 0.8 0.7 

50.8 12.5 15.6 1 1 8 

21.5 5.2 6.3 5 ' 3 

13.5 3.7 4.8 2 9 
12.0 2.9 3.7 2^8 
3.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 

25.0 6.0 7.6 5.3 

7.0 1.8 2.2 1.5 

20.0 3.8 5.7 5.2 

5.0 1.2 1.5 1.1 

6.0 0.6 1.1 1.6 

44.3 9.9 11.4 9.4 
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$15,000 
and over 

98.0 

16.6 
11.2 

1.2 
3.6 
1.6 
2.1 
2.7 
5.1 
0.3 

1.3 

3.1 

9.3 
5.0 
2.9 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.6 
3.3 
2.2 
0.3 
0.5 
0.3 
* 
0.1 
0.9 

11.8 
1.7 
7.7 
2.4 

14.6 
3.1 
6.6 
0.4 
0.8 
1.3 
2.4 
1.7 
0.7 
1.3 
0.7 
0.9 
0.4 
0.9 

10.9 
4.7 
2.1 
2.6 
1.5 

6.1 

5.3 

13.6 

1975 

Total 

640.0 

115.0 
86.1 
10.6 
27.4 
12.4 
15.9 
19.8 
26.0 

2.9 

13.0 

19.0 

48.2 
24.8 
13.5 

2.2 
2.8 
3.4 
2.9 

17.0 
11.0 

1.9 
2.7 
1.4 
0.3 
1.1 
5.0 

80.2 
21.3 
49.2 

9.7 

93.5 
24.1 
36.5 

4.3 
4.8 

11.2 
5.8 

10.4 
4.4 
9.4 
4.1 
7.4 
2.5 
5.1 

80.5 
34.5 
22.5 
18.5 

5.0 

45.0 

12.0 

35.5 

8.0 

11.5 

78.6 

Under 
$6,000 

51.0 

10.5 
8.5 
1.2 
2.6 
1.3 
1.5 
1.9 
1.7 
0.3 

1.5 

1.4 

3.3 
1.5 
0.8 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
1.2 
0.7 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.4 

7.2 
4.4 
2.5 
0.3 

7.2 
2.3 
2.5 
0.5 
0.4 
0.8 
0.1 
0.7 
0.3 
0.7 
0.2 
0.7 
0.2 
0.3 

6.7 
2.8 
2.1 
1.5 
0.3 

3.6 

2.2 

0.6 

0.3 

5.4 

$6,000-
$9,999 

195.0 

38.7 
31.2 

4.1 
10.0 

4.6 
5.6 
6.9 
6.4 
1.1 

5.2 

5.5 

13.3 
6.5 
3.2 
0.7 
0.8 
1.1 
0.7 
4.8 
2.9 
0.6 
0.9 
0.4 
0.2 
0.4 
1.4 

25.7 
8.7 

15.5 
1.5 

29.2 
8.5 

10.3 
1.7 
1.3 
3.8 
0.7 
2.8 
1.3 
3.0 
1.1 
2.9 
0.7 
1.4 

26.0 
10.3 

8.8 
6.0 
0.9 

14.2 

9.9 

2.5 

1.8 

19.1 

$10,000-
$14,999 

168.0 

30.5 
22.6 

2.7 
7.2 
3.2 
4.3 
5.2 
7.1 
0.8 

3.1 

5.2 

13.1 
7.0 
3.8 
0.6 
0.9 
1.0 
0.7 
4.5 
2.9 
0.5 
0.7 
0.4 
* 
0.3 
1.3 

19.3 
4.1 

12.9 
2.3 

23.9 
6.1 
9.0 
1.1 
1.2 
2.8 
1.1 
2.8 
1.2 
2.7 
1.2 
1.6 
0.7 
1.4 

23.2 
10.4 

6.3 
5.3 
1.2 

11.6 

10.5 

2.2 

3.2 

19.0 

$15,000 
and over 
226.0 

35.3 
23.8 

2.6 
7.6 
3.3 
4.5 
5.8 

10.8 
0.7 

3.2 

6.9 

18.5 
9.8 
5.7 
0.7 
0.9 
1.1 
1.4 
6.5 
4.5 
0.6 
0.9 
0.5 
• 

0.3 
1.9 

28.0 
4.1 

18.3 
5.6 

33.2 
7.2 

14.7 
1.0 
1.9 
3.8 
3.9 
4.1 
1.6 
3.0 
1.6 
2.2 
0.9 
2.0 

24.6 
11.0 

5.3 
5.7 
2.6 

15.6 

12.9 

2.7 

6.2 

Ql 
6P 



EXECUTONE INTERCOM 
Executone intercom breaks switchboard bottlenecks . . . takes inside calls 
off your phones . . . reduces costly call-backs . . . frees phones for calls to 
and from the outside—where the customers are! Provable savings on your 
monthly phone bill will pay for your Executone system . . . giving you the 
benefits of two channels of communication for less than the cost of one! 

Executone—the dependable intercom—speaks clearly with a natural 
voice. Incoming calls are announced by soft chime and signal light. 
Reaches any number of stations from two up. Available with paging and 
confidential handset. 

Find out how Executone can help reduce your telephone bill; send the 
coupon today. No obligation. 

[xecufone Dept. W-i, Austell Place, 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 

J Prove to me Executone can cut my monthly phone costs. Call for an appointment. 

~\ I would like to receive your 16 pg. booklet "The Many Uses of Intercom." 

Name. 

Citv State Phone 
In Canada: 331 Bartlett Avenue, Toronto 

M A R K E T S I N ' 7 5 
continued 

cent, and wine drinking is up two 
per cent. 

3 . Clothing and footwear 

The proportion of the consumer 
dollar spent for clothes and shoes 
has dropped steadily during recent 
years, from 10 per cent in 1950 to 
8.4 per cent this year. The 1975 
proportion of spending is expected 
to drop to 7.5 per cent. 

However, this spending in dollar 
amounts will be 43 per cent above 
the 1964 level. 

Families with income under $6,-
000 average $250 a year for cloth
ing and footwear. Families with 
$15,000 and over spend an average 
of $1,937. 

Women s and girls' clothing 
Women's and girls' clothing makes 

up 48.6 per cent of all clothing ex
penditures for families with income 
under $6,000, but 53.8 per cent for 
families with income of $15,000 and 
over. 

While lower-income families allot 
a smaller proportion of their total 
clothing expenditures for women's 
and girls' clothing, they make up a 
substantial part of the total market. 
Of all dollars spent for women's and 
girls' clothing. 20 per cent is spent 
by the 47 per cent of U. S. families 
with income under $6,000. But the 
eight per cent of families with $15,-
000 and over income form 29 per 
cent of the market. 

Spending for women's and girls' 
clothing is expected to climb 43 
per cent by 1975. 

Outerwear 
Expenditures for dresses, skirts, 

blouses, coats, suits, sweaters and 
other women's and girls' outerwear 
will total about $9.2 billion this 
year. The amount increases from 
$61 for families with income under 
$6,000, to $604 for families with in
come of $15,000 and over. This 
spending is expected to reach $13.5 
billion in 1975, up 47 per cent from 
this year. 

Underwear and nightwear 
This year's expenditures for wom

en's and girls' slips, corsets, paja
mas, nightgowns, robes and other 
underwear and nightwear items to
tal 4.5 per cent of all clothing and 
footwear expenditures. Spending 
for these items averages 5.7 per cent 
at the under $6,000 income level, 
but drops to 3.2 per cent for income 
of $15,000 and over. These expen
ditures average $25 per year for all 
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Before you let anybody 
smack into your fender, 
make sure he's covered by 
Continental Insurance. 

For heaven's sake, be a little selective. 
If you must be a smacks, at least be certain 

that your smackor is one of those nice, thoughtful, 
intelligent types who buys his auto insurance 
from Continental. 

When we get a legitimate claim (and we find 
that the bulk of them are), we pay the full amount. 
Quickly. With no haggling. No aggravation. And 
no red tape. 

(There. Doesn't that make the crumpled fender 
hurt a little less?) In an age of unreason, how 
come we're so reasonable? 

We figure that when you see how fair we are, 
maybe you'll tell your agent to place your insur
ance with us next time. (An amazing number of 
our new policyholders switched to us after being 
hit by one of our old policyholders.) 

If you'd like more information about this insur
ance company of sweet reasonableness, look in the 

Yellow Pages for the independent agent in 
your area who sells Continental Insurance. 

f The Continental Insurance Companies 
The Continental Insurance Co. • Firemen's of Newark • National-Ben Franklin 
Niagara Fire • Fidelity-Phenix • Fidelity and Casualty • Seaboard Fire and Marine 
Milwaukee Insurance- Commercial of Newark • The Yorkshire 
Home Offices: 80 Maiden Lane, N.Y. 38, N.Y.; 10 Park Place, Newark 2, N.J. 

©1964TCIC 



CHEVROLET 

From front to rear of picture: Chevy-Van, Step-Van 7, Series 60 truck with van body, Series 80 diesel tractor, %-ton panel is across the street. 



keeps delivery 
costs low! 

Chevrolet Workpower is a delivery truck with a 
body designed for handling your kind of loads. 

And with an engine that keeps cool in tough stop-
and-go delivery service and doesn't drink too 
much gas. 

And with a chassis that makes light of heavy 
cargoes, gives a smooth ride, and keeps repair 
bills to a minimum. That's Chevrolet Workpower 
—a delivery truck that fits your job, makes your 
work easier and, above all, keeps costs low! 

The right model for your work is somewhere in 
Chevy's long strong line for '65. Nowhere else 
will you see so many covered delivery trucks to 
choose from. There's the low-cost Chevy-Van— 
211 cubic feet of load space surrounded by the 
latest in economy-truck design. For walk-in van 
users, eleven Step-Van models come ready-
made in all sizes. Conventional panels, Vfe-ton 
and 1-ton, are available. Also, there are seven 
different forward control chassis and many 
chassis-cowl and windshield cowl models to go 
with whichever special body you require. 

You can now get a Chevy that's virtually built to 
fit your business. 

And powered to fit it with economical Chevrolet 
4- or 6-cylinder engines or powerful V8's. In 
addition, Chevy medium-duty models for '65 
now offer new lower cost diesels that are ideal 
for many city delivery operations. 

Contact your Chevrolet dealer for whatever you 
require in a truck. Because Workpower is what 
he's got this year and that means top-quality 
hauling equipment in all sizes and shapes from 
Chevy-Van all the way up to heavyweight tan
dems. . . . Chevrolet Division of General Motors, 
Detroit, Michigan. 

CHEVROLET 

THE LONG STRONG 
LINE FOR '65 



Opportunity 

SOUTHERN-BASED LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
LEAD NATION IN RATE OF GAIN 

Growth Rate of Life Companies in Alabama, Georgia, Florida 
and Mississippi Nearly Triples National Average 

In the period 1953 through 1963, assets of life insurance companies head
quartered in the four-state area increased from $666 million to more than 
$2.1 billion, a gain of 215 per cent. During the same ten years, asset growth 
for life insurance companies nationally was 84 per cent.* 

AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF 
FUNDS FOR SOUTHERN PROGRESS 

ASSET GROWTH NATIONALLY 8 4 % 

ASSET GROWTH 
FOUR-STATE AREA 2 1 5 % 

The resources of these home-grown life insurance companies in Alabama, Georgia, Florida 
and Mississippi provide a source of investment funds enhancing the opportunity for sus
tained business and industrial expansion. 

The growth potential for this area is backed up further by an ample and expanding 
supply of electric power furnished by The Southern Company system. 

During the period 1953-63, inclusive, Southern's affiliated companies spent nearly one 
and one-half billion dollars for generating plants and transmission and distribution facil
ities. An additional $600 million expansion program is planned for the period 1964-66. 

All these things add up to create a situation of unique opportunity. 

The continuing progress potential of this four-state area may be seen 
in these comparisons of life insurance company growth: 

Companies 
Based In 

Rate of Gain 1953-63 4-State Area United States 
Life Insurance in Force 266% 151% 
Premium Income 156% 79% 
SOURCE: BEST'S L IFE INSURANCE REPORTS 

Power and Progress... 
Partners in the New South 

*Best's Life Insurance Reports 

Alabama Power Company . ... Birmingham. Alabama 

Georgia Power Company Atlanta, Georgia 

Gull Power Company. .. Pensacola. Florida 

Mississippi Power Company Guifport. Mississippi 

Southern Electric Generating Co... Birmingham. Alabama 

Southern Services, Inc Birmingham. Alabama 



M A R K E T S IN '75 
continued 

families. Th is spending is expected 
to rise 47 per cent by 1975. 

Hosiery 
Purchases of women's and girls' 

stockings, anklets and socks total 
6.2 per cent of the clothing and 
footwear dollar. 

T h e average expenditure for all 
families is $35 per year, but is $18 
for families with under $6,000 in
come, and rises to $104 for families 
in the $15,000-and-over bracket. 

Purchase of women's and girls' 
hosiery is expected to rise 33 per 
cent. 
Footwear 

T h e portion of total clothing and 
footwear expenditures allocated to 
women's and girls' footwear is high
est for families with incomes of $10,-
000 to $14,999, averaging 8.8 per 
cent. Dollar expenditures per an
num rise from an average of $18 
for families with incomes under 
$6,000 to $146 for families with 
$15,000 and over. Th is spending is 
expected to increase 26 per cent by 
1975. 
Hats, gloves and accessories 

Spending for women's and girls' 
hats, gloves, handbags, umbrellas, 
handkerchiefs, belts, watches, jew
elry and similar items will total 
5.4 per cent of all clothing and foot
wear expenditures. Dollar expendi
tures this year average $11 for all 
families with income under $6,000 
but climb to $125 for families with 
income of $15,000 and above. 

Spending for these items is ex
pected to climb 61 per cent. 
Men's and boys' clothing 

Spending for men's and boys' 
clothing this year will be 35.4 per 
cent of the total clothing and foot
wear bill. T h e dollar spending fig
ures increase from an average of 
$89 per year for families with in
come under $6,000 to $687 for fam
ilies with income of $15,000 and 
over. Of the total dollar market for 
men's and boys' clothing, more than 
50 per cent is in families with in
come of $10,000 and over. 

Outerwear 
Sales of men's and boys' suits, 

coats, jackets, shirts and other out
erwear items will be 22.3 per cent 
of all spending on clothing and 
footwear. Families with income 
under $6,000 average $54 per year 
for men's and boys' outerwear, while 
the $15,000 and over families aver
age $458. 

This spending is expected to 
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Miss Shirley Kay, Hobart North Welding Supply, Inc. (address on request) 

Why Hobart North Welding Supply uses 
a postage meter for 5 letters a day 

. . .plus 300 statements at the end of the month. 

"My boss, Mr. E. J. Mors, pops in 
here in the morning, spends the rest 
of the day calling on customers," 
says Miss Shirley Kay. "I'm alone 
most of the time, answering the 
phone, and taking orders. We have 
very little mail. But at the end of the 
month I do have 300 statements to 
get out, and I'm certainly glad we 
have a postage meter." 

Your mail may be small and not 
seem to be a problem, but you can 
certainly benefit with a DM, the 
little low-cost Pitney-Bowes desk 
model postage meter, made for the 
small, mailer. It eliminates messy 
stamp sticking, and rush trips to 
the postoffice, sponge cups, locked 
stamp boxes, stocking pre-stamped 
envelopes. The DM improves your 
disposition as well as your mail! 

The meter supplies any amount of 
postage you need, when you need 
it. Prints it directly on the envelope, 
or on tape for parcel post. Has a 
moistener to make sealing easier and 
faster. Metered mail also needs less 

A Pitney-Bowes 
O Originator of the 
' P O S T A G E M E T E R 

handling in the postoffice, can often 
make earlier trains and planes. 

And with every meter stamp you 
can print your own small ad, if you 
want one. 

More than 133,000 small busi
nesses now enjoy the convenience, 
efficiency, and economy of the DM 
for about 30? a day. And better than 
one-third of DM users average less 
than $1 a day in postage! 

There are a dozen other meter 
models, powered and hand oper
ated, (a l l any of the 190 PB offices 
for a demonstration of the meter 
you need. And ask to see the new 
PB Addresser-Printers for machine 
addressing. 

FREE: Booklet, "So You Think Metered 
Mail is Only For Big Business?," plus 
handy postal rate chart including new 
parcel post rales. Or literature on new 
A ddresser-Printei t, 

Pn NI V-BOWES, INC. 

1379 Pacific St., Stamford, Conn. 06904 

Send • booklet & postal rate chart; 
• Addresser-Printer literature. 

Name 

Address. 

City State . 





Recordak system has a sharp eye for records 

(Finds them in seconds—automatically) 

We call it the RECORDAK Image Control System, and 
it reduces roll microfilm file search to a simple push
button operation. On the average, it brings retrieval 
time down to five seconds! 

Besides the low-cost RECORDAK equipment, all you 
need for the speedy search is an index and an index 
finger. Just puttheindexed magazineof microfilm into 
the self-threading Lodestar Reader-Printer and punch 
the number of the document you want. Now you've 
got it —ready to refer to. Want a copy? The Lodestar 
makes it for you, again with push-button simplicity. 

Your file clerk will have no trouble learning how to 
use the RECORDAK Image Control System. She learned 
how to count long ago, so she's already an expert. 
And you'll have no trouble adapting it to your business 
procedures. If you keep centralized microfilm files 
and file items as they come in, it's ideally suited to 
your needs. 

Would you like to learn more about the RECORDAK 

Image Control System—and to be pleasantly sur
prised at how little it costs? Write RECORDAK Corpora
tion, Department C- l l , 770 Broadway, New York, 
New York 10003. 

^M\ECCPDM( SUBSIDIARY OF EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 

Kodak 



Will your Close 
Corporation be protected 

by Life Insurance? 

If so, Mutual Benefit Life policies are ideal for funding just 
such a plan. Among many notable contract features, these 
policies provide high early cash values and pay first-year 
dividends, both of which are quickly reflected on your 
balance sheet. 

These are but two of our famous "Seven Significant 
Benefits," a unique combination of features which has made 
Mutual Benefit a pacesetter in the life insurance industry. 

By adhering to a tradition established 119 years ago of 
providing high-quality insurance at low net cost, Mutual 
Benefit is today one of the largest, most highly regarded 
insurance companies in the world. 

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE 
THE MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY NEWARK, NEW JERSEY SINCE 1845 

OUTSTANDING CIVIC LEADER AND 
DYNAMIC BUSINESSMAN WANTED 

$35,000.00 Venture investment for exclusive franchise 

"We need 12 promotionally minded men, each minimum previ
ous earning $40,000 per year, to help us organize United States 
{Hid Canada for distribution of a new product to be MANUFAC
TURED BY WESTINGHOUSE exclusively for us and identified 
as such. 

We believe ours is one of the most unusual business organiza
tions ever created in your lifetime. Our company is staffed by top-
notch executives drawn from leading American Corporations. Our 
offer has taken six years and over a million dollars to prepare, and 
presents an exciting challenge with potential personal reward of 
extraordinary scope. 

Please send resume and references in strict confidence. 

NATION'S BUSINESS 

Dept. NBW 
Room 1602 
711 Third Avenue New York, New Fork 10017 

M A R K E T S I N ' 7 5 
continued 

reach $11 billion in 1975, up 47 per 
cent from this year. 

Underwear, nightwear and hosiery 
This year's expenditures for men's 

and boys' undershirts, shorts, paja
mas, socks and similar items will 
total 4.2 per cent of all consumer 
spending for clothing and footwear. 

Footwear 
Men and boys will spend about 

$2 billion this year for shoes, slip
pers and rubbers. These expendi
tures are expected to increase 35 per 
cent by 1975. 

Hats, gloves and accessories 
Men and boys will spend about 

$1 billion this year for hats, gloves, 
belts, handkerchiefs, watches, jew
elry and other accessories. That's 
about three per cent of clothing out
lays at all income levels. Spending 
for these items is expected to be 
up 40 per cent by 1975. 

Clothing for children under two 
years old 

This year's expenditure /or cloth
ing children under two is about 0.6 
per cent of all clothing and foot
wear expenditures. Families with 
income under $6,000 use about 1.4 
per cent of their clothing budget for 
children under two, but the propor
tion drops steadily as income rises 
—there are relatively few children 
under two years of age in high-in
come families. 

Expenditures for clothing chil
dren under two are expected to 
increase 50 per cent by 1975. 

Clothing materials 
Consumer expenditures for yard 

goods, yarns, pins, needles and 
other materials and supplies used in 
making clothing at home will total 
about $800 million this year. They 
are expected to increase 38 per cent 
by 1975. 

Clothing services 
Consumers will spend about $3.4 

billion this year for cleaning, press
ing, dyeing and storage of clothing, 
shining and repairing shoes and 
similar services. 

This is 10.1 per cent of the total 
expenditures for clothing and foot
wear. 

Families with income under 
$6,000 spend about $29 a year, and 
those with $15,000 and over spend 
about $187. 

Spending for clothing services is 
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Charge it faster than you can say "Mrs. Jack Robinson." 

We cal l i t "The Au toma t i c Sales-
check System." And it 's a major 
breakthrough in recording charge 
t r ansac t i ons on the se l l i ng f loor 
quickly and accurately. By actual 
t iming, it requires an average of 
only 22 seconds per sa lescheck 
compared to 2 minutes 14 seconds 
for o l d - f ash ioned handwr i t t en 
methods. The only wri t ing required 
by a salesperson is the customer's 
name and address. (With a charge 
plate even that is eliminated.) The 
reg is te r a u t o m a t i c a l l y p r i n t s al l 
fixed information, describes mer
chandise sold, extends unit prices 

THE 
NATIONAL 

STORE X 
/frizz. JACK^OS/USON 
/Z3 MAfN Zr-. 
^QC/fL 7 OUJtU STATE US. A-

AUTHORIZATION 

I 

C 4 Tk. 0..Bm.l I . l 

• tt*r t.c.ipl Living 

w«i ffttbHtaf with 

Your M.rthondiM 

Jha iotl Amovnl >• 

c 
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in mult iple sales, and totals the 
salescheck. It even validates a de
livery record and address label, if 
needed. By saving the t ime of both 
sa lesperson and cus tomer , your 
s to re is able to hand le a much 
greater volume of business. And 
you eliminate illegible saleschecks, 
errors in ari thmetic, and confusion 
in recording transactions. For ful l 
de ta i l s on how " T h e A u t o m a t i c 
Salescheck System" can provide 
lower sell ing costs and faster cus
tomer service in your store, call 
your local NCR representative. Or 
write NCR, Dayton, Ohio. 45409 . 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY ® 



M A R K E T S IN '75 
continued 

expected to increase 47 per cent 
by 1975, reaching $5 billion. 

4. Shelter and housewares 
expenditures 

Spending for shelter and house
wares makes up 26.7 per cent of all 
consumer spending. Families with 
income under $6,000 allot 27.4 per 
cent of all spending to shelter and 
housewares, but the proportion 
drops to 24.8 per cent for families 
with incomes of $10,000 to $14,999, 

then rises to 26.9 per cent for fam
ilies with $15,000 and over income. 

Average expenditures for families 
with income under $6,000 is $939 
per year, while families with income 
of $15,000 and over average $5,499. 
Shelter 

The proportion of total spending 
for shelter is lowest for families with 
income of $10,000 to $14,999, being 
11.1 per cent. The proportion rises 
sharply for smaller-income families, 
with those having $2,000 and under 
spending over 20 per cent of their 
income for shelter. Families with 
$15,000 and over income allot only 
12 per cent for shelter. 

Shop around for comprehensive mercantile insur

ance. You'll find a lot of places with something 

almost identical to the Great American Compre

hensive Mercantile Package. 

Please note that word * 'almost" 

We have put just a little more thought and imagi

nation into designing a package that will protect 

your business more thoroughly and more eco

nomically. Specifically, Great American covers 

more types of businesses — including, for example, 

hotels — theaters — auditoriums — automobile ga

rages — service stations. And our premium dis

count is 20% instead of the standard 15%. 

If you are concerned about the difference that 

details like this can make to your profits, mail 

the coupon today. 

Great American 
Insurance Companies 

99 John Street, New York, N. Y. 10038 
Attn: Sales Department 

I want more reasons why a Great American Comprehensive Mercantile Package 
is best for my business. 

Rented home 
Rented home expenditures, which 

include rent, repairs and special 
fees, total 4.3 per cent of total con
sumer expenditures. They are ex
pected to increase 25 per cent by 
1975. 
Owned home 

Expenditure for owned homes in
cludes interest on mortgages, taxes, 
property insurance, repairs and re
placements. Families with income 
under $6,000 allot only 4.8 per cent 
of total spending to owned homes, 
but the proportion rises to 7.9 per 
cent for families with $15,000 and 
over. 
Other housing 

Other housing expenditures in
clude payments for hotel accommo
dations, vacation homes, lodging 
while travelling and lodging for 
students away from home. This 
spending soars as income rises, and 
is expected to climb 98 per cent by 
1975. 
Housewares 

Spending for housewares makes 
up 14.2 per cent of all consumer 
spending. By 1975, it's expected to 
increase 64 per cent. 

Fuel, electricity and water 
These expenditures are 3.9 per 

cent of all consumer spending. 
Annual spending for utilities 

averages $262 for all families, rising 
from $154 for families with income 
under $6,000 to $646 for families 
with $15,000 and over income. 

Household operations 
This expenditure group includes 

laundry and cleaning supplies, laun
dry and cleaning sent out, telephone 
and telegraph, domestic service and 
similar household expenditures. 
They make up 5.4 per cent of all 
consumer spending. 

Individual items making up 
household operation expenditures 
show varying trends as income in
creases. Expenditures for domestic 
service rise sharply with higher in
comes. Families with income under 
$6,000 allocate only 0.3 per cent of 
total expenditures for domestic ser
vice, while families with income of 
$15,000 and over allocate 2.4 per 
cent. Telephone and telegraph ex
penditures take a larger portion of 
the spending by $6,000 to $9,999 in
come families, and both lower and 
higher income families allot smaller 
portions. 

Household textiles 
Spending for sheets, pillowcases, 

blankets, bedspreads, curtains, dra
peries, tablecloths, slipcovers, towels 
and other household textile items 
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If you ship from 
5 to 50 pounds anywhere in the U. Si 

you're missing a bet 

...unless you check Air Express. 
There are many reasons why. 

For example, you can actually ship 
a 20 pound package from New 
York to Chicago by Air Express for 
less than motor carrier ($6.20 vs. 
$6.82).. . and at a sizable saving in 
time. 

Among air cargo services, Air 
Express is often cheapest and 
quickest too. 

Another point. Air Express rates 
are figured door-to-door. You only 

have one call, one waybill. 
And there's more. Air Express 

can deliver by sunset tomorrow to 
any one of 21,000 U.S. cities. 

Pickup is made within 2 hours 
of your call. Your packages get top 
priority on every scheduled airline 
after air mail. 

On the ground, 10,500 delivery 
trucks speed deliveries between 
you, the airports and your custom
ers. Compare this with any other 

service available. 
There is only one Air Express... 

it's a joint venture of all 39 sched
uled airlines and R E A Express. No 
wonder it gives you the best serv
ice in the air and on the ground. 

Next time you ship from 5 to 50 
pounds, try Air Express. Simply call 
your local R E A Express office for 
detailed information. 

Air Express outdelivers them all 
...anywhere in the U.S.A. 

Air Express £* 
Division of REA Express ^w 



How to get the boss 
to do his own filing! 

Put a beautiful new Oxford Lateral Pendaflexer in his office 
—and watch his status rise. The Pendaflexer is suave. It 
adds charm and dignity to the smartest office decor. It's 
silent—won't jangle the nerves of the busiest executive. It's 
a smooth operator. File folders won't zig or zag, slump or 
sag, because they glide freely on stainless steel rails . . . and 
flick open at the mere touch of a finger. Its years ahead 
lateral design holds 2 1 % more filing than ordinary cabi
nets. Used with new and improved Oxford Pendaflex9 filing 
equipment, it's more than enough status for any top-drawer 
executive. Write for complete information and free copy of 
"43 New Ways to File." 

PENDAFLEX is a Registered Trade Mark ol the Oxford Filing Supply Co., Inc. 

Oxford b* FIRST NAME IN FILING 

OXFORD FILING SUPPLY CO., INC. m Toronto, Luckett Distributors, Ltd. 

S-l l Clinton Road, Garden City, N. Y. 

Please send me full information on where to get Oxford Lateral Penda-
flexers plus a floor space planner and plastic template ruler. 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS. 

CITY .ZONE. .STATE. :_J 

M A R K E T S I N ' 7 5 
continued 

varies from $18 a year to $146 a 
year, depending on income bracket. 

Floor coverings 
Spending for rugs, carpets, lino

leum and other household floor 
coverings will make up 1.5 per cent 
of all consumer spending this year. 
These expenditures are expected to 
total $9.4 billion in 1975, up 62 per 
cent. 

Furniture 
Furniture spending will be 0.6 

per cent of all consumer spending 
this year. Furniture spending is 
divided 44 per cent for the living 
room, 15 per cent for the dining 
room, 36 per cent for the bedrooms 
and five per cent for the kitchen, 
porch and garden. This spending 
is expected to climb 71 per cent by 
1975. 

Major appliances 
Spending for refrigerators, home 

freezers, stoves, washers, dryers, air 
conditioners, sewing machines and 
other major appliances will total 
about $4.6 billion this year. This 
is 1.2 per cent of consumer spend
ing. Peak spending proportion for 
major appliances is the $6,000 to 
$9,999 income families, which allo
cate 1.4 per cent of total spending 
to major appliances. Families with 
income under $6,000 allocate 1.3 
per cent of total spending to major 
appliances, while families with in
come of $10,000 and over allocate 
only 0.9 per cent. 

Small appliances and housewares 
Toasters, coffeemakers, irons, fans, 

china, flatware, pots, pans, bowls, 
brooms, mops, clotheslines and 
many similar items make up the 
small appliances and housewares 
category. Spending for these items 
totals about 0.4 per cent of all con
sumer spending. It's expected to 
rise 67 per cent by 1975. 

Miscellaneous housewares items 
Miscellaneous housewares ex

penditures include purchase of 
lamps, light bulbs, clocks, pictures, 
fireplace equipment, typewriters, 
baby carriages, luggage, lawn mow
ers, power tools, and similar items, 
plus insurance premiums paid on 
personal property. These expend
itures total about $3 billion this 
year, amounting to 0.8 per cent of 
all consumer spending. This aver
ages $21 per year for families with 
income under $6,000, but rises to 
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THE BUSINESS MARKET ANALYSIS BY EMPLOYEE SIZE 

• Over 500 
employees 

100-499 
employees 

7,418 FIRMS 
. . .37,432 FIRMS 

4,307,092 FIRMS 

•
1-99 
employees 

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce 

DEPTH 
The business market is shaped like a pyramid. At the top, 

few in number, but enormous in size, the giant corpora

tions: "big business." In the base, the multitudes of 

growing, expanding firms employing fewer than 500 

people. There are 4,344,524 of the latter. . . 99% of the 

total market. If you sell to business and industry, you 

can't afford to overlook the giants. But it's clear that 

there is much more to the business market than these 

7,418 companies. It's the vast number of smaller firms 

that make up the major portion of your market, hold the 

best hope for profitable sales growth. NATION'S BUSI

NESS 750,000-plus audience is pyramided in much the 

same way. With 26,000 executives in the 500 largest 

corporations, plus selective coverage of the presidents, 

owners, partners in more than 500,000 other companies, 

you get coverage in depth of the whole business market 

. . . when you advertise in NATION'S BUSINESS. 

Nation's Business 

)))) ) olyour 
'.', >,', ', markets 
ft 

in'75 

Federal health estimates—300% wrong 

How to watch the White House .... M 

Keep your business in Balance . . . . . . 

Whafs right and wrong with Congress 

ADVERTISING HEADQUARTERS 711 THIRD AVENUE NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 



Which 
business insurance 
policy protects you 
against burglary? 

(And also covers buildings, 
stock, equipment, business 

interruption, liability, 
medical payments, 

employee dishonesty, 
robbery, theft, transportation, 

and other optional 
coverages as needed.) 

NOW ONE POLICY COVERS ALL THESE RISKS-RATES 
With the new Portfolio Policy you can choose 
exactly the protection you need for your busi
ness or institution. No gaps or duplications. No 
costly frills. This is a custom-tailored portfolio 
of protection combined into one insurance 
policy. 

It includes basic Property and Liability in
surance plus any Optional Coverage you select, 

in any combination. It is designed to give you 
complete protection in one, simple, easy-to-
read package. 

You can save money in two ways: (1) The 
Portfolio Policy is written to fit your business, 
so you don't pay for extras you don't need. 
(2) Your hazards are individually rated so 
you don't pay for someone else's dangerous 

FIREMAN'S FUND AMERICAN 
THE FINEST PROTECTION AVAILABLE FOR YOUR FAMILY. YOUR 



This one 
PORTFOLIO POLICY 

• » l l « I M » N \ II S i . 

THEM INDIVIDUALLY FOR LOWEST PREMIUM COSTS! 
risks or poor management. 

There is one premium. One renewal date. 
A deferred payment plan is available. Find 
out how the new Fireman's Fund American 
Portfolio Policy can provide better protection 
and save money for your company. 

The Portfolio Policy is 

^ " ^ T V available, in most states, 

. " " / « . . ) through 25 ,000 independ

ent agents and brokers 

fP^*> 
"WKHKimi / 

INSURANCE 
PROPERTY AND YOUR BUSINESS. 

& J FIREMAN'S 

FUND 
AMERICAN 

INSURANCI COMPANIES 

C D C C I For your 

l \ C C i c o u r t e s y 
in inviting 

mir Bgcm to vour place <>l 
business for an interview, he 
will present you with this 
newly-minted Kennedy half-
dollar in a solid lucitc paper
weight. Mail this coupon. 

Fireman'l Fund American Insurance 
3533 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94120 

I enclose mv business letterhead. Please 
have a Fireman's Fund American agent 
contact me to discuss the new Portfolio 
Policy. I understand he will present tne 
with a Kennedy half-dollar paperweight. 



Only Samsonite packs this much business 
...into I4- 3" ->j of good looks 

The Samsonite Attache holds a sur
prising amount for its 3" width. 
And never a tight squeeze.Textured 
interiors and a handy expandable 
folder in the inside. Exclusive hidden 
locksanda strong magnesium frame 
on the outside. Scuff and stain-
resistant exterior is constructed to 

keep its elegant good looks through 
the toughest work schedule. Jet 
Black, Deep Olive, Saddle Tan, 
Ginger Tone, Oxford Grey. $24.95. 

(Shown: 3" Commuter: $24.95. Also avail
able in 5" Diplomat, $29.95, and slim 2" 
Statesman, $24.95. Available at better de
partment and specialtystores everywhere.) 

Samsonite" Attache 
the business case with the executive look 

Shwayder Bros., Inc., Luggage D>v., Denver 17, Colorado. Makers of Samsonite Foldnv, Furni tu i 
In Canada thru Samsonite of Canada, Ltd., Stratford, Ontario. Prices slightly higher. 

M A R K E T S IN ' 75 
continued 

$187 for families with $15,000 or 
more income. 

5. Transportation expenditures 
Consumer spending for private 

and public transportation is about 
12.7 per cent of people's spending. 
It's expected to increase 58 per cent 
by 1975. 
Automobile purchases 

Families with $10,000 to $14,999 
income allocate 6.1 per cent of 
total consumer expenditures to auto
mobile purchases, but the proportion 
drops to 5.4 per cent for families 
with income under $6,000, and 4.8 
per cent for families with income 
of $15,000 and over. 

Automobile purchases are ex
pected to rise 60 per cent by 1975. 
Gasoline and oil 

Gasoline and oil expenditures 
this year will total some 3.4 per 
cent of all consumer spending. 
Families with income under $6,000 
use 3.9 per cent for gasoline and 
oil, the $6,000 to $9,999 income 
family uses 4.0 per cent, but the 
proportion drops to 2.1 per cent for 
families with $15,000 and over in
come. Average purchases for all 
families is $227 per year, with the 
under $6,000 family spending $132, 
and the $15,000-and-over family 
spending $437. 

Spending for gasoline and oil is 
expected to be up 67 per cent in 
1975. 
Automobile operation 

Lubrication, washing, tires, tubes, 
batteries, repairs, parts, insurance, 
registration and other automobile 
operation expenditures will total 
about three per cent of total con
sumer expenditures this year. This 
spending is expected to increase 54 
per cent by 1975. 
Other transportation 

Fares for planes, trains, buses, 
ships, subways and taxis, car pool 
payments and expenses for rented 
cars and utility trailers this year will 
total about one per cent of total con
sumer expenditures. Families with 
income under $10,000 use 0.7 per 
cent of total expenditures for other 
transportation, but the proportion 
increases to 1.5 per cent for families 
with $15,000 and over income. Av
erage expenditures for all families 
is $64 per year. 

6. Other expenditures 
Expenditures for medical care, 

personal care, recreation, reading 
and education total about $63 bil-
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This Serves 
Piping Hot Water 

This Serves 
Icy Cold Water 

One OASIS 
puts both hot and cold water 

where the work is 

One unit. Hot or cold. Now the OASIS Hot 'n Cold Water Cooler 
puts a complete refreshment center where the work is. Use the 
piping hot water tap for coffee, tea, chocolate or soups. Use 
the cold water tap for perfect dr ink ing water or a variety of 
delicious frui t- f lavored drinks. • Either way this t r im and 
attractive OASIS wi l l keep your people happily refreshed 
without travel time, wait time, wasted time. And their t ime 
« J l G I G i s y o u r m o n e v - That's why now is the best 
U M w I D time to use the coupon. 

W d l G l u O O I c l S Sold or rented everywhere. Products of 

Send me a certificate for free beverage pack and 
booklet "OASIS Makes Water A Business Asset." 

EBCO Mfg. Co., 265 N. Hamilton Rd. 
Oept. D 17. Columbus, Ohio 43213 

Name Title 

Company 

ArMrp<:<; 

Citv State 7in 

See the Yellow Pages. Also: OASIS Humidifiers and Dehumidifiers. 



M A R K E T S IN '75 
continued 

lion this year, or 15.8 per cent of all 
consumer spending. These expendi
tures are rising faster than other 
items, and are expected to increase 
78 per cent by 1975. 
Medical care 

Medical care expenditures, in
cluding those for prepaid medical 
care, direct hospital costs, phy
sicians, dentists, drugs, medicine, 
vitamins, nursing care, X-rays and 
similar expenditures, are about 6.3 
per cent of all consumer expend

itures. Families with income under 
$6,000 average $214 a year for med
ical care, but these expenditures 
rise to $1,271 for families with in
come of $15,000 and over. 
Personal care 

Expenditures for personal care, 
including haircuts, waves, sham
poos, tinting, toilet soap, shaving 
supplies, cleaning tissues, face pow
der, hair equipment and prepara
tions and similar items are 1.8 per 
cent of all consumer expenditures. 

Families with income under 
$6,000 allot 1.9 per cent of total 
expenditures to personal care items, 
but the proportion drops to 1.5 per 

The truly portable new £3 O N Y tape recorder 801-A 

word power! 
Wherever you are, wherever you so, what 
ever the time, your completely portable 
battery operated, new Sony 801-A is 
ready to work for you. Sales meetings, 
call reports, lectures, conferences, inter
views, vacationing, home or office—press 
the button and it's recorded with the 
world-famous Sony fidelity. Playback? 
It's immediate, through the built-in, full-
range speaker. Truly portable, the 801-A is 

also a strikingly handsome addition to your 
office or den furnishings. Additional features 

include: adjustable pause and back-up 
lever (this Sony exclusive enables you 
to repeat a word, a phrase, a sentence), 
self-storing microphone (another Sony 
exclusive), stop and go button on the 
microphone, two speeds ( 1 ^ & 3-M), 

and a full line of accessories. Complete with 
microphone and earphone, less than $250.* 

"Leather carrying case S10 additional. For specifications, uses and a list oj accessories, write for free illustrated 
brochure to Superscope Inc., Dept. 74, Sun Valley, Calij. In New York City, visit the Sony Salon, 5)>5 Fifth Ave. 

SONY SUPERSCOPE. The Tapeway to Stereo 

cent when income reaches $15,000. 
Families with income under $6,000 
spend an average of $64 a year for 
personal care, while families with 
over $15,000 income average $312. 

Recreation 
Recreation expenditures include 

purchase of television sets, radios 
and musical instruments, expend
itures for golf, baseball and other 
participant sports, club dues and 
memberships, hobby expenditures, 
admission to movie theaters, pur
chase of camping equipment, gam
bling losses and similar items. 
Families with income under $6,000 
use four per cent of total expend
itures for recreation. The propor
tion increases to six per cent for 
families with income of $10,000 to 
$14,999. but drops to 5.4 per cent for 
families with $15,000 and over. 

Reading 
Expenditures for newspapers, 

magazines and books, excluding 
school and technical books, total 
about 1.3 per cent of all consumer 
spending. 

Families at all income levels 
spend approximately this proportion 
for reading, although the amount 
increases from $43 for families with 
income under $6,000 to $250 for 
families with income of $15,000 and 
over. 

Reading expenditures are expect
ed to increase 60 per cent by 1975. 

Education 
Education expenditures include 

tuition and fees for colleges and 
professional schools, boarding 
schools, business and secretarial 
schools, technical and trade schools, 
as well as instruction costs for 
music, dancing, swimming, driving 
and similar costs. These expenditures 
total $6 billion this year, or 1.5 per 
cent of total consumer spending. 

Families with income under 
$6,000 use 0.6 per cent of total 
spending for education, but the 
proportion rises as income increases, 
with $15,000-and-over families allo
cating 2.8 per cent to education. 
Average expenditures for families 
with income under $6,000 is $21 a 
year for education, but those with in
come of $15,000 and over spend $562. 

Spending for education in 1975 
is expected to total $11.5 billion, 
up 92 per cent from this year. END 

REPRINTS of "Preview of Your Mar
kets in '75" may be obtained for 35 
cents a copy, $16 per 100. or $145 
per 1,000 postpaid from Nation's 
Business, 1615 H St. N.W., Wash
ington, D. C. 20006. Please enclose 
remittance with order. 
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ANNOUNCING 

1965 
RAMBLER 
FLEET CARS! 
3 Series—3 Sizes—3 Wheelbases 
7 Engines—6's and V-8's 
IN '65—MORE THAN EVER, 
RAMBLER REMEMBERS 
THE FLEET OPERATOR 

The Sensible Spectaculars for every 
fleet purpose are the smart new 
Ramblers for 1965. Spectacular in new 
style—new size—smooth performance. 
Sensible in maneuverability, economy, 
low first cost and low operating 
costs. Choose from 3 great series: 
Amer ican, Classic, Ambassador. 

New Rambler Torque Command Six is the 
world's most advanced engine. The Six 
that comes on like an Eight, but retains 
traditional Rambler economy. Seven-main-
bearing crankshaft with eight 
counterweights. Available in all three 
Rambler series. 

Test-drive these great new Ramblers 
at your Rambler Dealer or write: 

FLEET SALES DEPT. N i l 
AMERICAN MOTORS CORP. 
14250 PLYMOUTH ROAD 
D L T R O I T , MICHIGAN 48232 

American Motors-Dedicated to Excellence 

RAMBLER AMBASSADOR—Largest and finest of the new Ramblers. 
116-inch wheelbase. 200 inches overall. More passenger and trunk room 
than ever. New 155-hp Torque Command 232 Six standard. Option of two 
high-performance V-8's, up to 327 cubic inches. 

RAMBLER CLASSIC—New intermediate-size Rambler. The biggest, 
most powerful Classic ever built. More passenger room. More trunk space. 
Five engine options—three Torque Command Sixes and two V-8's. 

RAMBLER A M E R I C A N —America's acknowledged economy k i n g -
proved in official economy trials and fleet use. Choose from 3 thrifty Sixes. 
35-amp. electronic alternator and transistorized voltage regulator, Ceramic-
Armored exhaust system, Double-Safety BrakesA_s^afldtajda 



KEEP 
YOUR BUSINESS 

IN BALANCE 
The risk of damaging dislocation is always present 
in a company. These recommendations can help you 
head off the dangers before they get out of control 

T H E ABILITY to maintain balance among disparate 
forces is a basic mark of good managing. 

Imbalance in any business can run over a wide 
range. It could be too much conservatism or too ar
dent frontierism in the top echelon. In a given de
partment it could be too many procedures, too much 
paperwork and too little output. Or, it could be a 
boss's pattern of being too impersonal and unap
proachable. Each can produce trouble. 

Business management is dynamic, asserts Don G. 
Mitchell, chairman of the board of the American 

Management Association, and it is precisely because 
of this that he and other business leaders regard bal
ance as essential for a manager to cope with the 
forces inherent in a dynamic activity. 

The manager's sense of balance is always under 
fire: Relax or tighten up on controls? Too much or 
too little concern with costs? Keep the organization 
structure tight or temper it with informal lines of 
communication? 

To attain working balance in management, an exec
utive should— 

• Know the elements essential to balanced manage
ment. 

• Be aware of what causes imbalances. 

• Deal with these causes. 

• Use effective balance wheels. 

From the broad view, balanced management is the 
center of gravity at which results show attainment of 
profits and assurance of strength for years ahead. 

As seen by the executive team, balanced manage
ment is that point of synchronization where men on 
the team are hitting on all cylinders, decisions are 
made and carried out and good coordination is main
tained among their respective divisions. 

As seen by the individual manager, balanced man
agement is attained when he is well on top of all 
facets of his job and meeting his responsibilities. 
Views differ, however. A successful manager long as
sociated with food processing defines balanced man
agement simply as first things first. Another execu
tive, who has moved up fast in the housing industry, 
contends that balanced management is a matter of 
ridding oneself of details so as to get on with crucial 
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issues and their early resolution. Still another busi
nessman identifies early attention to problems involv
ing people as the key to balance. 

In the context of management of an enterprise, bal
anced management means the best use of company 
resources toward a sound goal—materials, money, 
people, ideas, energies, technology and other resources. 

Stanford Research Institute, in its studies of suc
cessful growth companies, has found stability and 
balance to be notable characteristics of these firms. 
They have been able to withstand the stresses of size, 
diversification, change, financial pinches, turnover of 
key personnel and other developments. 

Studies of successful up-and-coming smaller com
panies in the transportation, computer, pharmaceuti
cal, insurance and other fields show that they have 
been able to do well not by attempting to compete 
with the giants in their industries but by striving to 
maintain their posture as prospering medium-sized 
concerns, characterized by realistic goals and well 
balanced management. Temptations to get thrown 
off balance are many, but they resist them. 

To attain balance 
Ten guidelines cover the essentials for getting bal

anced management, both for the firm and the man
ager. 

1. Know your priorities; concentrate on them and 
avoid getting distracted by less important projects. 

2. Solve problems so they stay solved, whatever they 
involve. In this way you reduce the harassment of 
problems only half-solved which tend to crop up 
repeatedly. 

3. Exercise restraint in taking on jobs. Too many 
ventures at any given time can throw you off balance. 
Even worthwhile ideas and ventures have varying 
values and some have to wait their turn. 

4. Know and practice the art of coordination; build 
in an understanding of policies, organizational clarity, 

feed-back, working relationships, communication pat
terns and other requisites as you quarterback the 
coordination effort. This can enable you to stay in 
command of multiple activities and to reconcile dif
ferences among specializations. 

5. Make sure your planning takes into consideration 
long-range, intermediate and short-term goals. Recog
nize that comprehensive planning is often the answer 
to the problem of imbalance. 

6. Be rational in your receptivity to new ideas. Don't 
go overboard on fads or cults. Guard against making 
a management gadget bag out of the new tools; know 
what they can do for your business and for your 
specific department and why, when and how to use 
them. The hazards of employee anxiety, displace
ment and impact on traditional values are unbalanc
ing enough—don't compound them. 

7. Show backbone in dealing quickly with conflicts, 
blind spots, office politics, obsolescence, harmful 
rumors and unethical behavior of subordinates. Such 
problems eat into the executive's time more deeply 
as they are left unresolved. 

8. Delegate more to subordinates. Turn your atten
tion to the extraordinary rather than the ordinary. 
Count on the self-sufficiency and technical com
petence of your subordinates to carry on not only 
the day-to-day management of their affairs, but also 
to relieve you of a good deal of your own workload. 

9. Recognize that not all problems call for the full 
treatment. Guard against the tendency to go for 
complete surgery because of a report of some de
ficiency. Avoid the urge to write off, discard, over
haul. More balanced management often can be 
attained by some modification, a change, a more 
economical or simplified measure, improved super
vision or new equipment in many cases. 

10. Use your time wisely. Be available for consulta
tion on problems which warrant your attention, but 
block out time to think as well as to do. Ward off 
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K E E P I N BALANCE 
continued 

the time-robbers in your office: paperwork, the tele
phone, visitors who drop in to socialize. 

Constantly exercise surveillance over your organi
zation. This means maintaining a look-out for such 
imbalancers as overstaffing or understaffing, unclear 
policies, erratic workloads, unprofitable meetings, 
obsolete systems and procedures. It calls for progress 
reports, assessment of supervisory performance, mea
surement, trouble-shooting and willingness to make 
adaptations when they appear warranted. 

This kind of scrutiny enables you to sift the essen
tial from the nonessential, the productive from the 
unproductive, the on-going from the near-misses and 
the priorities from the ordinary. 

In essence, the key element is administrative judg
ment—judgment of what is significant, important, 
timely, responsive, resourceful and profitable. 

Pinpoint the causes 

A company is always susceptible to polarity ten
dencies—overdoing a thing or not doing enough of it. 
These vulnerabilities come in the external and in
ternal operations of a business. 

Imbalance is more visible, generally, in external 
activities. The firm may be growing topheavy in its 
labor-management relations. It may be putting too 
much effort into public affairs and politics, or too 
little. The company may be overinvesting or under-
investing in other enterprises, over-diversifying or not 
diversifying enough. 

Internally, there are more temptations to go over
board at either pole and the effects are not so readily 
visible. Too much and too massive planning or too 
little and too limited; too complex a structure to the 
point of being overorganized or too simple and frugal 
and consequently underorganized—these are sig
nificant questions xelative to internal balance. 

Some companies are criticized for too much risk-
taking and others for not enough; some for moving too 
fast and others for moving too slowly. 

Alertness to polarity tendencies is vital to the at
tainment of balanced management. 

Taking action 

Who and what creates imbalance is as important to 
balanced management as whether the imbalance 
is valid or invalid. In some instances the scales may 
be purposely tilted. A baseball manager will shake 
up the team when it is in a slump. He temporarily 
creates imbalance in order to find the winning com
bination. Organizations often do the same thing. 
This is the pragmatic approach. The effort is to find 
a new center of gravity and to restore balance. 

It is all right to disturb the balance, for example, 
when it becomes clear that a restrictive climate 
should yield to an atmosphere of more independent 
action. A shift such as this, in manager involvement 
in the decision-making process and in improved hu
man relations, could warrant temporarily tipping the 
scales. 

The most notable instances in which a valid im-

Take time to think 

balance is created are when the company is tapping 
new markets, experimenting with new products or 
providing emphasis in one way or another. The 
process of growth is not all stability. 

Moreover, temporarily creating an imbalance in 
order to tackle a special emergency is not only valid 
but mandatory. 

Yet there are many other times when creating im
balances is poor business management. Unreasoned 
across-the-board cost reduction is a conspicuous 
example. Poor planning, undertaking too much at 
one time, whimsically revising budgets, tampering 
with policies that are basically sound—these, too, are 
imbalancers with little or no validity. 

Balance generally is attained in well managed 
companies in the engineering-production-sales line. 
This is also true of the planning-financial manage
ment-product development sector of an organization. 
More and more such balance is being achieved in the 

Too conservative 
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KEEP IN BALANCE 
continued 

relationship between information technology, office 
management, reports communication and procure
ment decisions. In each case, of course, the balance 
is disturbed now and then and corrective steps taken. 

There are other areas where vulnerability to imbal
ance can be a continuing source of trouble to a com
pany and to the manager. Three such areas of 
concern are: 

• Balance of priorities. 

• Balance of power. 

• Balance of functions. 

Handling of priorities, for example, is vital. What 
to handle personally, what to delegate, what to down
grade in priority, what to treat as a related block of 
priorities rather than as separate problems. These 
issues test the manager's sense of balance. 

A bank president recently reminded his subordi
nates of this thought: 

One priority job done well is worth a dozen ordi
nary jobs done equally well. 

Another significant area involves balance of func
tional specializations. There is always a tendency for 
one function to override another—sales over produc
tion, finance over purchasing. When these scales get 
tilted the imbalance is generally detected quickly 
and if there is a will on the part of management to 
correct this it is done. 

The tendency exists even more among speciali
zations within a given function. It may be the train
ing unit in the personnel department, the press media 
unit in the public relations department, the equip
ment unit in the transportation office, the budget 
analysis unit in the finance division. 

Sound management requires that, other things 
being equal, oi>e specialization within a functional 
area should not be favored at the expense of another. 

Nor should inequities develop or be continued for 
reason of tradition, some singular achievement in the 
past, overaggressiveness or politicking. Unless re
spective roles and contributions of all specializations 
are kept within balance, you risk conflict, high costs 
and questionable results. The successful manager 
knows this and acts accordingly. 

The exercise of authority is another problem area. 
By the very nature of organization, management 
allocates authority, both in kind and in degree, to 
different levels of supervision. Certain types of 
authority are attached to functional staff offices, to 
plant managers, to special units such as inspection 
or auditing. 

But the inevitable search for power by individuals 
leads to abuse of such authority. Authority may be 
overextended, misdirected, untimely or maliciously 
employed. The risks here are serious: encroachment 
on another man's domain, clashes over decision
making prerogatives, in-fighting, dominance of one 
function at the expense of another. Instances of line 
and staff conflict often are traced to the abuse of 
authority. 

To maintain the balance of power one must regu
late the exercise of authority so that it is not abused. 
This puts the executive to a crucial test. Objectivity, 
judgment, courage, decisiveness and firmness come 
into play. 

Use balance wheels 

Planning and control constitute the heart of bal
anced management and they are the balance wheels 
to effect it. They are the regulators, the stabilizers. 
Carter L. Burgess, president of American Machine & 
Foundry Co., regards planning as one of the corner
stones upon which successful enterprise depends. 
And, at the other end, control provides the intelli
gence for determining the degree of balance present 
in moving toward attainment of goals. 

Stanley de J. Osborne, former president of Olin 
Mathieson Chemical Corp., observes that "when con
trols are properly established and thoroughly under
stood, they become one of management's greatest 
tools." 

Sound policies, too, constitute a singularly per
suasive tool. 

Within a framework of planning and control capa
bilities, reinforced with sound policies and good 
executive direction, a management team derives its 
true strength in working to attain objectives. 

As the individual manager practices the art of 
coordination, he becomes a contributing party to 
balanced management. He supports the balance 
wheels in distinguishing means from ends and too 
much management from too little. This is what the 
founding fathers of scientific management intended. 
It's what makes the difference between highly suc
cessful business and just getting by. 

— N A T H A N I E L S T E W A R T 

REPRINTS of "Keep Your Business In Balance" may 
be obtained for 25 cents a copy, $12 per 100, or $90 
per 1,000 postpaid from Nation's Business, 1615 H 
St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20006. Please enclose 
remittance with order. 
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W A T C H W H I T E H O U S E 
continued from page 35 

the more conservative congres
sional and southern types with 
whom the President maintains 
close connections. Mr. Johnson's 
next round of appointments cer
tainly will reflect something of the 
support he is receiving in normally 
Republican circles, but he seems 
too canny a politician to upset the 
liberal-conservative balance he has 
at least temporarily achieved. 

The most interesting thing to 
watch about Mr. Johnson, if he wins, 
will be whether in the next year or 
so he can evolve a way of being 
President that is good for another 
four or eight years. An electoral 
win will mark him as a great success 
as a short-term President. He will 
have made it, however, by storming 
all the political fronts at once, 
single-handed, in an almost frantic 
exertion of political and public 
relations activity. 

Somehow this seems unlikely to 
last. It will wear out the President 
physically, consume his political 
credit, disorganize the Administra
tion and lose the country's interest. 
The press already shows some 
signs of disenchantment. 

Mr. Johnson is a presidential do-
it-yourselfer of the first order. Per
haps not since Herbert Hoover have 
we had in the White House a man 
so intent on personally overseeing 
everything done by his Administra
tion. It seems a little disorderly, 
and it may be so, although persons 
who have watched Lyndon Johnson 
at close range report that he has a 
great ability to catch the gist of a 
briefing even though he is making 
phone calls and having his picture 
taken at the same time. Neverthe
less, trying to clear everything 
through the President means that 
inevitably things get bottled up be
cause no one else dares handle 
them, and he himself may be the 
victim of his offhand judgments. 

Whether he likes it or not, Presi
dent Johnson probably needs to 
slow down, save more time for the 
really important things, get some 
more staff that he likes or can't 
avoid listening to, and let them 
establish effective relationships with 
the key men in the Executive Office 
and the operating departments. The 
need seems to be greatest on the do
mestic affairs side, where the instal
lation of several old Johnson men 
and the departure of Mr. Kennedy's 
Theodore Sorensen have left things 
a little out of focus. In foreign af
fairs, McGeorge Bundy not only has 

survived but apparently has ex
tended and tidied up his jurisdic
tion. 

This suggests that there may be 
a law of compensatory presidential 
staff: The President demands the 
most orderly staff work in the fields 
where he has the least interest or 
competence and runs things in a 
looser or more personal manner in 
areas where he's surest of his own 
judgment. The records of Presi
dents Truman, Eisenhower and 
Kennedy would seem to support 
this rule. 

Up to now, Mr. Johnson has con
centrated on the issues and legis
lative proposals left by Mr. Ken
nedy. But old issues rapidly are 
being used up by the President's 
very successes, or made obsolete by 
time. Mr. Johnson's chances of 
being judged in history the great 
President he obviously wants so 
badly to be depend in part on 
whether he shows he can initiate as 
well as follow through. 

There will be crises aplenty, but 
taking these as they come isn't 
enough. Columnists have been 
chiding the President for not making 
effective contact with the intellec
tuals and for concentrating on vote-
seeking instead of thinking about 
how he will cope with the great 
issues. 

However, several advisory com
mittees and task forces have been 
working quietly, and if Mr. Johnson 
wins we shall see how he proposes 
to achieve the Great Society he 
talks about. 

If Goldwater wins— 

A Goldwater victory would bring 
more immediate, visible develop
ments in the presidency. An early 
fascinating sight would be the view 
of Lyndon Johnson, a proud man, 
inviting to the White House and 
offering cooperation in the transfer 
of power to the man who had just 
defeated him. 

That Mr. Johnson could bring 
himself to do this is almost certain. 
Every retiring President since Mr. 
Hoover has managed to do it, no 
matter how badly stung by the elec
tion results. In fact, the losers have 
sometimes been more gracious than 
the winners. Both custom and the 
national situation clearly would re
quire presidential cooperation in 
this case. 

There is now even some law 
pointing in this direction. A Presi
dential Transition Act passed last 
spring declares it the duty of all 
officers of the government to be 
mindful of problems caused by 
transitions in the office of President 
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W A T C H W H I T E H O U S E 
continued 

and to exercise their responsibilities 
so as to minimize disruption and to 
promote orderly transitions. This 
presumably applies to the Presi
dent as well as everyone else, al
though it is not specific about what 
he must do. 

Mr. Goldwater could profit by 
the example of President Kennedy, 
who in 1960 had two men, Wash
ington lawyer Clark Clifford and 
Columbia professor Richard Neu-
stadt, working on take-over plans 
during the campaign. After the 
election Mr. Clifford became JFK's 
liaison man with the outgoing Ad-
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ministration, while Professor Neu-
stadt worked on organizing the 
Kennedy White House and Exec
utive Office staff. 

Relations between an outgoing 
President and his successor are 
always touchy. Yet some consulta
tion between the two as a demon
stration of national unity and a 
systematic effort to give the Presi
dent-elect and his associates full 
information about pending prob
lems, especially in the security area, 
are imperative. The difficulty this 
time, of course, is that the fields of 
foreign and military policy that 
provided at least some neutral 
ground for meetings of President 
Truman and Gen. Eisenhower, 
President Eisenhower and John F. 
Kennedy, have been such bitterly 
contested battlegrounds in this 
year's campaign. 

Difficulties of communication on 
foreign and security affairs could 
be especially embarrassing or dam
aging to the national interest if a 
full-scale crisis arose in some part 
of the world between the election 
and inauguration. In such an event, 
Mr. Johnson would certainly want 
to give President-elect Goldwater 
complete background on the situ
ation and what he proposed to do, 
and would probably feel reluctant 
to make any important new national 
commitments without at least the 
tacit assent, if not the open support, 
of his successor. 

But after the charges of untruth 
and misrepresentation that have 
been thrown around, could Mr. 
Goldwater accept an estimate of a 
crucial military or diplomatic situ
ation from the Johnson Adminis
tration? In a pinch, he might be 
in exactly the same kind of spot 
Franklin D. Roosevelt was with Mr. 
Hoover in the banking crisis of 1933 
—that is, in complete disagreement 
with the premises of his predeces
sor's policy, mistrustful of the in
formation offered and reluctant to 
engage in any kind of cooperation 
for fear of compromising himself. 

The President-elect can only try 
to protect himself in such situations 
by plenty of advance staff work and 
careful negotiations through liaison 
representatives. 

Enlarging and reshaping the 
campaign organization into a White 
House staff, Cabinet and Adminis
tration is one of the President
elect's main concerns. This job 
used to be done on a shoestring by 
the President-elect himself and a 
trusted aide or two. They often 
made some hasty choices that were 
soon regretted and usually were 
able to produce only an unbriefed 

skeleton force by inauguration day. 
Precedents for more systematic re
cruiting and organizing were set by 
General Eisenhower's pre-inaugural 
Hotel Commodore operation and the 
late Mr. Kennedy's famous talent 
hunt. These efforts produced early 
Cabinet selections and Administra
tions not only staffed in consider
able depth but well started on their 
policy reviews by inauguration day. 

Such operations are expensive, 
however. Mr. Kennedy's pre-inau
gural activities ran the Democrats 
$350,000 deeper into debt, even 
though many of the people involved 
contributed their time and traveled 
at their own expense. This time, 
recruiting and other advance work 
for Senator Goldwater would be 
greatly helped by the new Transition 
Act. Spending up to $900,000 in 
public funds is authorized, mainly 
for the expenses of the President
elect, including salaries of staff and 
consultants, travel and office ex
penses. Funds under the Act also 
are available to the vice president
elect and to the retiring President 
for special post-inaugural expenses. 
The Act does not apply to Presi
dents or vice presidents who are 
continuing in office. 

A tense business 

Cabinet-making is always a tense 
business for the participants and an 
engrossing spectacle for the general 
public. The nature of a Goldwater 
Cabinet and supporting corps of 
top political executives is quite un
predictable. 

Developing a new Administra
tion's program consists of sorting 
out immediate possibilities from ul
timate objectives. This process is 
always frustrating to crusaders 
whose hopes have been nourished 
on campaign oratory. Mr. Gold-
water might find this especially 
difficult. 

An array of task forces or ad
visory committees probably would 
be established to help absorb the 
shock of collision between impatient 
and cautious Republicans. Particu
larly urgent would be the federal 
budget for fiscal 1965-66, which 
would be already assembled and 
presented by the outgoing Adminis
tration, but which Mr. Goldwater 
would want to revise. 

A Goldwater victory would be a 
severe test of the adaptability of 
the federal administrative set-up 
and career services, including the 
military. The Eisenhower Adminis
tration, coming in after 20 years 
of New and Fair Deal, had many 
initial doubts about whether it 
could work through the careerists 
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it found in key positions. These 
doubts were eventually pretty well 
resolved, but only after two years 
of tension, some localized reorgani
zations and purges and a change of 
the civil service rules to give the 
Administration control of more 
policy-making positions. 

It is a safe bet that the Republi
cans, if they take time to find out, 
will discover that the careerists are 
far more flexible than they think. A 
good example is the Bureau of the 
Budget, which was regarded by 
many Republicans in 1953 as a 
center of New Deal profligacy and 
by many Democrats in 1961 as a 
willing tool of pinchpenny economy. 
The Bureau rode out both transi
tions with its top staff almost intact 
by making itself indispensable to 
the new Administration and taking 
seriously the doctrine that it has no 
policy views of its own—only the 
President's. 

However, even though the Re
publicans this time might eventually 
decide it was not really necessary 
to tear down the whole government 
and start over, there would inevi
tably be at first a period of suspicion 
and demoralization, followed by 
hundreds of voluntary and involun
tary departures of top career offi
cers. 

Two key areas 
Either a Johnson or a Gold-

water win may bring important de
velopments in two areas: adminis
trative reform and presidential 
relations with Congress. 

Both candidates have commit
ments to economy that will lead to 
renewed efforts to run the govern
ment efficiently—and let the public 
know it. Major reorganizations are 
perhaps most likely under Sen. 
Goldwater, because his aim of elimi
nating or revising governmental 
programs will require more admin
istrative tidying-up. Mr. Johnson, 
however, has been hatching some 
plans in this area. An across-the-
board effort something like the two 
Hoover Commissions is not out of 
the question. There are opportuni
ties for real gains in both operating 
economy and policy control by ex
tending to other departments some 
of the methods Secretary McNa-
mara has installed at the Defense 
Department. 

Perhaps not a money-saver but 
constructive in the long run would 
be a thorough review of the Presi
dent's own establishment, the Ex

ecutive Office, which is 25 years old 
this fall. To the surviving original 
unit, the Budget Bureau, have been 
added the Council of Economic 
Advisers, the National Security 
Council, the Office of Emergency 
Planning, the Aeronautics and 
Space Council, the Office of Science 
and Technology, the Special Repre
sentative for Trade Negotiations, 
and now the new Office of Economic 
Opportunity which runs the poverty 
program. 

Some of the units may have 
functions that can be eliminated or 
turned over to the departments. On 
the other hand, stronger presiden
tial support may be desirable in 
some areas, such as economic policy 
planning and coordination. 

Never before in this century have 
both parties run presidential and 
vice presidential candidates so 
closely identified with Congress. A 
closer knitting together of the presi
dency and the President's congres
sional party leadership is probably 
in the cards. Mr. Johnson already 
has inserted himself into the legis
lative process more forcefully than 
any of his predecessors, excepting 
possibly Woodrow Wilson and FDR. 

Four more years of a Johnson 
Administration and the addition of 
Sen. Hubert Humphrey to the 
presidential team probably would 
strengthen the tie between the two 
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue, for
malize further the now regular 
meetings between the President 
and the legislative leaders of his 
party and increase the tendency to 
regard the leaders as the Presi
dent's men in Congress. 

A Goldwater-Miller Administra
tion might be close to Congress, 
too, but with the drift of power the 
other way. Traditional Republican 
doctrine calls for congressional su
premacy over—or at least full 
equality with—the President. 

Mr. Goldwater's personal conge
niality and his concern for what he 
considers constitutionally correct 
may incline him to frequent con
sultation and clearance with Re
publican congressional leaders. B'tt 
since he seems unlikely, even if 
elected himself, to bring in a Re
publican Congress, he would have to 
deal with men who were only con
gressional minority leaders. Over
all relations between a President 
Goldwater and a Democratically 
controlled Congress could make 
General Eisenhower's congressional 
troubles look like a love feast. 

President-watchers may or may 
not like the way the election turns 
out, but in either case there will be 
a lot to keep them occupied. END 
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EUROPE T R O U B L E 
continued from page 39 

capital over the Alps from Milan. 
When the idea of European unity 
was in full bloom, Italy might have 
expected considerable help from its 
partners in the Six in order to ride 
over its short-term difficulties and 
still keep up industrial expansion. 
But the other five did not respond 
generously to its crisis, although 
Italy received liberal credits from 
the U. S. The advice given to Italy 
by the Eurocracy in Brussels was 
that it should try to cure its infla
tionary troubles by credit and fiscal 
squeezes. 

This was not entirely bad advice. 
Italy did need to damp down in
ternal inflation. There are already 
signs that the measures it has taken 
have served to ease its short-term 
payments troubles. But there are 
also strong indications that this has 
only been at the expense of slowing 
Italy's previously extraordinary rate 
of growth. 

This might not matter so much if 
Italy's problems promised to be an 
isolated, temporary case. But the 
probability is that, as tariff barriers 
dwindle to nothing between the Six 
countries, West Germany will as
sume a stronger competitive position 
than any of the rest, at least at the 
D-mark's present exchange rate. If, 
because of this, others of the Six 
follow in Italy's footsteps towards 
balance of payments troubles—and 
if the constant prescription from the 
central commission in Brussels is 
simply to check internal demand-
some large part of the Common 
Market's long miracle of industrial 
growth might wither on its stalk. 
This would make last year's eight 
per cent jump in U. S. exports to 
the Common Market seem like 
Never-Never Land. 

What can U. S. business do? 

The implications of all this for 
American companies are: 

There is a likelihood of less growth 
of demand in the Common Market 
over the next five years than during 
the last 10. 

Almost certainly, the relative fail
ure of the current tariff talks—and 
the continuance of tariff cuts within 
the Common Market—will make it 
more difficult for direct U. S. ex
ports to get into Europe. 

It is not easy to say what Ameri
can businessmen can do about the 
first danger. It is easier to say 
what they can do about the sec
ond. In the event of the failure of 
the tariff talks, the best way for 

U. S. business to get in under the 
net of the Common Market's ex
ternal tariff would be by setting 
up more subsidiary plants in Eu
rope. But here one runs into the 
question of how much opposition 
will arise. 

Stated another way, to what ex
tent are nationalist trends in Eu
rope likely to breed antipathy to re
liance on U. S. investment, espe
cially in the big, new technological 
industries? 

In de Gaulle's government, this 
antipathy is quite clearly present. 
It would be wise for Americans to 
realize what sort of anti-American
ism motivates de Gaulle. It is not a 
pathological dislike; there is noth
ing personal about it. It springs 
from a fierce pride in France. 

General de Gaulle's own feelings 
of protectionist pride are more 
easily aroused in the military 
sphere than in the economic. That 
is why he so strongly opposes 
American domination of NATO. 

In Italy, at the other extreme, 
political factors are on the side of 
U. S. business. Italian politicians 
fear a Gaullist-dominated Common 
Market, and the U. S. is regarded 
as a useful counterweight. General 
Electric's tie-up this September 
with Italy's Olivetti (to establish a 
joint-owned subsidiary for produc
ing and marketing of electronic data 
processing equipment in Italy) has 
caused much less heartburning 
among Italian politicians than Gen
eral Electric's merger with France's 
Machines Bull in July caused in 
France. Other countries in the Six 
will probably range between Italy 
and France in their outlook on this. 

However, the third problem that 
is emerging springs from the greater 
competitiveness of German industry 
in comparison with other industry 
in the Common Market. This is 
leading big firms in France and 
Italy toward market-sharing agree
ments with German competitors 
where possible, and the cartel-
minded Germans might show in
creasingly that they are not averse 
to this. Witness the vague pro
posals for a Volkswagen-Fiat-Re
nault market-sharing arrangement 
in automobiles; they have been fol
lowed by a specific campaign from 
the French and Italian motor in
dustries that cars should be ex
cepted from tariff cuts under the 
GATT talks, a request which the 
more competitive Germans natural
ly and fortunately reject. If more 
international cartels spread in Eu
rope, U. S. concerns are likely to be 
among the principal sufferers. 

Notice must also be taken of Brit-
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EUROPE TROUBLE 
continued 

ish industrial efforts to get into Eu
rope by the back door since the 
front door was slammed by Gen
eral de Gaulle in January, 1963. 
One of the main economic reasons 
for Britain wanting to join the Com
mon Market was the realization 
that modern technological indus
tries need to operate in large mar
kets on a large scale, as they can in 
America. Instances of the new 
backdoor approach include: 

Rumored links between British 
and West German industries to 
compete with the U. S. in com
puters. 

Anglo-Belgian deals in nuclear re
actors for ships. 

Anglo-French links in supersonic 
aircraft. 

The present formalizing of ties 
between European banks in the face 
of U. S. competition. 

All this adds up to further possi
ble movements towards protection
ism in Europe. 

Trends in EFTA 

The other big trade grouping in 
Europe is the European Free Trade 
Association, to which Britain, the 
Scandinavian countries and Switzer
land belong. 

EFTA has provided a rapidly ex
panding market in recent years. To
tal merchandise imports by EFTA 
countries amounted to $26.4 billion 
in 1963, against $24.6 billion in 1962, 
and $14 billion in 1953. 

Here are some political influences 
and trends to watch within EFTA: 
1. The permanent organization of 
EFTA itself is liberal and outward-

looking, keen on granting prefer
ences for imports from the under
developed countries. But, unlike the 
Brussels Commission in the Com
mon Market, it has no real major 
influence over the policies of mem
ber countries. 
2. What is more, there is the awk
wardness that Britain itself faces a 
more serious balance-of-payments 
problem. The Labor Government is 
already trying to meet that problem 
—at least temporarily—by a new im
port tax. 

In broad sum, political influences 
on the trade prospects in Europe 
are not good at present. Political in
fluences rarely are. But our own 
recommendations would be: 

Remember that the underlying 
economic situation in Europe—a 
rapidly more educated labor force 
working with a rapidly accumulat
ing stock of even more modern capi
tal equipment—makes sustained im
provement in living standards in 
this market part of the natural order 
of things. It requires a pretty large 
degree of political stupidity to stop 
a market at this stage of develop
ment from expanding at around 
three to four per cent a year, with 
imports of manufactures and of 
some foodstuffs increasing approxi
mately in proportion. 

The present adverse political in
fluences in Europe do not seem to 
us to be deep-rooted. 

Unfortunately, it seems probable 
that protectionism will increase in 
Europe in the near future. Ulti
mately, however, the size of the Eu
ropean market for U. S. goods will 
depend much more on whether in
ternal growth is maintained than on 
the level of tariffs or other restric
tions imposed. END 

C O N G R E S S continued from page 40 

the leadership, for example, not to 
have a rules committee. But then 
the leadership might have too much 
power, as it has in days past." 

Another Democrat, Rep. Charles 
Bennett of Florida, says the most 
valid criticism of Congress today 
could be leveled not at its failure to 
pass legislation but at its tendency 
to pass too many costly measures 
and relinquish its powers to other 
branches of government. 

In the following article Professor 
Huitt looks at what's right and 
what's wrong with Congress. 

• • • 
BEFORE the next chapter in con
gressional reform begins, perhaps it 

would be fair to raise broad ques
tions which seem hardly to have 
bothered congressional critics in 
the past: 

Why is Congress regarded as the 
weak sister in the grand triune? 
Why not the executive or the ju
diciary? In what ways is Congress 
so much less adequate to meet mod
ern needs? How far can deliberate, 
self-conscious reorganization go? 
What are the limits and what prices 
must be paid? How much can the 
output be improved by structural 
and procedural change? 

Why is Congress the prime target 
of criticism in the national govern
ment? Paradoxically, it appears to 
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CONGRESS 
continued 

be one of the most successful gov
erning bodies in the world, perhaps 
even in the history of the world. 
Compare its record with other legis
latures. When Congress was creat
ed in 1789 the powers of Parliament 
were shared by Lords and Commons 
and the King of England was chief 
executive in fact as well as name. In 
France the national assembly had 
not sat in 200 years and her divine 
right king would call it much too 
late. European parliaments general
ly retained their feudalistic charac
ter. 

Since that time the British House 
of Commons has reduced Lords and 
Crown to impotence and has itself 
lost control to its putative creature, 
the Prime Minister. The French 
parliament has been eclipsed, if my 
count is right, by three kings, two 
emperors and one Charles de Gaulle. 

The legislatures of other coun
tries have gone through frequent 
and sometimes drastic changes. 
Congress is the oldest representative 
assembly of a major state which has 
retained its constitutional powers 
intact, accommodating to the stresses 
of history without losing the part
ner's role the founders intended for 
it. 

This is not to say it has not been 
tested. The nation has expanded 
from a cluster of seaboard states to 
a continental empire. Forty million 
immigrants have been assimilated 
into the stream of American life. 

Two world wars, four smaller ones, 
and numerous military actions of 
varying size have been fought. A 
civil war, the ultimate test of a po
litical system, has been largely con
tained and absorbed. 

Panics and depressions have been 
surmounted and the responsibility 
of government enlarged from carry
ing the mail and fighting Indians 
and little else, to fostering, protect
ing and regulating the activities of 
its citizens in most aspects of their 
lives. 

In all this the President and Con
gress never have been exactly equal 
partners and the system probably 
has worked better when the Presi
dent was a little more equal than 
Congress. But Congress has never 
lost out; it has carried its share of 
the load and today clearly is the 
most powerful legislature in the 
world. 

Why then is there so much com
plaint about Congress and so much 
demand that it be changed? 

The answers are many and varied. 

Congress is more visible in its op
erations than the other branches. It 
lacks the mystique of President and 
court; congressmen are like ordi
nary people—we see our own 
strengths and weaknesses in them. 

But there is more to it than that. 
Many people have found fault with 
Congress for many reasons, but the 
most pointed and sustained criti
cism surely has come from those we 
loosely call liberals—people who 
want government to move more 
swiftly and with more coherence to 
solve social problems, who see a 
strong, responsible party under 
presidential leadership as the ap
propriate vehicle to furnish that 
kind of government, who are fretted 
with a decentralized power system 
controlled largely by conservative 
elements which balk at enacting the 
President's program. 

They see Congress as obstruc
tive. Filibusters, the Rules Com
mittee, seniority chairmen, rural 
overrepresentation, all are elements 
of obstruction in houses no longer 
capable of handling the problems 
of the mid-century. Only major 
overhaul will save Congress from 
obsolescence, declining prestige and 
finally inevitable loss of power. 

Nothing sacred 

There is nothing about the pro
cedures or structure of Congress 
that should be defended for its 
own sake. Congress, like other in
stitutions, goes about its business 
in certain ways because at some 
time or other in its history these 
ways have proved to be convenient 
to most, or enough, of the members. 

These ways are continued so 
long as they are more convenient 
to maintain than to change, or so 
long as they work to the advantage 
of interests strong enough to pre
serve them. When they become in
convenient to enough members, or 
they obstruct the will of an effec
tive majority, they are changed. 

The House of Representatives 
had something close to party gov
ernment under the leadership of 
Speakers Reed and Cannon. The 
powers of the Speaker nevertheless 
were sharply reduced in 1909-11, 
not because they were bad in prin
ciple but because Cannon repeat
edly put his own views of public 
policy ahead of those of the Re
publican majority. The control, if 
not the powers, of the House Rules 
Committee were altered in 1961 
for the same reason: the Commit
tee had too often frustrated the 
will of the Democratic leadership. 

Such changes do not come easily. 
For one thing, there is great tough-
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If you need some life insurance you 
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CONGRESS 
continued 

ness in an established way of doing 
something. An institution is, after 
all, a pattern of anticipated be
haviors; it is made strong because 
its procedures are formal, stable 
and predictable. Its members and 
the public know what to expect; 
it does things the right way. We 
identify court, legislature, execu
tive, church, school, not by the 
names they give themselves but by 
the way their participants behave. 

Not all ways of doing things do 
or should stand on the same foot
ing, of course, but the authority 
which attaches to procedures vital 
to the integrity of the institution 
may easily be transferred to mere 
institutional habits. 

Furthermore, no institution 
stands alone. Congress is a part of 
the American political system, a 
complicated network of relation
ships which have been fashioned 
by our national history and pre
history. No really fundamental as
pect of Congress can be altered 
without affecting changes in other 
agencies with which it is bound up, 
and in many cases the other 
changes must come first. 

Surely it is unrealistic to argue 
that a member of Congress should 
follow the dictates of a party organ 
not accepted as authoritative by 
his constituents, or that interests 
(sectional and others) which occu
py crucial points of power in Con
gress should surrender them to 
interests which operate through 
the White House. 

The heart of the matter, of 
course, is that most of the pro
posals for reform that really matter 
are aimed at some part of the pow
er structure of Congress. Structural 
arrangements and procedural rules 
affect outcomes. Attempts to modi
fy rules and structure therefore 
are more difficult generally than 
mustering a majority in the usual 
way, but they have the merit some
times of conferring a more than 
temporary advantage on the groups 
which engineered the change. 

Consequences of the new 

These are elementary but sel
dom-acknowledged facts; one small 
asset reformers have in their un
equal struggle with the incumbents 
of power positions is the popular 
notion that there is a model of a 
legislature to which good citizens 
can repair, that there is a right 
way to do things which will work 
to the benefit of everybody. 

A new way of doing things is no 
more neutral in its effects than the 
old way it replaced. It will be ap
propriated and exploited by who
ever has the skill and luck to do it. 
Structural and procedural changes 
therefore may have consequences 
which were unanticipated and even 
unwanted by their authors. 

It is unlikely, for instance, that 
the political scientists and mem
bers of Congress who rationalized 
the standing committee structure 
in the 1946 Legislative Reorganiza
tion Act, reducing the number and 
spelling out the jurisdiction of the 
respective committees, ever in
tended that a Senate majority 
leader would find himself with no 
place to send a civil rights bill but 
to a committee whose chairman 
was implacably opposed to it. 

The committee was indeed suc
cessfully by-passed and three bills 
enacted into law, but the devices 
employed were not good procedure 
and the informal conferences in 
the minority leader's office, which 
worked out the compromises nec
essary to invoke cloture and pass 
the 1964 bill, were hardly a good 
substitute for public consideration 
before a standing committee. 

The multiplicity of proposals for 
congressional reorganization can 
be grouped into several categories 
without being arbitrary. One cate
gory relates to the effectiveness of 
the member of Congress himself. 
He is overworked. He and his staff 
are burdened with services de
manded by his constituents. 

Because of poor scheduling by 
the leadership and committee 
chairmen, he wastes times in 
Washington all through the spring 
while Congress dawdles, works 
feverishly in the summer while his 
wife and children, like other Amer
icans, want a vacation, and perhaps 
stays at his task most of the fall 
when he wants to and should be at 
home canvassing his constituency. 

When he goes home it is usually 
at his own expense; the govern
ment pays for only two round trips 
a session. If he is a member of the 
House not from a safe district he 
must campaign virtually all the 
time. Because Congress sets the 
salaries of its own members, his 
pay goes up only once a decade 
(or less often); because of this the 
increase may be substantial, which 
brings a chorus of denunciation. 

Even in Washington his work 
life is often hard and inconvenient. 
There is no personnel office, so he 
depends on the grapevine to inform 
him of available typists; there is 
no effective institutional procedure 

for teaching him his job, so he 
picks up cues where he can—often 
getting them too late. 

These are matters which do not 
affect power structure or party ad
vantage. Congress has all the pow
ers it needs to deal with them out 
of hand. Nevertheless, the prog
nosis for reform in this relatively 
noncontroversial area is not espe
cially good. The trouble is that 
those who could most easily effect 
change, the senior members, have 
the least stake in it. Their chil
dren, if they ever had any, are 
grown and on their own. 

Some of them are rich or have 
outside income; pay increases are 
hardly worth the criticism they 
bring. The fact of their seniority 
means they have small worry 
about campaigns, and most of 
them find living in Washington the 
year round more interesting than 
anything that goes on in a distant 
place which really is not home any 
longer. The probability therefore is 
that this kind of change will be 
made slowly and grudgingly. 

Is Congress tarnished? 

A second category of proposals 
is aimed at those kinds of con
duct by members and by commit
tees which bring the whole body 
into disrepute. The storm over 
committee investigations has abated 
somewhat, but the undeniable 
abuses of individuals by congres
sional committees, the disruption 
of the operations of the executive 
branch by irresponsible forays for 
publicity purposes, have tarnished 
Congress, perhaps irreparably, in 
the eyes of an important part of 
the public. 

The permissive attitude toward 
committee chairmen still exists; in
deed it is a basic norm in Congress. 
A chairman can cry havoc any day, 
obscuring in the ensuing excitement 
the careful and constructive work 
other committees simultaneously 
are doing. 

The individual member likewise 
may write his misconduct large 
upon the public consciousness. He 
works outside, attending sessions 
only in the middle of the week. 
He is a member of a law firm 
which has interests to pursue with 
administrative agencies. He makes 
well compensated speeches before 
interest groups which lobby Con
gress. He puts on his office payroll 
members of his family whose other 
activities suggest they are less than 
full-time employees. He turns a 
committee trip to Europe into a 
flamboyant vacation for himself and 
perhaps his wife. These are the 
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CONGRESS 
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activities of a small minority of 
members but they get enormously 
magnified attention. Their behavior 
is generalized to all congressmen. 

If Congress is to tame and con
trol its committees in their investi
gations, the time would seem to be 
now, not when one of its more ag
gressive chairmen is embroiled in 
public dispute. General rules of 
conduct, which perhaps might be 
enforced by the Speaker on peti
tion from committee members or 
others, are easier to draw up and 
adopt when they do not seem to be 
aimed at anybody in particular. 

Unfortunately Congress, which 
polices other agencies with a right 
good will, is not itself subject to a 
policeman and is no more eager to 
police its colleagues than other 
groups are. The ultimate police
man of Congress is the electo
rate, but so far congressmen have 
little to fear from that quarter. 
When members can be re-elected 
who are under indictment for 
crime, and perhaps even are in 
jail, the lesson is not lost on their 
colleagues. 

Other possibilities 

Two other categories of change 
are related to each other. One 
would attempt to bring a measure 
of coordination and budgetary con
trol to the spending and taxing ac
tivities of Congress. The other 
would seek to strengthen party 
leadership to achieve something re
sembling party government. 

The first step toward a rational 
budgetary procedure was taken in 
the Budget and Accounting Act of 
1921, which led, among other 
things, to the consideration of ap
propriations by one instead of sev
eral committees in each house. 
Needless to say, this is not a very 
long step. Appropriations still are 
made in about a dozen large pack
ages each session, plus deficiency 
bills to correct bad guesses. 

Taxation is quite separate. The 
Legislative Reorganization Act of 
1946 attempted to relate income to 
outgo, which is the heart of a 
budgetary process, by creating a 
huge committee of the four taxing 
and spending committees, requir
ing them to prepare a legislative 

-budget by the middle of February 
each year which would set ceilings 
on spending and declare whether a 
surplus or deficit were in prospect. 
The procedure was too cumber
some and is a dead letter. 

Nevertheless, the two taxing 
committees, employing a joint 
committee of senior members with 
a common staff, have proved the 
two houses can coordinate their ef
forts effectively. The result has 
been to give the conservative senior 
members virtual control of revenue 
legislation—which underlines the 
contention that structural devices 
are used by those who can capture 
control of them. 

But the fact is that coordination 
can be achieved, if that is what 
Congress wants to do. 

What can be done to help Con
gress with its problems of organiza
tion and procedure? 

We can make recommendations, 
as we have done. Some may be 

Changes in European trade 

policy-making now force 

strategy shifts for U. S. 

business. See page 38. 

adopted, others not. Some that are 
adopted will work, others not; and 
some that work will have unex
pected effects. 

The difficulty is that too little is 
known about how Congress actu
ally operates now and what the ef
fects of various procedural and 
structural arrangements really are. 
What we lack is a solid base of 
research which would make pos
sible educated guesses as to who 
would be served by what kinds of 
changes and what the costs would 
be. 

Progress has been made 

Research on Congress has come 
a long way in the past 10 or 12 
years. Political science has produced 
a generation of scholars sensitive to 
the influence on the behavior of con
gressmen of the various roles they 
assume in the related subsystems of 
Congress, and to the influence on 
Congress of external forces. 

We have sliced into our problem 
enough ways to give us a notion of 

what is there and some confidence 
that we know how to proceed. 
What we still lack, even with the 
extensive descriptive and prescrip
tive work of several generations of 
predecessors, is any very clear 
idea how Congress works. Until 
we have some idea what needs 
of the system are served by Con
gress and how, our laundry-ticket 
lists of congressional reforms are 
no more than statements of per
sonal preferences. 

One need, for example, that must 
be met before our research com
puters can start operating is more 
sophisticated understanding of 
what outside factors and influences 
press on a member of Congress. 

The political party is an exam
ple. Many roll call vote studies 
have used "party votes," those on 
which a majority of one party op
posed a majority of the other 
party. 

But suppose two members bear
ing the same party label split their 
votes on a roll call. It could be that 
one is voting with the national 
committee party and the other is 
casting an opposing vote with a 
state or local party which bears the 
same name. 

A concept of the congressman's 
constituency as all the people of 
voting age living in his congres
sional district can lead to remark
able results. The constituency so 
conceived will have opinions on 
very few issues indeed. 

Nevertheless, the member talks 
about his constituency. He says he 
follows its wishes sometimes or all 
the time. Actually he has many 
"constituencies." He responds to 
different constituencies on different 
issues. 

The research to better under
stand Congress can be categorized 
many ways. Two categories that 
are obvious are the internal system 
and the relations of this system 
with factors and forces outside Con
gress. A third category might be 
congressional policies: the budget, 
economic policy, foreign policy or 
defense. How effectively does the 
system shape a policy? A fourth 
category might deal with what kinds 
of changes would help Congress get 
on with its job. 

All living things must change. 
But structural arrangements are 
not neutral. They will be used by 
those who get control of them for 
whatever the controllers' purposes 
are. Changes may have unforeseen 
consequences. So we must know 
more about how Congress works now 
before we say with confidence how 
it should work in the future. END 
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per cent within five years or so, 
and possibly as high as 90 or 100 
per cent." 

In his research Dr. Sanders also 
compared the estimates of days of 
hospital use figured in the U. S. 
Social Security Administration's 
latest actuarial study with the 
actual days of hospital care under 
the Saskatchewan Province of Can
ada Hospital Service Plan. And 
these were also compared with esti
mated days per year of hospital care 
for aged American veterans in vet
erans' hospitals and elsewhere. 

These comparisons showed that 
the estimates used by the Social 
Security Administration in connec
tion with its support of the federal 
hospital care legislation were calcu
lated on a basis for about "half the 
days of hospital care under the 
Saskatchewan Hospital Service Plan 
and one third of the hospital days 
used by veterans." 

Dr. Sanders also notes: 
"The hospital days for veterans 

are limited to those hospitalized 
for general medical and surgical 
conditions. It excludes all hospital
ization for service-connected dis
eases, for neuropsychiatric condi
tions and for tuberculosis. 

"It should be pointed out that 
veterans are not provided with hos
pital care for nonservice-connected 
conditions as a right. They are 
given such care if there are readily 
available beds *i\ veterans hospitals 
and if the veteran can demonstrate 
his inability to pay for such care. 
It is therefore quite conceivable 
that under medicare the hospital 
utilization rate could go well above 
that found for aged veterans. 

"In the government actuarial 
studies one finds no use made of 
the veterans' experiences. The vet
erans hospital study findings for 
1957 were available at the time that 
the Health, Education and Welfare 
Secretary's report was prepared in 
1959, yet there is no reference to 
them. 

"The Saskatchewan Hospital 
Service Plan, like the proposed 
King-Anderson legislation, excludes 
mental institutions and tuberculosis 
hospitals and has accommodations 
for nursing homes. These are not 
included under hospital days. 

"The Saskatchewan experience is 
not unique. A comparison of the 
assumed hospital utilization levels 
for the United States under medi
care—without any cutoff—as op
posed to that of all Canadian prov

inces in 1961 and 1962 shows that 
utilization is higher in every prov
ince, except Newfoundland. 

"This, we believe, supports our 
professional judgment that realistic 
estimates of utilization levels of 
hospital care would in all probabil
ity be 50 to 150 per cent more than 
those used by the Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare and 
later by the actuary of the Social 
Security Administration." 

Daily costs way off 
Dr. Sanders' analysis then moves 

from estimates of hospital use to 
actual daily costs of hospital care. 

"The report of the Secretary of 
HEW set a per diem cost of $27 to 
estimate the cost of paying for hos
pital services for the aged in 1960." 
The American Hospital Association 
which has been compiling per diem 
costs for its member hospitals since 
1946 had much different figures. 

"According to AHA, the average 
per diem cost of all short-term gen
eral and special hospitals (exclusive 
of all federal, mental and tuberculo
sis hospitals) for the fiscal year 1960 
was $32.23. 

"In my judgment, a higher rather 
than lower estimate than the AHA 
figure should have been made. 
Over the initial five to 10 years of 
medicare there would inevitably be 
an inflationary effect on current 
per diem hospital costs because of 
heavily increased demand. The fed
eral experts not only made no such 
adjustment, but they apparently 
assumed that the steep increase of 
hospital costs would disappear in 
1960. or at least would be balanced 
by the increase in wage rates. 

"This is an incomprehensible as
sumption to have been made in a 
report prepared early in 1959, when 
for the 13 prior years for which 
per diem hospital payments in
formation was available the rate of 
increase in hospital costs had been 
two to three times higher than the 
increase in wage rates. 

"Furthermore, since for cost esti
mating purposes only the taxable 
wage rates for social security would 
be meaningful, this would mean 
that the taxable wage ceiling would 
have to be raised frequently, per
haps every year, so as to parallel 
any annual increase in wage rates. 

"In the latest actuarial study, it 
is said that the cost estimates which 
have been prepared assume a per 
diem cost of $37 from 1966 on. 
This is tantamount to saying that 
after 1966 the increase in hospital 
costs would have to be met by pro
gressive annual raising of the ceil
ing on taxable payroll. Thus, the 

percentage given in the official esti
mates has at least two important 
if's in it. 

"The first is whether the $37 per 
diem is valid for 1966 if medicare 
were enacted at this time with full 
benefit payments in force through
out the year. The probable average 
per diem cost as compiled by the 
American Hospital Association, 
without any drastic changes such 
as the introduction of medicare, 
would be about $46 in 1966. The 
stated reasons for reduction in the 
per diem cost given in the Secre
tary's report and incorporated in 
actuarial estimates, even if ac
cepted, could not reduce the aver
age payment for aged patients un
der medicare to $37. 

"The second if is whether the 
trend in the rate of increase in per 
diem hospital costs would remain 
the same. In my opinion, the in
troduction of medicare would very 
much accelerate the upward trend 
in per diem hospital charges rela
tive to wage rates, and would do 
so in such a way that the cost in 
1966 would substantially exceed 
$46 and the anticipated time when 
the increase in wage rates will 
catch up to the increase in hospital 
costs would be even further away. 

"Those preparing estimates for 
medicare probably could have found 
the expected effect of medicare on 
costs through a study of the Cana
dian experience. But nothing like 
this was done. 

Dr. Sanders says that in 1959 he 
prepared a critique of the HEW 
Secretary's report on the cost esti
mates. He sought permission to 
make studies of what would happen 
with regard to hospital use by the 
aged if so-called medicare legisla
tion were enacted. He reports that 
he was given no encouragement. 
Subsequently his statistical staff was 
taken away from him without ex
planation. 

Looking ahead for N A T I O N ' S 
B U S I N E S S , Dr. Sanders says: 

"There is every reason to believe 
that the steeper increase in hos
pital costs will continue for the 
foreseeable future. . . . On the basis 
of such evidence an eventual in
crease of 150 or even 200 per cent 
would be more likely over the 
long range. Besides, the faster in
creasing costs of per diem hospital
ization, the growing liberal use of 
hospital service, as well as the pro
gressive further aging of our aged 
population, and medical advances 
over the foreseeable future would 
all contribute to this faster upward 
trend in usage and costs." 

The official government assump-
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tions about hospital days and hos
pitalization costs of the aged under 
the most recent proposal can be dem
onstrated to be unrealistic through 
another approach. 

Dr. Sanders points out the Divi
sion of Research and Statistics of 
the Social Security Administration 
last year estimated total medical 
care expenditure, both governmental 
and private outlays, for those aged 
65 and over as $4,915 million in 
1960 and $5,355 million in 1961. 

"The estimated expenditures in
dicate that-for 1961-$2,325 million 
of the total was spent for hospital 
care and $500 million for skilled 
nursing home care. Of the $2,325 
million total, $495 million is esti
mated as the expenditure of public 
funds for mental and tuberculosis 
hospital services. Subtracting this 
amount would leave $1,830 million 
and an allowance of $30 million for 
private expenditures for mental and 
tuberculosis hospitals would finally 
leave $1,800 million as the total 
expenditure for aged for general 
hospitals. 

"This represents a per capita 
amount per aged of $106. The 1960 
equivalent would be about $98. 

"This contrasts sharply with the 
HEW Secretary's estimate of per 
capita expenditure in this initial 
year of government health care. 
The cost estimate for hospital care 
for the aged is given as $762.8 mil
lion for an estimated 11.6 million 
persons aged 65 and over eligible 
for benefits. This results in a per 
capita outlay for hospital services 
estimated at about $66 as opposed 
to the estimated amount actually 
spent of $98. 

"Another way to look at this per 
capita figure of $98 is to project it 
to 1966, and compare the projected 
finding with the cost estimate in 
the latest federal actuarial study. 
The projection yields a per capita 
expenditure of $139 in 1966. 

"The benefit expenditures, in
cluding administrative expenses for 
calendar year 1966, are given as 
$1,530 million in the latest actu
arial study. The number of bene
ficiaries is estimated as 18 million 
for 1965. We can assume that this 
number would be about 18.4 million 
for 1966. On this basis the per 
capita benefit expenditure, accord
ing to the actuary, would be $83, 
or about 60 per cent of our esti
mated amount of $139. 

"The actuarial estimate includes 
the costs of all the other benefits 

provided under medicare. If lim
ited to hospital benefits only, on 
the basis of the percentage distribu
tion of taxable payroll costs given 
for the latest estimates, the per 
capita amount for hospital benefits 
would shrink to $72, about 52 per 
cent of $139." 

So, if the federal medicare plan 
is enacted, one or more alternatives 
would be needed to pay its costs— 
or make it actuarily sound. Either 
the benefits would have to be reduced 
to even more limited health care, 
or patients would have to pay more 
of the bills themselves. Or the 
amount of social security tax or the 
base on which this tax is levied 
would have to be boosted sharply. 

Dr. Sanders' analysis clearly in
dicates that the Social Security 
Administration has avoided a study 
and presentation of the evidence 
that would yield the most probable 
costs of hospital care under the 

A political expert tells 
what initial and historic 
moves the newly elected 
President must make. 
See page 34. 

most recent congressional proposal. 
Under these circumstances estimates 
of other benefit costs—such as 
nursing home and home care—prob
ably have little value, in Dr. 
Sanders' opinion. 

The various estimates convince 
him that these are figures that were 
selected with only one constraint in 
mind: "That the over-all percentage 
of the taxable payroll required 
should not move too far above the 
.5 per cent selected back in 1950 
as the proper cost for hospitaliza
tion benefits for the aged. 

"For 1966 the amount of skilled 
nursing home care for 18.4 million 
people, according to the government 
estimates, would be $68 million, 
$3.70 per aged. But, according to 
the 1961 expenditure study [done by 
the Social Security Administration], 
nursing home costs amounted to 
$500 million, or $29.40 per person." 

In the light of current usage as 
well as the increasing rate of de
mand this $3.70 figure makes little 
sense. 

"For home health services [the 
third category provided under the 
government health plan] the per 
diem amount would be about $6 
per capita. Taking various cost 
trends into consideration, this would 
mean less than one nursing visit or 
other equivalent services per per
son every other year. Outpatient-
hospital-diagnostic services [the 
fourth kind of services under medi
care] would cost about $1.20 per per
son. Of course, the patient is required 
to pay $20 toward this service, but 
the government's inclusion of this 
benefit would cause inflation in the 
cost of the service, so that the actual 
cost to the insured would be in
creased rather than reduced." 

Dr. Sanders explains that it is 
not his purpose to damn a health 
program for the aged, or to deny 
a need for it—but rather to convey 
his personal and professional con
viction that "the Social Security 
Administration has been concealing 
the truth by means of its actuarial 
estimates." 

He declares that we should not 
delude the public as to the cost of an 
effective health program. "If a 
sound realistic health program can
not be accepted by the public on its 
merits it should not be imposed on 
them by the government." 

Dr. Sanders' experience in gov
ernment has included service as 
chief of the Division of Health and 
Disability studies in the Office of 
Commissioner of Social Security, 
research consultant with the Bureau 
of Old Age and Survivors Insur
ance and research consultant with 
the U. S. Public Health Service. 

He was a member of the social 
security mission to Japan after the 
war and research analyst with the 
President's Commission on Veter
ans Pensions. He is a consultant to 
the United Mine Workers Welfare 
and Retirement Fund. Presently 
he is doing statistical research for 
the George Washington University 
and is consulting actuary with the 
University of Pittsburgh's Graduate 
School of Public Health on a special 
study. 

The authoritative opinions and 
judgments of Dr. Sanders are his 
own and should not be attributed 
to any organization or institution 
with which he has been or is as
sociated. END 

REPRINTS of "Federal Health Esti
mates—300% Wrong" may be ob
tained for 30 cents a copy, $14 per 
100, or $120 per 1,000 postpaid 
from Nation's Business, 1615 H St. 
N. W., Washington. D. C. 20006. 
Please enclose remittance with order. 
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If your company 
has 10 or more employees 

read this 
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.Etna's newprogram, in addition to providing the hospital and 
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Into payments for doctors' calls, private duty nurses and medicines 
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costs and more liberal Gondii ions of group insurance than are avail
able with individual insurance. 

Under a simplified claim program, JEtuB provides claim service 

directly to the retired employee, without involving you, the em 
plover, in the claim procedure. 

You'll find it a rewarding experience to work with /YAnii Life 
More businesses are group insured with .-Etna than with any othe 
company. Contact your JEtue. Life representative or broker ant 
look into this new program today. 
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WHERE AMERICA 
GETS ITS STRENGTH 
In the future, as in the past, our prosperity rests on these principles 

A NEW CYCLE in one of history's most dramatic ex
periments—the American system of government—be
gins to unfold this month with the election of the 
next President. 

The policies he follows will greatly affect the pros
pects of your business, the prosperity of all Ameri
cans, the nation's leadership in the world. 

It is timely and important, therefore, to take a 
new look at the principles which give Americans 
an unprecedented blend of prosperity, freedom and 
social consciousness. The principles offer guidelines 
for judging proposals for future change in national 
policies. For, as this article emphasizes, political and 
economic freedom are interdependent. 

The man who points out these basic American 
tenets is Thomas C. Mann, a lawyer, career diplomat 
and currently Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-
American Affairs. He was Assistant Secretary of 
State for Economic Affairs under President Eisen
hower. In these offices he has had to advocate, explain 
and defend the American economy to foreigners 
tempted by the claims of communists as well as to 
champions of other forms of politics and economics. 

These thoughts of Ambassador Mann are scheduled 

Thomas C. Mann, the 
author, is Assistant 
Secretary of State 

to be published in December as a chapter of a new 
book titled "World Economic Problems and Policies," 
copyright © 1964 by Herbert V. Prochnow. It is 
reprinted by permission of Harper & Row. 

T H E I M P O R T A N T T H I N G about an economic theory 
is not whether it is logical or whether its proponents 
have good intentions, but whether it produces results 
—whether, without destroying freedom, it creates 
prosperity or poverty for the people. 

This is the yardstick by which all economic sys
tems and policies will ultimately be judged. Whether 
a particular policy will promote or impede progress is 
often open to debate; for unlike mathematics, eco
nomics is not an exact science. But whether a particu
lar system or policy is, or is not, successful can be 
ultimately determined with great accuracy. 

Other nations have had more spectacular rates of 
economic growth for short periods of time, but no 
one can match this country's record of sustained 
growth and achievement over a long period of time. 
U. S. production today is the highest in the world, 
whether we measure it in terms of individual or na
tional income. 
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The U. S. record of social achievement has been 
even more impressive. The nation has had a continu
ously rising curve of individual productivity, steadily 
increasing wages and an unmatched domestic purchas
ing power created by the simple act of sharing growth 
with middle- and low-income families. Some econ
omies today pay the capitalist a larger rate on his 
loans and investment than he can earn in the United 
States. But no economic system pays so well its 
workers in the factories and on the farm, its teachers, 
its professional class—all those who produce goods or 
render services. And no other system has been more 
successful in leveling off extremes of poverty and 
wealth, in achieving an equitable distribution of the 
national product and in preventing the exploitation 
of man by man. 

All this has been accomplished in the United 
States without sacrificing freedom, either economi" 
or political, and without creating divisive hatreds 
between classes. In comparison, socialist regimes, at 
a great cost in human lives and human misery, to 
say nothing of human liberties, have succeeded only 
in substituting for the old ruling classes a new privi
leged class of bureaucrats. Their people are, after all 
these years, still far from achieving the standard of 
living and individual income that the United States 
has enjoyed for decades. 

It is a paradox of our times that, in spite of this 
record, so many people spend so much time lament
ing the shortcomings of the U. S. economic and 
social systems. They apparently fail to understand 
the difference between theory and practice, between 
Utopian dreams and solid achievement. 

The progress made in the United States is attrib
utable to certain broad economic principles, tested 
in practice for more than 175 years, which form the 
guidelines for the U. S. economic system and for 
its economic policies. 

One of the most important of these principles is 
economic freedom. 

During the Seventeenth and Eighteenth centuries, 

when Europe was ruled by kings and the United 
States was a colony of England, the theory of mer
cantilism dominated European economic and polit
ical thought. Essentially, mercantilism taught that a 
state prospers by amassing gold. This could be 
brought about by a country's exporting more than 
it imported. Foreign trade, as well as domestic pro
duction, was therefore tightly and extensively con
trolled in order to make it possible for the country 
to maintain favorable balances of trade with each 
trading partner. 

To cite only one example of the degree of control 
exercised by government in those days, it is said 
that, between 1666 and 1730, the rules of the French 
government for the French textile industry alone 
filled 2,000 printed pages. 

When it became apparent that these controls were 
stifling production to the detriment of the living 
standards of the people, the pendulum swung natural
ly in the opposite direction. 

Adam Smith, in his "Wealth of Nations," spoke of 
natural liberty as including the right of people to be 
free in the economic as well as the political sense. 
Economic progress would come faster, Smith said, if 
governments were relieved of "the duty of superin
tending the industry of private people." This idea that 
political and economic freedom were interdependent 
was developed, in England at least, by other econ
omists and philosophers and by distinguished lawyers 
such as Sir Henry Maine and Edward Coke. In es
sence, they feared the exploitation of man by the state 
even more than they feared the exploitation of man by 
man. Man, they reasoned, can better protect himself 
from the tyranny of an individual than from the 
tyranny of an all-powerful state. 

The concept of economic freedom runs through the 
Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of 
the United States. 

This does not mean, of course, to imply that 
Americans believe that economic freedom should be 
unlimited. As James Madison pointed out, men are not 





POINTOF VIEW 

The National Chamber, an organization which represents all business 
and industry and every section of the country, is a strong, vigorous, 
positive, forward-looking organization. 

It is an organization with a point of view which reflects the philosophy 
of its members. And which can be stated in a few words: 

—You are living today in a world of technological advance, a world 
that is being radically transformed by scientific progress. You are living 
in a day and age of enormous new economic and social problems. 

—You cannot live in the past. You cannot rely on what has worked in 
the past. You cannot do things today the way you did them yesterday, 
if you don't want to be wrong. You must live in the present—and face 
up to the problems of the present. 

—But, in facing up to the problems of the present, you must be smart 
enough to remember that there are certain principles, values and 
standards out of the past that are worth keeping and using. 

One of the principles worth preserving is that you 
cannot get "something for nothing." 

There is still a place in life for work, ambition, initia
tive, self-reliance, self-discipline, self-respect. 

A second principle worth preserving is that, if you want freedom, you 
have to practice freedom. You have to assume responsibility for making 
self-government work; you have to assume responsibility for solving 
today's economic and social problems where the problems are, and 
where you are. In your own community. 

You cannot turn these problems over to an overgrowing bureaucracy in 
Washington to solve, and still expect to remain forever free from gov
ernment intervention and control. Sooner or later, your human and 
economic rights will be gone. 

A third principle worth preserving is that, if you want to get satisfaction 
out of life, as well as security, the only way in which you can do so is by 
being useful in the world—by making an outgiving effort to contribute 
to the greater good of all—and by continually striving to grow and 
develop as a person. 

This is the National Chamber's point of view. If you are interested in 
knowing what the Chamber is doing these days to put this point of view 
into effect and to make it mean something—and we hope you are 
interested—read our progress report, "Finding and Applying Private-
Business Solutions to National Problems." A copy will be sent you free. 

Chamber of Commerce of the United States 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 



S T R E N G T H 
continued 

angels. He wrote in the "Federalist 
Papers" about the danger of the tyr
anny of the majority: 

"A pure democracy can admit 
no cure for the mischiefs of faction 
—there is nothing to check the in
ducements to sacrifice the weaker 
party." 

And because tyranny by the few 
over the many is also possible, the 
United States has adopted anti
trust laws to prevent unfair trade 
practices. Similarly a limited num
ber of U. S. industries, such as rail
roads and public utilities, are regu
lated. There are other limitations 
to the principle of absolute eco
nomic freedom, notably with re
spect to research needed for pro
duction of military and space 
machines and nuclear energy. 
There are certain controls on ship
ping, telecommunications and avia
tion, and on the production of a 
limited number of agricultural 
commodities. 

But it needs to be emphasized 
that these are the exceptions and 
not the rule. Virtually all U. S. 
industry and farms are privately 
owned. Individuals and corpora
tions conduct their own research, 
improve their own designs, seek 
new and better ways to improve 
the quality of their product and 
to reduce its cost. The producer is 
free to make what he pleases and 
to fix the price of his product. The 
consumer is free to buy what he 
chooses. 

A free economy is not only con
sistent with, and indivisible from, 
principles of political freedom, but 
also serves the material end of pro
moting material progress. This is 
so because, as has so often been ob
served, freedom of choice by the 
individual unleashes individual in
genuity and inventiveness; this in 
turn gives a vitality and dynamism 
to the economy, which it could not 
otherwise have. John Chamberlain 
explains the principle in these 
words: 

"The virtue of a free system— 
i.e., competitive capitalism—is that 
it allows energy to flow uncoerced 
into a thousand and one different 
forms, expanding goods, services 
and jobs in myriad unpredictable 
ways." 

Mr. Chamberlain has observed 
that economists did not plan or 
foresee the machines of the Indus
trial Revolution or Eli Whitney's 
cotton gin. No economist thought 
of Henry Ford's innovations in as

sembly-line production; his $5 
daily wage to workers was, both in 
classical and socialist theory, an 
economic impossibility. Even to
day, who can imagine the shape of 
things to come if man, the individ
ual man, remains free to invent, to 
experiment and to produce the 
things which the world needs? 

And now a second principal 
tenet of the U. S. economic sys
tem: High standards of living for 
the people can best be achieved in 
a competitive economy. 

Competition 
First, consider the protectionist, 

the one who does not wish to com
pete. In the United States a minor
ity of businessmen assert that 
their businesses are an exception 
and need protection. Often they 
say that their only motive is the 
protection of the jobs of their, em
ployees or, perhaps, their only in
terest is that national security be 
maintained by denying foreign 
competitors access to our markets. 

To be sure, there are cases in 
which protection is justified and 
desirable; for example, in the case 
of an infant industry that has good 
prospects of becoming efficient and 
competitive if, for a limited period 
of time, it is given a reasonable de
gree of protection. There are other 
exceptions. As do most economic 
decisions, the problem in the end 
becomes one of scope and degree. 

But we need constantly to re
mind ourselves that the national 
economy and the people pay a high 
price for excessive protection. Pro
tection to a small group of individ
uals who own a particular factory 
is, in economic terms, a subsidy to 
the owners, no matter what form 
it takes—whether it is a tariff, a 
quota, a licensing arrangement or 
a cash subsidy. 

If the subsidy is in the form of 
cash paid the producer, it is the 
taxpayer who foots the bill. If it 
takes other forms, it is paid by the 
consuming public through higher 
prices, usually for an inferior prod
uct, thereby lowering the real in
come of the people. Precisely the 
same thing occurs when the indus
try is state-owned. The difference is 
that in this case the higher prices 
for consumer goods can be consid
ered as an indirect tax. If the prices 
are kept artificially low for social or 
other purposes, the consumer of the 
particular commodity gains, but it is 
the taxpayer who pays. 

So, in these days when we are all 
talking so much about raising real 
income of individuals, the question 
may well be asked on social as well 

as on economic grounds: Who re
ceives the subsidy? Who pays the 
subsidy? Will the protected indus
try really be able, within a reason
able period of time, to pay the peo
ple back by efficiently producing 
goods of high quality at low cost? 

The answers to these questions 
clearly demonstrate that the con
sumer—and this includes every one 
of us because we all buy consumer 
goods—has a stake in keeping in
dustry efficient and competitive. 
For whether we consumers are em
ployers or employees, whether we 
work in a factory, on a farm or in 
an office, the quantity and quality 
of the things our money will buy 
is at least as important to our 
standard of living and our real in
come as the number of dollars we 
earn. 

And the same thing is doubly 
true of our wage earner. His real 
wages are reduced if he has to pay 
more for what he consumes. In ad
dition, he loses his chance of a 
noninflationary wage increase, for 
the only noninflationary way to 
increase his wage is to increase his 
individual productivity. Productiv
ity is increased more in efficient in
dustries because they use the latest 
and best machines. It is no acci
dent that in free competitive econ
omies, the real wages of the worker 
are much higher than they are in 
economic systems that avoid com
petition. 

If the consumer, the taxpayer, 
and the worker profit more, as indi
viduals, in a competitive economic 
system, so does the economy as a 
whole. 

Experience of the United States 
proves the value to its economy of 
the free play of competitive forces. 
We may also learn from the experi
ences of other economies in which 
competition has been, or is being, 
restricted on the theory that con
trolled economies eliminate waste 
and make for a better utilization of 
resources. If we look at the experi
ences of others, we find that there 
are indeed a number of conse
quences to restricting competition. 

First, industries that are pro
tected from the spur of competition 
have no incentive to conduct re-
research, to modernize their ma
chines and methods of production 
or to find ways to improve the 
productivity of the individual 
worker. The result is that the na
tional industrial plant, not to men
tion wages, remains static while 
the competitive world passes it by 
on the road to more efficient pro
duction. 

Second, protected industries can 
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Smooth,powerful new Big Six makes the '65 Ford 
your wisest fleet choice 

Ford's new lii^ Six uiili seven bearings for smooth, quid run
ning. Engine displaces 240 cu. in. Develops J.">0 lip at 4,000 rpm. 

At the heart of the '65 Ford is the new silk-
smooth Ford Big Six. It combines unique 
freedom from vibration with improved 
workhorse performance. Here's how: this 
engine now has seven main bearings to re
duce crankshaft flexing . . . for smoother 
operation. The block is structurally stronger. 
Two hundred forty cubic inches make this 
the biggest Six in its field. Yet 
the new Big Six is even lighter 
than last year 's , one of the 
reasons it delivers an extra mile-
per-gallon fuel saving! 
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Another important feature that makes the 
'65 Ford the wisest choice for fleet owners is 
a new body-frame assembly that helps keep 
road shocks and vibration from reaching the 
passenger compartment. This is a car of out
standing strength and durability with full-
coil suspension . . . deep-comfort seating . . . 
and more shoulder, knee and foot room. 

The trunk is over 11% larger 
than last year's, too—it's a full 
19.1 cu. ft. Discover why 1965 
is the best year yet for fleets to 
go Ford . . . test-drive one today! 



S T R E N G T H 
continued 

seldom compete abroad, and when 
too many industries become non
competitive, the national industrial 
plant cannot earn foreign exchange. 
We may well ask ourselves wheth
er monopoly trends, already dis
cernible in some parts of the free 
world, will not in the end have the 
effect of tying some economies, per
haps permanently, to groups of 
high-cost, inefficient industries. 

Third, a high degree of protec
tionism often goes hand in hand 
with the progressive expansion of 
the public sector and a correspond
ing contraction of and control over 
the private sector. This restraint, 
in turn, tends to undermine con
fidence, which so often translates 
itself into a reluctance on the part 
of the private sector to invest and 
which sometimes causes flights of 
capital. 

The end result again is a lower
ing of the growth rate and the crea
tion of balance-of-payments and 
other problems. 

Fourth, another demonstrable 
inhibitor restricting competition is 
that in controlled economies, in
efficient industries are seldom al-
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lowed to go out of business. Usual
ly the state takes over the business 
to prevent economic waste. The 
same end result of government 
ownership can be achieved by the 
nationalization of an efficient, pri
vately owned enterprise, for nation
alistic or other reasons. And when 
the state becomes the owner of an 
inefficient business, the govern
ment usually ends up by having 
to protect it from competition of 
more efficient industries by giving 
it monopoly status or other special 
privileges. 

The lessons learned from U. S. 
experience are substantially the 
same as those learned from the ex
periences of other economic sys
tems: Wherever competition is 
suppressed or controlled, the result 
is high-cost and low-quality pro
duction, to the detriment of both 
individual and national well-being. 

A third tenet of the U. S. eco
nomic system is this: Individual 
incentive has economic value. 

Individual incentive 
Most people do not consider it a 

virtue to content themselves with 
what they already have. Most of 
us want a better life for ourselves 
and our children. It is this aspira
tion plus the activity it generates 
that has ever been the mainspring 
of progress, for progress and eco
nomic growth require human effort 
and the rate of progress and growth 
are related to the degree of human 
effort that people are willing to put 
into the job. 

The economic system of the 
United States rejects the notion 
that "you work for John and you 
may be sure he will attend to your 
needs" as impracticable and Utopi
an. Its citizens are as idealistic 
and as concerned about their fel
low man as any people in history. 
But they also recognize the reality 
that man has a driving urge to 
satisfy his own needs and those of 
his family. 

They therefore believe that so
ciety benefits from both the ideal
ism and the self-interest of m a n -
that man can best contribute to 
the general welfare through his ef
forts to provide for himself and his 
family. 

They conclude therefore that the 
profit motive is an indispensable 
element of economic progress and 
concern themselves with preventing 
excesses and man's exploitation by 
man. 

The U. S. asserts that the valid
ity of this thesis is proved by the 
comparison of agricultural produc
tion in economic systems that have 

taken away the farmer's personal 
incentives to produce with the 
U. S. system, which provides guar
antees to the farmer that his land 
is his to own, improve, develop and 
make productive, and pass on to 
his children. 

This introduces a fourth tenet: 
Capital and the capitalist are es
sential and useful elements in the 
process of efficient production. 

Capital and capitalist 
Under all economic systems, na

tional and individual incomes can 
be increased only when national 
production is increased. Economic 
development, or economic growth, 
is essentially the increases of na
tional production plus the distribu
tion of increased production on a 
broad scale so as to increase the 
purchasing power of individuals. 

Under all economic systems, the 
rate of economic growth depends 
upon the extent to which a country, 
1, accumulates capital and, 2, uses 
the accumulated capital, in combi
nation with its natural and human 
resources, in the efficient production 
of goods and services. 

If one looks at the free world to
day, he must come to the conclu
sion that the most important miss
ing component in many of the eco
nomic development programs is risk 
capital and the managerial and 
technical skills that go with it. 
Those countries that have created 
internal conditions that attract the 
largest amounts of risk capital are 
those that have the highest sus
tained rates of economic growth. 
Conversely, those that discourage 
risk capital, and which must then 
necessarily depend too much on in
vestments by the public sector, 
will in the long run have lower rates 
of economic growth. 

Who provides the capital com
ponent of economic development? 
In the United States today it is the 
millions of people who have re
frained from consuming all their 
earnings and who have invested 
their savings directly or indirectly 
in productive enterprises that create 
jobs and produce goods for the peo
ple. 

Thus they contribute a scarce 
and essential component of the 
productive process that, within a 
few generations, accomplished more 
material progress for mankind than 
had been accomplished in the pre
ceding thousand years. 

It is true that the capitalist may 
make a profit until such time as a 
competitor makes a better product 
or becomes more efficient and hence 
able to sell at a cheaper price. But 
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it is also true that in order to make 
a profit in a free competitive econ
omy such as that in the United 
States, the investor must earn it by 
first making a new or a better prod
uct wanted by the people. 

Some 600 companies, for example, 
have been formed at one time or 
another in the United States to 
manufacture automobiles. Out of the 
fierce competition that prevails in 
this industry, not more than a dozen 
significant producers have survived. 
But the result is a better product at 
a lower price for the benefit of the 
consumer than would have been 
otherwise possible. Who can deny 
that the investor who has survived 
this degree of competition and who 
has, in the process, made available 
to the public a better and cheaper 
product, is not entitled to his re
ward just as are the managers, the 
technologists, the workers and others 
who contribute to the productive 
process? 

Of course, profits can be exces
sive. In the early days of capital
ism—the only kind of capitalism 
that Karl Marx knew anything 
about—they sometimes were. But 
in the United States it has not 
seemed necessary to burn down the 
barn to kill the rat. 

There is another point about the 
profit system in a free economy that 
needs to be repeated more often: It 
is the fairest system yet devised for 
rewarding those who contribute to 
the public welfare. In socialistic 
systems, success and material re
wards are usually dependent on 
political favor. But in the U. S. eco
nomic system, success or failure or 
profit or loss is decided in a very 
impersonal manner by the consum
ing public. The sole judge of whether 
a product "sells," and hence 
whether the investor earns a profit, 
is the anonymous consumer. He 
makes his decision without pity 
and favoritism, and even in an 
unconscious manner, because he 
makes it on the basis of his own 
self-interest. How could there be a 
fairer judge or a more impartial 
standard? 

It is therefore no accident that 
most of the highest positions in the 
U. S. competitive system are filled 
by those who have worked their 
way up on the basis of ability. And 
because of these same factors, the 
large corporations of the United 
States are no longer owned by a 
few. They are owned by the peo
ple who have invested their savings 
in the exercise of their own will 
and judgment. This is why U. S. 
capitalism is often called "peoples' 
capitalism." END 

THE RULES OF THE GAME 
How well a player knows the rules of his game 

often makes the difference between winning and 

losing. So of course when a change in rules is 

made—as in the case of this year's new rule in 

college football permitting free substitution at 

time-outs—the successful competitor has to know 

exactly what the change is, how it will affect his 

style of play, and then alter his game strategy 

accordingly. 

Knowing the rules by which you must operate can 

also make the difference between "winning" and 

"losing" in your business or profession. And these 

rules are changing constantly. . . via new legis

lation . . . through the less publicized decisions 

of courts and government agencies. Some changes 

may be small but, if unheeded or unknown, they 

could possibly "cost you the game." 

Keeping members informed and up to date on 

such changes, large and small, is just one service 

performed by trade and professional associations. 

Yet this one service alone can repay many times 

over the cost of your membership. Be sure you 

know the rules you're playing by. Join and par-i 

ticipate in the association in your field. 

POINTERS 
FOR PROGRESS 
through trade and professional associations 

' 
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The Bell System has . . . pushbuttons that can turn 
your telephone into a versatile intercommunicating 
system at the touch of a forefinger" 

These buttons give you fully integrated telephone/ 
intercom service. They let you handle outside and 
inside calls on one instrument... hold one call while 
you get information or answer another call . . . add an 
inside extension to an outside c a l l . . . set up multi-
phone conferences. 

You have complete flexibil ity... complete intercom 
privacy. 

Depending on your special needs, you can have 
regular phones with six buttons . . . or CALL DIRECTOR1" 
phones with 12, 18, 24 or 30 buttons. The largest of them 
takes up less than a square foot of space. And there's 
no other equipment on your desk, or on your walls. 

Bell intercom service is saving time and sharpening 
efficiency for many firms. It can probably do the same 
for yours. Why not call your Bell Telephone Business 
Office and find out? 

g \ Bell System 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. 
and Associated Companies 



There ought 
to be a law 

O F THE 4,097 bills introduced in Congress this year, fewer 
than 600 have found their way into law. 

This might seem a small percentage. But if you look at 
the price tag the record is much different. 

Bills passed this year provide for federal spending of 
$106 billion. That averages out at more than $550 for 
every man, woman and child in the country. 

Among bills which didn't become law were two which 
would compel businessmen to go to great lengths in spelling 
out interest charges to customers and identifying goods of
fered for sale. Supporters called the former, "Truth-in
tending," the latter, "Truth-in-packaging." 

The new Congress might well consider a measure requir
ing every lawmaker to spell out in clear and precise terms 
just exactly how much his proposals would cost the tax
payer. 

Such a bill could be called, "Truth-in-legislating." 
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H* 

ARPEP 

Bottles have changed... 

but never the quality of 

I.W. HARPER 
it's always 
a pleasure 

THE GOLD MEDAL KENTUCKY BOURBO* 

P R I Z E D B O T T L E D I N B O N D O R 

M E L L O W G O L D M E D A L B O U R B O N 

From left to right: "Dandy" Pinch Bottle, 1900; " Am be r " Glass, 1880; "Canteen G. 
A. R.," 1895; "Pewter Pitcher," 1900; "Companion" Decanter, 1910; "Bar Bott le" Cut 
Glass, 1910; "Dwar f " Decanter, 1885; "Gold Medal" Decanter, 1949; "Harper 's Own" 
Ceramic Jug, 1890; "Li t t le Companion" Cut Glass, 1910; "Naut ica l , " 1890; "The 
Amer ican" Flask, 1875; "Carboy" Wicker-Covered, 1880; "Cameo" Miniature, 1899. 

86 PROOF AND 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN BONO • ©I.VK. HARPER DISTILLING COMPANY. LOUISVILLE. KY. 



Floor featured in this Boutique is new kentile" Bamboo Solid Vinyl Tile. Size: I" \ 36". 
Colors: Silver and Chinese Black. Riser Base is White KenCove** Vinyl. Floor design 
and interior by C. Eugene Stephenson, F. A. I.D. 

K E N T I L E 

VINYL Q Q H H E E ] 

Bamboo! AD exciting new Kentile Moor that's perfect for any place 

of business. Tin's beautiful solid vinyl tile adds an exotic touch to 

any decor. Vet, Bamboo is a brawny tile.. .with a warm, textured sur

face that's greaseproof, easy to maintain, and comfortable underfoot. 

Won't show spiked-heel dents. Expensive? Bamboo s low price is the 

nicest surprise of all! Your Kentile Dealer is in the Yellow Pages 

under "Floors." Or consult your builder, architect, or interior designer. 


